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Biologists have become increasingly aware of the ex­
treme complexity associated with the problems of fishery 
management# fhe lu^ roveraent of growth rates of desirable 
species of fish with a view of providing a greater turnover 
and better fishing has become a fundamental part of the 
program for widest and most efficient use of our water re­
sources# This involves treatment recomaended on the basis 
of diagnosis, Froper diagnosis depends, in turn# on 
thorough knowledge and application of imderlylng principles 
concerned with the determination of growth-rate character­
istics of the population under different conditions over a 
period of time, fan Oosten (1941) and Lagler (1949) list 
briefly some of the more outstanding fishery problems whose 
solutions are dependent upon age and growth studies. 
Generally speaking# the study of growth rates consists 
of determining the ages of fishes over a wide size range 
and ooiaparlng increases in size with increases in age dur­
ing previous years of life. Van Oosten (1941) siunniarized 
briefly the several methods which might be used in calcu­
lating age and rate of growth of fish specimens. The most 
satisfactory method in use at the present time is the scale 
method which was first demonstrated by Hoffbauer (1898). 
fhis meana of determining age makes us© of th© anrmli or 
yearly ringa formed on the scales of fish. Annual rings 
laid down in otoliths or other bony structures are soma-
timea us©d, Thes® marks may be evaluated in much the sama 
manner as seasonal rings found in the cross section of a 
tr«® trimkf Other methods of age-and-growth rat® study 
suggested by fan Oosten (1989) are used primarily today to 
supplement or teat the validity of the scale method in the 
investigation of different speciesj or to study the growth 
of fish where the scale method has not proved adequate. 
Biologists studying developments in marine fisheries 
were quick to grasp the significance of Hoffbauer's find­
ings and soon began to employ this knowledge in their 
investigations but use of the method was accepted much 
later by fresh-water biologists. The investigations on 
th© sunfish, Lepoais (Eupoaotia) gibbosust by Greaser 
(1926) and on the lake herrings Leucichthys artedlf by 
?an Oosten C19S9) are usually considered to have been the 
first extensive scale studies amd® in this country. Since 
these investigations, fishery biologists have rather uni­
versally begun to realize th® essential status of age and 
growth determinations in complete fishery studies. 
Reviews of the literature and bibliographies on the 
scale jnethod have been given by Thomson (1904), Taylor 
(1916), Button (19S1), Greaser (1936), Mohr (1927), 
•3' 
Graham (1929), and Van Oost®n (1939), Van Oosten (1993) 
suggested that the validity of the scale method for deter­
mining the age and the rate-of-growth of a fish was dependent 
upon certain propositions being correct. These included 
asstimptions thati (a) the scales do not change in number or 
identity during the life of the fishj (b) the annual incre­
ment in the length or other dimensions of the scale main­
tains a constant ratio with the annual increment in body 
length throughout the life of the fishj (c) the annuli are 
formed yearly and at the same time each year. Van Oosten 
(1929) and Hile (1941) listed criteria for use in testing 
the validity of annuli as year marks for species of fishes. 
Creaser (1926)j Hile (1931), Beckman (1943) and others 
have listed characteristics which could be used to identify 
true annuli. Chief aaong these characters is the '^ cutting 
over** or anastomosis exhibited when the annulus intersects 
the Incomplete winter circuli of the scales. Greaser, in 
the same paper, gave an excellent review of the literature 
conceraing the structure and development of scales. 
The assumption that the annulus is a true year mark 
and that Just one such mark forms each year is still the 
subject of criticism. Beckman (1943) described some of the 
major research in which conclusions favoring the assumption 
were attained. The same author also related findings of 
other experiments in which the evidence indicated that the 
detemlnation of the tru® annulua might be a controversial 
matter. Work by Hubtos and Cooper (1955) on green simflsh, 
Ii®pomla 6janellus» and lojig-eared sunfish, Lepomis 
negalotis pQltmstea? in Michigan# as well as that by 
Bennett, Thompson and Parr (1940) concerning bluegills, 
I,@pomlB m» macrochlrus j and other fish in an Illinois 
lalce are two of these latter experiments in which the 
presence of false or aece®.aory scale marks increased the 
difficulty of determining the, location of true annul!. In 
soa® specimens the supernumerary marks fulfilled the de~ 
aeriptlon of annul! better than did the true year marks. 
Much of the disagreement arising in age-and-growth 
rate determinations can be traced to lack of sufficient 
knowledge of the factors inirolved in annulus foiroation. 
Fishery biologists agree reasonably well with the premise 
that formation of the annulus is dependent on retardation 
or cessation of scale growth followed by a resximptlon of 
growth, Vrni Oosten (1923) pointed out that growth of the 
body and scale was closely correlated, and that any factor 
which affected the growth rat® of the body might be of 
priaary significance in the formation of the annulus. 
Many consider temperature as the most important factor 
in the formation of the annulus. Kven in this thinking 
the varloui workers have been tinabl® to reach complete 
agreement as to the specific way in itiich temperature might 
affect the process# Pulton (1904) suggested that tempera­
ture modified th© rata of growth in fish hj directly affect­
ing the metabolic rat® and the rigidity of digeation. He 
further stated that low temperatures resulted in lack of 
or extreme retardation of digestion, loss of appetite, and 
very low rate of metabolism in the tissues. Thomson (1904) 
reached similar conclusions though he also considered 
seasonal variation in food supply as having an influence 
on the growth rate. Lea (1911) found no close dependence 
between growth rate and teiaperature In Gadidae though the 
growth rate increased as soon as the ten^erature rose in 
the spring. ¥an Oosten (1923) suggested that temperature • 
might be a primary factor in th® fomation of annul! in 
adult whitefish but was of only secondary importance in the 
iiTOStur© specimens# He admitted, however, that this did 
not explain the decrease in growth rate in his aquarium 
fish in August and September though food and temperature 
remained practically constant during the suiimier lontil 
lovember# Hathaway (1927), working with bluegills, puap-
kinseed sunflsh, and largemouth black bass, found a marked 
reduction in food consiimption with decrease in temperature, 
Bectoaan (1945) stated that annulus foraation in cer­
tain Michigan gsoae fishes took place at a fairly definite 
teiaperatiire in the spring, lo annuli were formed before 
the ii»an daily water temperature exceeded 50* P. in 1940-41. 
Van Someren (1950) found no correlation b@twen "winter 
©heeks** and water t@)»p©raturo in Kenya, East Africa trout, 
Th© mean wat©r temperature in his study seldom varied more 
than 4* F, from month to month, Beckman (1943) alao sug-» 
g®st©d that temperatures higher than the optimum for the 
speeies tend to atop or retard growth. He considered that 
the several annulus-like marks which formed in one year on 
the scales of some of the bluegills and largeaouth bass 
in Pork I#ake, Illinois (Bennett, Thompaon and Parr, 1940) 
were induced by high suomer-water temperatures which led 
to a temporary cessation of growth. Thus, age determina­
tion might be unreliable in shallow lakes where very high 
water temperatures occurred over considerable periods of 
time. 
Food was also considered of chief importance as a 
factor in annulus formation by Hoffbauer (1898), Thomson 
(1904), Praser (1917), and Bhatia (1931). Van Ooaten 
(1933), however, stated that food was only a secondary 
factor in year-mark development in adults but might be a 
primary factor in iiamature fiah. Van Soraeren (1950) could 
find no correlation of winter checks'* in rainbow trout 
scales with feeding intensity or the aiaoxmt of food avail­
able. 
Spawning and the rate of sexual development has been 
considered a factor in annulus production by some workers. 
although some species of fish spawn at entirely different 
times than that when th© annual ring is laid down, Johnston 
(1907)* faylor (1916), Hubbs and Cooper (1935), and others 
recorded spaiming aarks, distinct from true annuli, formed 
on scaleif. Beckaian (194S) stated that many of the scales 
examined in his atudy of Michigan game fishes had accessory 
marks which aight have been interpreted as spawning marks, 
¥an Oosten (1933) considered the fact well established that, 
for many species, th® annual increment in body growth of 
jowng fishes was very noticablj reduced in that year when 
sexual maturity first occurred, fan Someren (1950) found 
that th® percent occurrence of ''checks", at the scale edge 
of~last African trout each month, was closely correlated 
with the state of gonad development. He said the annual 
slowing of growth indicated by the scales was due to 
Maturation of the gonads, 
Tiae of annulus-formation is another closely related 
factor to be considered in age and growth studies. Here 
again, rather divergent results have been obtained by dif­
ferent workers, particularly in different species of fish. 
Van Oosten (1923)# working with whitefish, reported the 
marginal seal© growth was raatsmed in April or possibly 
March, Greaser (1986) found that scales of many fishes in 
Douglas Ii®ke, Michigsai, had only recently formed an anntilus 
when collected in June, Hansen (1937) decided that the 
annuli of i?hlt© crappies ar® formed over th© period May to 
July inclusiv© in certain waters of Illinois. Bennett, 
Thompson and Parr (1940) reported formation of annul! on 
scales of some yearling bluegills in Fork Lake, Illinois, 
before th® middle of April and on scales of all yearling 
bluegills by the end of May, Most breeder bluegills in the 
aaime lake began annulus formation later than the yearlings 
and did not complete this formation until October. The 
suggestion was aad© that the yearling bluegills may have 
formed their annuli within the period of a month because 
they were well fed. Ricker (1942a) stated that annuli 
were laid down In bluegills in northern Indiana lakes at 
least from February to June, with the majority being formed 
in May, Annuli for the current year were reportedly found 
on some of the bluegills taken by ice fishermen. Beckman 
(1943) found that annulus formation occurred on scales of 
yearling bluegills from Paslnskl Pond, in south central 
Michigan, between April 23 and 29, in 1959. Slgler (1949), 
in working with white bass in northwest Iowa, reported that 
the annulus was produced during late July and early August 
in 1945. However, he found two-year-old white bass taken 
in 1943 had apparently formed an annulus between June 2 
and July 8 of that year. 
Field investigations for the present critical scale 
study of the bluegill population in McParland's Pond, Story 
County# Iowa, w©i»@ initiated in Ifay, 1949, and brought to a 
GIOS® in July, 19S0. All of the data for a similar study 
of hluegills in Iiittl® Wall Lake, Hamilton County, Iowa, 
and most of th« Inforaation concoming green aunfiah from 
th® same Isk® wer© salvaged from an earlier fish population 
study begun in January# 1948#and concluded in the late 
winter of 1948-49 when a linterkill eliminated the bluegill 
population and severely depleted the green sunfiah popula­
tion. Th® investigations were conducted in an effort to 
obtain additional information related to some of the pre­
viously discussed problems encountered in age-and-growth 
studies on certain fresh-water fish populations. 
DESCRIPTIOM OP T.HE AREAS 
McPar'land*s Pond Is located some 13 miles southeast of 
Little Wall I»ak© in north central Iowa, fh® two bodies of 
water are rerj dissimilar in area, depth, origin, and 
general liimologieal eonditions. 
McParland*s Pond 
(lilford ToTOsMp, Story County, Rmge R, 23 W,, 
T, 84 M., Section 7) 
Hydrography 
McB'arland^ s Pond is a relatively rich, artificial pond 
with a surface area of approjcimately 7 acres* It was fomed 
in the fall of 1946 i^ en an earthen dam was constructed 
across the narrow valley of a small natural drainage creek. 
The pond ia rather elongate, conforming to the shape of the 
valley, and i» relatively deep# particularly in that por» 
tion covering the old stream channel (Figure 1). Roughly, 
75 percent of the lake area has a depth greater than 5 feet 
with a maxlmxam depth of 23 feet recorded. With the ex­
ception of the eastern one-third of the pond, the bottom 
slopes from the shore and the banks with a rather steep 
gradient. The principal inlet, located at the far eastern 
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Figure 1. Hydrographic map of McFarlpnd's Fond. The maj-or water sampling station 
was located at A» 
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©nd of the pond, serves several drainage tiles and a rather 
©xtensiv© watershed to the north, east and south of th© 
pond# ,This peraan®nt cr®@k carries a large volime of water 
when rains oecur. A smaller, intermittent waterway empties 
Into the south central arm of th© pond during periods of 
rain or melting snow. The earthen spillway, located near 
the east end of the dam, has eroded badly due to long periods 
of alight overflow and shorter periods of extremely heavy 
runoff (Table 1), The pond is characterized by a rapid 
Table 1. Fluctuations in slater Level at MoFarland's Pond 
during the Feriod April, 1949 to July, 1950, 
Inclusive {Measured in inches from spillway 
level as zero) 
Water Water Water 
Bat® level Date level Date level 
4-30-49 -I- 1 3-7-50 +12 5-10-50 +18 
7-90-49 - 7 3-9-50 + 5 5-17-50 + 5 
8-5-49 - 8 3-10—50 + 3 5-22-50 + 4 
8-8—49 - 9 3—16—50 + 4 5-24-50 + 4 
9-2-49 
—19 3-20-50 + 4 5-31-50 + 3 
9—24—49 -19 3-24-50 + 8 6-7-50 + 1 
10-17*49 -S4 3-25-50 + 5 6—8—50 +17 
ll-Sl-49 -27 3-31-50 + 3 6-14-50 + 8 
12.24-49 -22 4—4—50 + 1 6-18-50 +13 
1-20-SO -16 4-10-50 + 1 6-19—50 + 9 
2-10-50 - 7 4-14-50 0 6-21-50 + 7 
3-24-50 - 4 •4-21-50 m 3 6-®-50 + 4 
3-3-SO - 1 4-28-50 • 3 7-7-50 + 3 
3-6-50 +17 5-4-50 + 2 7-24-50 0 
response in water level to heavy precipitation or prolonged 
periods of melting snow. After the bulk of the excess water 
•"13"-
M® been removed# the water level lowers at a much more 
gradual rat©« ?h® bottoa is mostly of silt. No gravel 
areas are known to be present, 
ffattrshed 
A r®lativ©lj large watershed of approximately 157 acres 
serves th© pond ifcieh Is situated in an area isiiere rough and 
broken land bordering the narrow^  pre-glacial valley of the 
Skunk River merges with th© till plain. The watershed soil 
is composed aostly of well drained Clarion fine sandy loam 
(Meldrum# Perfect and Mogen, 1941) and the area isamediately 
adjacent to the shore zone is mainly in the recovered eroded 
phase of that ioil type# Some imperfectly or poorly drained 
Webster loam and Webster sllty elay loaan are present in the 
extreme eastern and southeastern part of the watershed, A 
small area of Dickinson fine sandy loam liea some 300-400 
yards south of the central portion of the pond, Natural 
drainage in th© region is northwest toward the Skunk River, 
one*half »il© distant. That portion of the watershed adja­
cent to the pond consists of partly wooded and heavily 
grazed bluegrass pasture. The rest of the watershed is 
farmed for pasture, oats, alfalfa and corn. An effort has 
been mad© to control erosion in certain critical areas but 
heavy rains and melting snow periodically result in tre­
mendous amounts of silt entering the pond. 
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BofeaaieaX f eatttrea 
Th@ ©aergent and subaergent distribution of higher 
aquatic plants was extr&m^ lj limited due to the relative 
fouth of th© pond and the st@®p gradient of the shore and 
bottoa, lo floating vegetation other than algae was present. 
Submerged green algae (mostly Rhlzoclonium sp*# Microspora 
sp. and SpiroCTra sp.J were found adjacent to the shore all 
around the lake. Floating clumps of Oscillatoria sp, were 
distributed over the pond aurfaee in mid and late suKamer. 
Iiittl© effort was made by the owner to control the algae 
during the summer of 1949 and algal bloom became particularly 
heavy from early July through early September. Bushy pond-
weed (la^ flexilia) and leafy pondweed (Potraogeton 
* V A- « iwigMiMMnw  ^ ••• IWIIAJ—W—» 
foliosus) were found in limited quantities generally dis­
tributed in inshore waters around the pond in 1949. This 
narrow band of subaergent vegetation was limited at that 
time to a «one extending not more than 4 feet from the shore. 
Shallower areas in the east end of the pond,which should 
have been able to support heavy emergent and submergent 
aquatic vegetation, had been subjected to heavy siltation 
with the result that development of extensive higher plant 
zones ha® been delayed. 
Iiianological features 
The topography of the region adjacent to the pond is 
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such that -wind effect is oonslderably reduced. This, coupled 
with th© rftth©r steep gradient and irregular nature of the 
pond bedj resulted in thermal stratification.developing in 
th© pond early in the springi Jk rather extensive thermo-
cline was usually present from the time observations were 
first nrnde on April 29, 1949, until laid-September of the same 
year (fable 2). k thermoclin® is that stratum of water where 
Table 2, Limits of th© Thermoeline Observed in McParland's 
Fond, 1949-1^ 50 (Depths in Meters) 
ioweat ex­ Upper Lowest ex- Upper 
Date tent of limits Bate tent of limits 
epi- of hypo- epi- of hypo-
lifflnion liimion limn ion liBjnion 
1949 
5-29 2*0 bottcaa 10-4 io thermocline 
6-7 1.0 bottom 10-11 5.0 4.0 
6-14 1.0 5.0 10-17 3.0 4.0 
6-20 surface bottom 10—94 No thermocline 
6-28 1.0 4.5 1950 
7«5 surface bottom 4—i4 Mo theiTOocline 
'I'-n surface bottom 4-gl 3.0 4.0 
7-18 surface bottoii 4-® 4.0 5.0 
7-25 1.0 bottom 5-4 1.0 3.0 
8-1 1.5 bottcaa 5-10 No thermocline 
8-8 1.0 4.S 5-17 surface 4.0 
8-15 1.0 4.S 5-24 surface 4.0 
3-2g s.o 4.5 S-31 S.O 4.0 
9-5 s.o bottom 6-7 1.0 bottom 
9-lg 3.0 bottom §-14 1.0 bottom 
9-17 3.0 bottom 6-21 surface 3.0 
9-26 lO' thenaocline 6—28 1.0 3.0 
the decrease in temperature with increasing depth from the 
surface is 1* G, or more per meter (Birge, 1904). The 
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epillnnlen and hypolliaiion contain those strata above and be­
low th© theraiocline, resp@etlv«lj« Change in temperature 
within th« epiliimion and the hypollMalon is lesa than 1* C, 
per m@t«r of d©pth» Th© therraocline was not formed in 1950 
until shortly after April 14» High winds or heavy rains 
tended to modify the thermal stratification considerably for 
short periods of tia© (Appendix A and fable 2), The epl-
liianlon and hypollMnion werms in general, considerably re­
stricted in size. In 17 of the 28 weeKLy observations made 
when a thermocline wae considered to be present, the epl-
liiHnion consisted of the upper one meter of water or leas. 
In saven instances no eplliinnion was present. Mo hypollianion 
was present in 13 of the eases where a therraocline was found 
to be present and in six additional instances the hypo­
llianion contained only the lowest one meter or less of 
water# All temperature observations were conducted within 
10 feet of the same location# The maximum depth of the 
bottom at thla site varied roughly between 6 meters and 
6.»5 Meters during the period May, 1949 through June, 1950., 
dependent upon fluctuations in the water level, 
laxliBUffl surface temperature observed was 99* F, on the 
afternoon of July 5, 1949, after several very warm clear 
days and nights# This extreme reading was considered to be 
only a temporary situation since the teraperatur© at the one 
meter depth level was not appreciably changed from that of 
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thfl previous weeklj observation and the sxirfac© temperature 
did not at mf earlier or later observation rise above 86* 
P, The thermoclin® was well ©stabliahed at this time. 
Surface temperatures were registered with the thermometer 
bulbs at a level 3 to § inches below the surface of the 
water or the lower surface of the ice as the situation 
changed. 
Spring overturn had already occurred when temperature 
observations were begun in 1949. The therraocline was broken 
up after generally cool days and nights and rather general 
strong winds in,late September of that year. A narrow 
theBaocline reappeared for two weeks in aid-October, prob­
ably aa a result of extremely violent, warm southwest winds 
churning and warming the upper 3 meters of water on October 
10# but seemingly not materially affecting water under that 
level# % the last week In October the brief themocline 
had dlsappe®r'®d and the pond began the autumnal or fall 
overturn, fh© water temperature was gradually reduced and 
by Decendser 6 th® pond was almost entirely covered with ice. 
On Deceaber 10, only a small water area, approximately one-
yard In diameter, remained open. 
After th© Ice coirer became established, the water ex­
hibited a somewhat inverse stratification with a rather 
abrupt increase in temperature within a space of one or 
two feet under the lee and a slight gradual increase or 
18-
constant temperature from that point to th® bottom. A small 
general increase in teioperature of subsurface waters was ob­
served in January (Appendix A) but a reduction to December 
readings occurred again in February. A similar alight in­
crease in bottom water temperatures was noted in early March 
and, as the month progressed, higher adjacent strata became 
slightly warmer.. Greenbank (1945) observed a similar phe­
nomenon in ice-covered Michigan lakes as the winter progressed. 
Runoff water from melting snow and occasional rains appeared 
to affect only the temperature of water immediately under the 
ice and down to one meter depth, depending upon the amount 
of infiltering water, fhis influence was noticed in the 
temperatures recorded for January IS and February 10, 1950 
(Appendix A) after periods of extensive snow melting and 
aoderat® rains. Iiarge volumes of runoff water coming into 
the pond from the inlets materially affected all levels of 
water adjacent to the inlet. In general, the radius and 
depth of influence by rtmoff water was rather easily de­
termined from the spreading discoloration of the silt-laden 
water under th® ice and by observing the discoloration of 
water s-amples taken at various depths. 
The ic® cover was entirely gone from McFarland*s Pond 
on April 8, 1950, and the spring overturn was in progress 
by April 7. In spite of periodic freezing temperatures and 
moderate winds, slight thermal stratification was evident 
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one week later, Unseaaonablj cool weather continued during 
the following week and on April 28 the pond appeared to have 
at least partially overturned again. Stratification had 
set in again M,aj 4 after a period of warm southeasterly 
winds and a warm rain. However# observations made May 10, 
following a series of extremely heavy cold rains and high 
winds, suggested that the pond water had partially turned 
over again a short tirae before. The pond was thermally 
stratified at that observation and continued as such during 
th© remainder of the observational period. 
Yariations in observed concentrations of dissolved 
oxygen were found to be rather closely associated with the 
thermal stratification of the water, particularly in those 
strata involving the upper limits of the thermocllne. This 
was to be expected, of course, because of the impediraents to 
water circulation Inherent in the presence of a thermocllne. 
Summer stagnation had already begun to set in when observa­
tions were started early in June, 1949 (Appendix B). By 
July, only water shallower than 2 meters depth contained 
more than 1.5 p.p.m. of dissolved oxygen. The volume of 
water possessing possible minimum required amounts of oxygen 
for uninhibited flah activity becaiae even more restricted 
in August «toen only that water shallower than 1.5 meters 
depth contained raore than 1,5 p.p.m. of dissolved oxygen. 
On August 22 th© recorded dissolved oj^ gen concentrations 
•go­
at the surface and at on© meter depth were 1.8 and 1,3 
respectively, io disaolved oxygen could be detected 
at and below 5 meteri depth throughout the month. Due pos­
sibly to heavy cold rains in the Interval, the amoxints of 
dissolved oxygen in the upper waters were considerably in­
creased by early September. Pish were not hampered by lack 
of oxygenated water again until late in Pebruai»y, 1950* 
when less than 1,6 p,p,a, of oxygen were available at depths 
greater than on# meter. The situation became serious by 
March 3 when only 0.78 p.p.m. of oxygen was detected in 
water Just under the ice, Infiltering melt water presumably 
served to alleviate the shortage of oxygen by the time of 
the March 10th observation, but on March 16 the deficiency 
waa extremely critical at the site of the observation 
station. Repeated samples yielded no more than 0.51 p.p.m. 
of dissolved oxygen in surface waters at that time. 
Conditions remained much the same at the observation 
site until the latter part of March when general melting 
and disintegration of the ice and remaining snow presumably 
eliminated any further concern about a severe winterkill, 
A minor winterkill apparently did occur in certain protected 
shallow parts of the pond. Some 30-35 dead bluegills were 
observed under the ice in the west bay and a number of dead 
bluegills and yellow bass were recovered from the sides of 
the spillway. Although the dissolved oxygen concentrations 
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were ferj low at the regular observation point# there was 
reason to believe that they were not as reduced for such 
an extended period of time in the vicinity of the inleta 
and the longer ©loping banks because of large amounts of 
runoff water entering the pond in those regions. Samples 
taken at th® surface and at one meter depth some 80 yards 
west of th© principal inlet on March 25 ej±iLibited 7,1 and 
T.O p.p.m, of dissolved oxygen, respectively# and were dis­
colored from suspended silt» Only 0.6 p.p.m. of oacygen 
was detected the previous day In surface waters at the 
regular site. Melt and rain water trickling through the 
ice appeared^  in general, to produce a, change in the 
oxygen concentration only in water just under the ice 
cover. Two samples of mslt water pouring into the pond 
from one of the banks on larch 8 were found to contain an 
average of 8.7 p.p.m. of dissolved oxygen. No samples 
collected below a depth of 4 meters were analyzed during 
the last three weeks in June, 1950 because of extreme tur­
bidity beyond that depth. 
Observations for free carbon dioxide were made con­
currently with those for dissolved oxygen and chemical con­
ditions. The relative amoimts of free carbon dioxide 
present during the spring, summer, and early fall periods 
were essentially the reverse of the dissolved oxygen con­
centrations, As th© water became themally stratified in 
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those seasons, the carbon dioxide gradually increased in 
all depths except the level® exposed to surface wind and 
wave action. In general, the rates of increase of carbon 
dioxide were relatively greater with increase in depth 
IAppendix C), With gradual lowering of the temperature in 
the upper layers of water, less rigid thermal stratifica­
tion and an increased tendency of the water to mix, the 
amounti of carbon dioxide in these affected layers were re­
duced# When fall overturn occurred, the carbon dioxide 
concentrations becaxK© ratter uniform at all levels and 
gradually decreased until none could be detected at any 
level by the tira® ice initially covered the pond. With 
the ice cover preventing all wind-initiated water circula­
tion, free carbon dioxide became distributed at all levels 
by January, Concentrations at aost observations increased 
slightly with increase in depth, but at no time reached the 
intensities encountered in the lower levels during August 
of 1949. lo satisfactory explanation was found for the 
relatively excessive amounts recorded at 4 and 5 meters 
depths, December 17, 1949. 
After the ice disappeared in early April and the spring 
overturn began, free carbon dioxide became distributed at 
all levels in taniform concentrations. Hone could be de­
tected at any but the 6 meters level by mid-April, 1950. 
The relatively greater amounts of carbon dioxide found at 
•»ss« 
various levels in 19§0| as compared to th© concentra­
tions at the same levels in Jime of the previous year, were 
attributed to the large aaoimts of silt and organic matter 
distributed throughout the pond by heavy rains and erosion 
on th® watershed. The lower levels of the pond were too 
turbid in «runet, 19S0 to nake accurate tests for carbon di­
oxide# Dilution of the surface water under the ice by melt 
water was believed to esqplain the slight reduction in free 
carbcwa dioxide concentration at this level January 5X)# 
February 3.0, and March 10 and 24, Silt and organic matter 
brought into the pond and retained in suspension by this 
melt water were believed partially responsible for the 
slightly higher carbon dioxide results recorded at the surface 
and one meter level® in later observations, 
Regular phenolphthalein and methyl-orange alkalinity 
determinations were alao made- during the period of study, 
Pheaolphthalein alkalinity is an indication of normal carbon­
ates present and methyl-orange results give a meaaure of 
bicarbonate concentrations. In general, presence of 
phenophthalein alkalinity at different depths (Appendix D) 
appeared to be dependent upon good aeration of the water 
at those levels with the resultant lack of free carbon di­
oxide, As stagnation developed in the sioranier of 1949, the 
methyl-orange alkalinity gradually increased with depth and 
with degree of stagnation. There was an observed tendency 
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for tills alkalinity to be increased by amall amounts during 
other periods of themal stratification but the tendency 
was sometimes modified at different levels by other factors 
such as the influx of great amounts of melt or runoff water. 
Runoff water in February, larch. May, and June of 1950 
appeared to occupy those strata whose water temperatures 
were the saiae as Its own. The resulting dilution tended to 
dtereas® the methyl-orange alkalinity at those depths. 
The hydrogen-ion concentration or pH appeared to be 
roughly correlated with free carbon dioxide in an inverse 
relationship. However, certain local complications arose 
at various times. Inflowing melt and mmoff water appar­
ently tended to alter the buffering power of the pond and 
henc® affected pH {Appendix S), In addition, delayed de­
composition of suspended materials in runoff water had a 
slight modifying effect. However, the influence of these 
conditions was somewhat limited to th® depth levels occupied 
by the runoff water when thermal stratification was estab­
lished, Hydrogen-ion concentration values changed little 
during the observation period except as modified by changes 
In carbon dioxide concentration and by the aecumulated 
effects of inflowing waters on the buffering capacity. The 
range of hydrogen-ion concentrations in the period of study 
was between pH 6,8 and pH 8.8, 
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Botteom fauna and zooplankton 
A partial list of the fauna found in bottom samples 
taken October IS, 1949, included th© following: 
Shallow water (4 feet depth) - abundant oligochae-
teai many mayfly, dragonfly, damselfly, caddis fly, 
and Chironoaus ®p« lar^ a®! soiae Plumatela sp., 
numerous snails, Fhysa sp. and Physella ap,}. and 
certain unidentified n@aatod®s» 
D©®p water (12 feet d©pth) • many larva© of 
Corethra sp., Ghlronomua sp. and caddis flies; as 
well as a faw snails, Sta^ nioola sp.; nematodes 
and ollgocha©t©s. 
Entoaostraeana, including Daphnia sp., Bosmina sp., 
Cyclops sp. and Dlaptoiaous sp., were ratter abundant in 
th© plankton from early October, 1949 through early January, 
1950 and again from mid-April through mid-June, 1950. 
Stentor coeruleus and Paraaecium sp. were also abundant 
periodically. Only those sooplankton, visible to the naked 
©ye upon superficial examination, were recorded. 
Fish populations present 
MeFarland's Pond, constructed in the fall of 1946, was 
originally stoclced with 23 two-year-old bluegills, Lepomis 
B* Btacyochirus Kafinesque, of known length, on May 23, 1947. 
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H®nc«t there was no 1946 j®ai* elass of bluegills present. 
One himdred four largeaouth black bass, Mleropterua 
salmoldea (Iiaceped®)^  flngerlings were released in the pond 
October 17$ 1947, These bass fingerlings ranged from 2,5 
to 4,5 inches in total length. Some 300 yellow bass, Morone 
interrupt a <Jill# whose average total length was 1.5 inches, 
were stoetod July 14, 1948. lo other species of fish were 
in the pond, 
'Utilization for fisMng 
McFarland*s Pond has been subjected to relatively little 
fishing pressure insofar as the bluegill population is con­
cerned, Although some largemouth black baas have been taken 
by angling, fishermen seldom fish for bluegills because of 
the relatively aaall sizes exhibited by most of the indi­
viduals in the population. The undesirable size condition 
was originally due to the youth of most of the bluegills 
but has more recently become the result of a marked decrease 
in annual growth, 
Little Wall Lake 
(Ellsworth Township, Hamilton County, Range R, 24 W,, 
f, 86 I,, Sections 9, 10, 15 and 16) 
Hydrojgraphy 
Little flail Lake is a shallow, eutrophic, prairie lake 
of approximately 2W acres (Iowa State Highway Cojimiission, 
192.7) In sxirfa,©0 ai»@a» Th© lake is somewhat irregularly 
ovat® in shap# with a maxiaum width on an east-west axis 
of some 3,300 f©@t and a aaximuia length on a north-south 
axis of approximately 5,400 feet. The lake bed is rather 
flat with th© bottom sloping gradually from shore to a depth 
of approximately 5 feet and there becoming comparatively 
level (Figure S). Several small regions in the southeast 
and east portions attained a depth of slightly in excess of 
6 feet in th© spring of 1948 when the water level was at 
the lake-full stage. Approximately 75 percent of the water 
area was estimated to have had a depth of 5 feet or more at 
that time. Th® visible water supply for the lake is ex­
tremely limited. It seems probable that the lake must re­
ceive a part of its water by a gradual infiltration from 
the glacial drift on which it lies. A low section of the 
batik on the south sid© is th© natural outlet which leads 
away to the southeast. In recent years, the outlet level 
has been raised some#iat by local sportsmen in an effort 
to increase the lake depth, A drainage ditch passes some 
500 yards north of the lake. Since the ditch bed is an 
estimated 17 feet below the upper water level of the lake, 
local persons have more or less assumed that this serves as 
a drain and materially increases the rate at which the lake 
water level falls. The writer could find no evidence in 
support of this thinking since the drainage ditch was nearly 
31/2 
5'/2 5^ 3 §2/3 
5' / 3  5'/2 
4/2 
5'/2 5 ' / 3  
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LITTLE WALL LAKE 
HAMILTON COUNTY, IOWA 
SOUNDINGS IN  FEET 
JANUARY,  1948  
Figure 2, Hydrograpbic map of Little Wall Lake. A and B 
are water sampling stations referred to in 
Appendix P, 
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dry dtjirlng prolonged periods of little precipitation in the 
summers of 1948 and 1949, when the lake water level dropped 
rapidly. • 
fh© lake is reported to have been dry in 1892 (Iowa 
State Highway Co«ission, 1917) and elderly inhabitants in 
the area suggested that it was also dry in 1904-05• The 
lake refilled and maintained a reasonably high water level 
until 1932 when the water area began to decfease consider­
ably, During the period 1934-36 the lake again became dry. 
Recovery started in 1941-42 and by 1945 the lake was being 
Stocked with fiah. The Little ft'all Lake water level lowered 
quite seriously in 1948 and 1949 (Table 3). In most of the 
fable 3. Fluctuations in Water Level at Little Wall Lake 
during the Period January* 1948 through June, 1950 
(Measured in Inches from lake full level as zero) 
Date Water level Date V¥ater level 
1-16-43 0.00 5-2-49 -11.00 
6-16-48 - 5.00 5-27-49 -11.50 
8-4-48 - 8.00 6-17-49 -16.50 
9—34—48 •14,00 7-20-49 -18.25 
10-6-48 -15.00 7-29-49 -20.00 
11-13-48 -15.25 8-4-49 -25.50 
11-25-48 -14.00 9-4-49 -27.50 
5-27-49 -11.SO 11-29-49 -29.00 
6-23-50 -18.00 
lake the bottom is of silt, although some sand and gravel 
areas are to be found in the southern and eastern regions 
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An extremely limited amo\mt of watershed serves Little 
Hall Iiak©,. A ridg® and low wall adjoin the shore line along 
mo®t of th© south and northeast sides# Although the east 
shore has a more gradual gradient, very little of it serves 
th® lake, A long low hill bounds the lake to the west and 
the eastern slopes of this elevation# plus small areas at 
th# extreme north and southwest sides, provide a watershed 
irtiieh is probably equal to less than one-half of the lake 
area. Clarion loam comprises the soil type found over most 
of th© watershed area, although a relatively narrow strip 
of Carrington loaa^  is loeated on th® hill idong the north­
west side (Stevenson and Brown, 1921)• Matural drainage 
of the area is tcaward th© southeast and east in the direc­
tion of the Skunk Hiver» Most of the land adjacent to the 
lake is in old pasture# That portion of the watershed on 
th® slopes to the west is usually seeded to oats or corn on 
a rotation plan with pasture. Very little active erosion 
occurred during the period of the aitudy. 
Botanical features 
iMacBrid© (1910# p. 117) described Little Wall Lake as 
being 
"'"^ Bue to'' change"in definition# soils formerly included 
in the Carrington aeries are now included in the Clarion 
series (Meldrum# ferfect and Mogen# 1941). 
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«.•simply, a great marsh filled froBi sld© to aide 
with aquatic plants. The margins are dark with 
a®dg®s. In the middle the oat-tail lifts its 
blades undisturbed* whil® over deeper waters the 
pond lilies spread their broad leaves like in­
verted shields and star the surface with flowers. 
That description was found to still fit extremely well 
when a general survey of the aquatic plant distribution was 
undertaken in the suiiaaer of 1948, Few distinct zones of 
submerged, floating, and reed-swaap stages of ecological 
succession in the hydroser© could b© differentiated. Plants 
generally considered characteristic of each of these stages 
were distributeid together over most of the lake area. For 
exaiaple, two rather dense and distinct colonies of mixed 
spatterdoek md water lilies were found in the northeast 
and south portions of the lake but spatterdoek as well as 
water lilies were found scattered in nearly all other sec­
tions also. Because of the relatively shallow nature of 
the water, Geratoptarllua sp,, Igyriophylluia sp,, Potomogeton 
»pp,, PolTjgonum spp,, and Scirpus spp, were growing side-by-
side in nearly the whole area of the lake, although Scirpua 
spp, seemed less abimdant in the far western, southwestern 
and east central regions. Sporadic clximps of 
latifolia appeared in the western, northern and central 
sectors, Anacharis canadensis and A, occidentalia usually 
were restricted to the iramediate vicinity of the shore. 
Sedge was limited to the beach area and low ground. 
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Vegetation became so dense by early July of both 1948 
and 1949 that use of a motorboat was impoasible and open 
regions large enough to acooaiBodate a fyke net or gill net 
were v&rj difficult to find. In mid-axiramer of 1948, local 
sportsmen cut two parallel channels, each approximately 50 
feet in width, in a north and south direction across th© 
lake near the west side. These channels remained fairly 
open throughout the remainder of the season# Vegetation, 
particularly Ceratophylluia sp., and Myriophyllum sp«, 
seemed to be even more abundant and dense over the entire 
lake surface in the sufflmer of 1949 than in the previous 
year. 
A partial list of higher aquatic vegetation, except 
shore plants, collected in Mttle Wall Lake, is given 
(coaimon and scientific names are based on Passett, 1940)i 
Coimaon name 
Arrowhead 
Big duckweed 
Buai^  pondweed 
Cattail . 
Coontall 
Duckweed 
Buekweed 
Fickerelweed 
SGientiflo name 
S ai^ lttaria cr is tat a Engelm, 
Spirodela polyrhlza (L.) Schleid 
lajaa flexilia (Willd.) Rosth. & 
Sclmldt 
Typha latifolia L. 
Geratophyllxam demers^ an L. 
Iiemna minor L. 
Lenina triaulca Ii. 
Pontederia cordata L. 
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GoramoB nam® Sciantific nam® 
Pondw«©d 
Poiadw@®d 
Pondw®#d 
Pondwoed 
River bullrush 
SmRrtw@®d 
Smartwetd 
Softst©a 
bulirusii 
Spatterdook 
Water lily ' 
Water milfoil 
Waterweed 
Wat©rw®®d 
Potamoton illlnoensis Morong. 
PotaaoKeton natans L. 
Potamogeton peetinattxs Ii, 
Potamogeton aosterifoCTiis Pernald, 
•imnniniiiiiiiii ii[ I . rtwiciiiiMuBiiiiiiiiiii 
Scirpu3 fluviatilla (Torr.) Gray, 
Polygonum eoccineuBi Muhl, forma 
natans (Wieg.) Stanford 
Polygonum natans Elaton# forma 
genuinum Stanford, 
Soirpua validus ¥ahl, 
luphar advena Oit, 
>a tuberosa Paine. 
Ife-riophyllm exalbeacens Fernald, 
Anachari® oanadenaia (Michx) Plenehon, 
Anacharla oeeidentalla (Pursh) 
Victorin* 
Lifflpologioal features 
lo thermal stratification occurs to the extent of therrao-
Clin® formation in Mttl© Wall I»ake, When little wind is 
blowing on a hot bright day, the deeper water under dense 
vegetation is somewhat eooler than th© surface water, but 
in areas containing no plants the surface water is only 
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slightly wamer tha.n the d«©p®r strata, lave action and 
othei* reiult® of wind forces ordinarily keep the temperatur® 
dia tribiition rather imifora. Hegular observations of dis­
solved gasesf alkalinity and pH were mda only during the 
winter months when winterkill conditions were anticipated 
{Appendix F). A combination of reduced water level and in­
tense maases of decaying vegetation appeared to result in 
More r^ id change® in free '©-arbon dioxide and dissolved 
oxygen eoneentrations than In deeper* less vegetated 
IcParlsnd^ i Pond. Duration of the periods «taen snow covered 
the ice was about the same in both bodies of water in 1949-
50» Mo record is available from McParland's Pond for the 
previous id-nter. 
Dissolved oxygen concentrations in Little Wall Lake 
were not critical In early 1948 but approached zero in mid-
February of 1949, An apparently complete winterkill of all 
fish other than some black bullheads> a few green sunfiah, 
and fathead minnows occurred at this time. In general, 
oxygen became depleted faster and carbon dioxide increased 
more rapidly in the western observation site (A in Figure 
2'), which was located in a slightly shallower area where 
vegetation had been very abundant during the previous sum­
mer# than those changes occurred at the deeper, and less 
vegetated eastern station# This western site^  however, 
was only some 150 yards from the west central shore and hence 
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was moT® quickly affected by runoff melt water from the major 
part of th© watershed# Large volumes of rxmoff water appeared 
to be th® only eaplinatlon for the gradual Increase in oxy­
gen recorded at the western observation post February 22, 
1949, istoll® the ojcygen concentration had been further re­
duced at the eastern sampling site, Shis lag in oxygen re­
covery continued at the eastern station (B in Figure 2) 
during the rest of the season's obaervations. Additional 
samples were taken March 2 at a point in the southeastern 
portion where little or no watershed was adjacent to th® 
lake, Becorded oxygen and other chemical conditions were 
slaillar to those found at th© east central site at the same 
time* 
A more prolonged and severe oxygen deficiency developed 
in early February of I960. Dissolved oxygen concentration 
was in a critical state February 2 and none could be de­
tected at the observation points during the next four weeks. 
By mid-February, a strong odor of hydrogen sulfide was evi­
dent when the holes were opened in the ice. No effort was 
made to differentiate between stations having different 
amounts of decaying vegetation because the investigator was 
not aware of any remaining "weedless** areas* Pres carbon 
dioxide and total {methyl-orange) alkalinity progressively 
increased during February, though the hydrogen-ion con­
centration was not materially changed. Extensive melting 
of snow occurred prior to the observation on March 9 whtn 
a marked incr^ as® in oxygen was found in water several 
inches under th® ic® and a slight reappearance of oxygen 
was noted at a level just above the bottom at the east 
central observation site. An abrupt decrease in total 
alkalinity was also observed at the saae time, but the free 
carbon dioiclde concentration was the highest recorded in 
th© entire investigation. An (tuxygen determination was also 
made th# saa© day at a point S yards from the "active side" 
of an occupied auskrat lodge in the west portion of the lake 
because water lying on the ice under the snow had been seen 
draining through th® ice around muskrat ''pushups" in the 
vicinity. The resulting concentration was more than•four 
times greater tlMin th© other oxygen reports for the day. 
The progressive increase In dissolved oxygen supply at the 
eastern station, as winter came to a close, was believed 
due primarily to melt water trickling through the ice be­
cause continued snow cover probably prevented the entrance 
of sunlight needed for photosynthesis, A sample of melt 
water taken frorai a pool m th© ic© d\iring the previous spring 
contained 13,1 p.p.ai, of dissolved oxygen. 
Although the same themoaieter was xised in all of the 
field studies, the subsurface water temperatures observed 
in the lAnter of 1949-50 were, in general, relatively 
greater than those recorded in 1948-49, Possibly greater 
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aatomta of deeajlng plant materials as well as fxirther re­
duced wat«r lewis aaj have b©@n co-ntrlbutlng factors to 
th@ liigli©r temperatures -not«d, 
XB comparing chemical and dissolved gas conditions 
occurring during th® winter of early 1950^  th@ dissolved 
oxygen concentrations were noted to be at critical levels 
in Mttle Wall Lake nearly a month before similar conditions 
existed in MeParl®nd*s Pond* When the formr lake was be­
ginning to recover sorae#iat, McParland's Pond was Just 
entering its period of severe depletion. Free carbon di­
oxide and total alkalinity attained higher concentrations 
in Little Wall Lake during the winter. Little Wall Lake 
appeared to have greater buffering qualities in that the pH 
©hanged relatively little under the various Influences. 
Bot torn fauna and zooplanktcm 
Th© animal forms detected by superficial observaticm 
were similar to those previously listed for McParland*8 Pond 
except that th® abimdanc© appeared to be relatively greater 
in Little Wall Lake. Larvae or naiads of additional 
Diptera, dobson flies# Corlxidae, Qyrlnidae, Dytiscldae* 
and Hydrophilldae were also noted, Chironomid larvae were 
especially abtmdant. 
Among the zooplankton seen were those recorded from 
loFarland*s Pond a® well as gaaaarus sp,# Euglena sp,. 
VoXvQX sp»i a^nd rotifers, probably Keratella sp. Relatively 
fewer crttstaoeanB were noted in I»ittle Wall Lake than in 
McFarland*® Pond during the winter months. 
An algal blanket oomposed principally of green algae 
tended to fom in late suamer along the shores of the north 
and south bays. H^owever, this mass of floating algae was 
not nearly as extensive nor was the earlier algal bloom 
nearly as abundant as was-experienced in MoParland's Pond, 
k number of different species of desiaids and diatoms were 
also noted to be present, 
Flih populations present 
lk«ijlttle Wall Iiak© continued to reeover from its dry 
stage# fish were periodically stocked, apparently in effort 
to establish a bass»blueglll eombination (Table 4), 
{Jeneral sampling by means of angling, a coramon sense 
seine, wire basket traps, fyke nets and gill nets was con­
ducted to the extent allowed by the intense aquatic vegeta­
tion during the s-unmer and fall of 1948 in am effort to de­
termine the species of fish present. The aanpling results 
indicated that considerable local stocking must havsbeen 
accomplished to coBiplement that carried out by the state 
agency. Species present are given in decreasing order of 
estimated relative size of the population concerned. 
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Tabl® 4. lijtabars and Siases of Flsti Stocked in Little Wall 
Iiak© by the Iowa Cons®nration Commission^  
tear 
3 X z &  
Fry Pingerlings Yearlings Adults 
194& Iiargeaouth 
blaok bass 500 •• — a. 
Bluegills 
—— 
1,400 100 
1947 Iiargemouth 
black bass 2,500 508 30 
Bluegills 10,400 1,000 
1948 Bluegills 8,000 
1949 Northern 
pike 50,000 
%p@ak®r (1948^  1949) 
Comaon nam© 
Morthern blaek bullheads 
Green amfish 
Northern fathead minnow 
Goiiiman bluegill 
Bluntnos® minnow 
.Largeaouth bass 
Hybrid 
Sclentlfie name 
Aaeiurua melas raelaa 
(Rafinesque) 
Iiepomia cyanellus Rafinesque 
Fiwephales promelas promelas 
Rafinesque 
Itepoals macrochirus 
maorochirua Raflnesque 
Hyborlignehus notatus 
CiRafiriesque) 
Micropterus salmoides (Lacepede) 
Lepoiais macrochirus X m B cia a
Lepomia cyanellus (?) 
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Common pam0 Scientific name 
Yellow perch Perca fl&veaoens (Mltchill) 
Black crappl©! Fomoxla nlgro-'maculatua 
(I»eSu0ur) 
CoEsaon white sucker^  Catostomua ooimersonnii 
oowmersonnil (Iiacepeae) 
Many fathead minnows and black bullheads as well as a 
very few green simfish were considered to have been the only 
fiah that survived the winterkill in late February, 1949. 
Reproduction in theae species appeared to be good during the 
following suBimer, Added to these populations were some 
50f000 northern pike fry# Ssox lucius Linnaexia, stocked in 
aldstDsmer. Some fathead minnows and relatively few black 
bullheads were known to have lived through the winterkill 
of Pebruai^ , 1950» Although green sunfish were believed to 
have been eliminated by this latest kill, it was not known 
to liiat extent survival occurred in the new northern pike 
population# Relatively few dead pike were found when the 
ice went out in the spring and though meager trapping and 
seining operations yielded no adults or fry as late as 
SepteiBber# 1950, the methods of collection were such that 
survivors could have escaped detection. 
Utilisation for fishing 
Iilttle Wall Lake experienced relatively heavy fishing 
f^wo black crappies and on® white sucker were found 
among th© winterkilled fish in March, 1949, 
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pressur© from early spring until late in J\m©, 1948|, when 
many of even the moat ardent sunfish and bullhead fishermen 
surrendered to the vegetation until late fall. There was 
no fisliing» to speak of# in 1949 and even less in 1950. 
METHODS OP PROCEDURE 
Coll®ction of Llmnological Data 
Only one major sampling station was eatablished at 
MeFarland*® Pond, but several were used,at Little Wall 
Lak® during the course of the investigation. The site at 
McParland's Pond (A in Figure 1), which was used continu­
ously for periodic observations during the period of study, 
was located in the central portion of the deeper area south 
of th© dam where the depth was SI-59 feet. Of the sanpling 
sites used in Little fall Lake during early 1948 and the 
winter of 1948-49, one (A in Figure 2) was located approx­
imately 150 yards east of the mid-westem shore in a some-
wlmt shallow location where aquatic vegetation was more 
dense during the sumaer. The other station (B in Pigxare 2) 
was established in the east central portion of the lake 
where vegetation was much less dens® and the depth slightly 
greater. Stations were occupied in the same general loca­
tions at Little Wall Lake during the winter of 1949-50, 
However, on several occasions when shore marks were obscured 
by blowing snow and/or site markers were covered by snow, 
samples were taken in the estimated general locations. If 
station amrkings were obliterated and the air temperatures 
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w@r® low ©no"ugh. to make th® handling of equipment difficult> 
obs0rirations w©re mad© in only one location» usually in the 
central part of th© lake. Toward the end of the oxygen de­
ficiency period in March# 1950, additional samples were taken 
in th© region adjacent to a muskrat lodge some 100 yards 
eaat of the mid-western shore. 
McParland*a Pond was sampled at weekly Intervals from 
early «rune# 1949 through late imi@, 1950. When the ice was 
too thin to walk on and too thick to push a boat throughj a 
light all-metal rowboat was used as a sled and an ice spud 
was manipulated as a pole for pushing and steering. The boat 
keel and lengthwise bottom strengthening structures served 
effectively as skids. A board was frozen upright into the 
ic® to serve as a station raark. A hole, from 8 to 10 inches 
in diameter# was cut with a steel ice spud 2 feet south of 
the marker and car© was used to minimize the agitation of 
th© water in the operation. Another smaller hole, from 3 to 
4 inches in diameter, was cut with the spud 2 feet west of 
the marker for determining water temperatures. The station 
marker then served as a means of securing the lines attached 
to equipment suspended at desired depfhs in the holes. 
Samples were taken at one meter or less depth intervals to 
obtain a vertical series of observations. Depths were 
measured from the lower surface of the ice when ice was 
present. The primary saspling depth was that designated as 
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surf&©©'** This sstaple was taken at a point from 3 to 5 
inehes "below the lo^ wor surface of the ^ Ice or from the true 
siirfac® of the •mter if no ice was present. The deepest 
aaaplo waa usually taken as close to the bottom as possible 
without stirring up mud. 
Ijittle Wall Lake, aa previously stated, was sampled 
periodically only in the winters, particularly after the 
dissolved oxygen was believed to be nearing a critical 
point* Usually observations were made at only one level, 
a couple of feet off of the bottom, at each station. How­
ever, occasional samples were taken just 'imder the ice* 
Depths of samples at Little Wall Lake were measured from 
the top surface of the ice. Holes similar to those described 
earlier were cut at each observation station and recovered 
ice was piled in the form of a pyramid by the hole to serve 
as a station marker. 
Water samples were collected, in all cases, by means of 
a standard "can" sampler constructed in such a manner th^  
air did not agitate the sample, fhe piece of sash cord# 
attached to th© sampler as a handling line, was graduated 
into lengths of one meter such that the first mark was one 
meter from the delivery tube of the sampler when the cord 
was wet and stretched by the weight of the instrument. 
A Taylor Hiaxiaum and miniiaum registering thermometer 
was used to determine water temperatures at various depths. 
Itien extraordinary temperature distributions were noted, 
care was necessary to assure rapid passage of the inatru-
m©nt to and from the levels desired. 
When samples were taken at more than on© depth at a 
station, an lai-rarying procedure waa followed. The ssmpl© 
from the ''surface" was taken first# followed by that at one 
meter, and so on, to ensure that no depth of water was 
agitated by air bubbling through it or by the sampler pen­
etrating it before a sample had been obtained from that 
depth. Although th® water temperattires were usually taken 
at another location within 3 or 4 feet of the sampling site, 
the Sfme procedure was followed. To further Insure no mix­
ing of the water, the temperature observations were begun 
first so that the thermometer was always at least one depth 
interval deeper than the can sampler, 
4 field ehemieal kit was transported to the observa­
tion station and the samples were processed immediately 
after they were obtained unless the air temperature was so 
low that ice clogged the burettes and pipettes or began to 
form in the bottles of sample water. In this case, the 
sewiples were processed to a "fixing" point, sealed and taken 
to th© oar or truck on the shore where the analysis was com­
pleted, Only rarely were the samples returned to the labor­
atory for analysis. 
Dissolved oxygen of samples was determined by the 
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modified linklei» raethodl {American Public Health Association* 
1946 pp. 127~129), Hesults were expressed in parta per 
million {p.pi,m,), Free carbon dioxide in parts per million 
was analyiM by titration with standard alkali in the pres­
ence of ptienolphthalein indicator, Phenolphthalein alka­
linity was measured by titration with standard acid using 
phenolpthalein as an indicator* Methyl-orange alkalinity 
was also determined by titration with a standard acid but 
uaing methyl-orange as an indicator. The LaMotte block 
comparator method gave satisfactory results in the determ­
ination of pi, Brorathymol blue indicator (pH 6,0-7.6) or 
cresol red indicator {pH 7,2-8,8) were used as applicable, 
but the sample was tested with both indicators if the 
hydrogen-ion concentration appeared to be in the range pH 
7,2-7.6, 
Collection of Specimens 
Several collecting techniques were used in both 
MeB'arland*s Pond and Little Wall Lake in an effort to obtain 
a representative sample of the fish populations present. 
Each Method was selective to a certain degree as to species 
and/or size, Vegetatloni underwater obstructions, distribu­
tion of the fish, and gradient of the inshore bottom were at 
times individmlly responsible for inability to fully exploit 
certain of the available collecting equipment, Sach body 
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of water presented its own problems. 
Basket traps proved to b© the most convenient and often 
times th« most consistently productive method used in th® 
investigation# Th© latter was possibly due to the species 
of fish desired. Th© two tjpes of basket traps used were 
constructed on th© sam© general plan with the main differ­
ences being in siae, the presence or absence of leads, the 
mesh alae of the hardware cloth used, and the necessity for 
staking, fh© larger trap, which proved most satisfactory, 
was made of one-half inch mesh hardware cloth and was de­
signed in the shape of a rectangle 2 feet in cross section by 
4 feet long. The funnel consisted of two sections of hard-
war© cloth forming a Y-shaped funnel down the center of the 
trap with a 4-lneh slit aa the entrance into the tri^. 
leither 1® ads nor stakes were used. These traps could be 
set on the bottom anywhere, could be suspended at any depth 
desired, could be hidden in vegetation or near underwater 
obstacles such as submerged brush piles or tree tops, with­
out fear of daanaging the trap, and could be used under the 
ice during the winter. Green sunfish, bluegills, and bull­
head® of all sizes except fry were collected in these traps. 
The only largemouth bass beyond small flngerling size taken 
by non-angling methods snd the only yellow bass were col­
lected in wire traps, A rather undesirable feature associ­
ated with the use of the larger trap was the frequency with 
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which rauskrats, coots and turtles were trapped and drowned. 
On one occasion in 1949# a trap set overnight in vegetation 
near the shore in Little Wall Lake yielded 83 painted 
tiartles, one coot and one black bullhead #ien lifted the 
next morning. The other type of wire trap was made of one-
fourth inch mesh hardware ©loth and meaatired one foot high, 
one and one-half feet wide, and varied from 2 to 3 feet in 
length# k V-shaped ftmnel of hardware cloth was formed in 
the center as in the previously described trap but in this 
case the entrance was a slit only 2 Inches across. De­
tachable leads fro® 4 to 0 feet in length were attached to 
the trap by means of straight pieces of heavy wire which also 
served as stakes. This smaller trap was used effectively 
in extreme southeastern Little Wall Lake in a small shallow 
area relatively free of vegetation, where smaller sizes of 
green sunfish and bullheads, a few bluegills, and many 
minnows were collected in it. The small trap did not prove 
to be satisfactory in McFarland's Pond because filamentous 
algae and tree leaves tended to clog the funnel. 
A common sense minnow seine, 20 feet in length, as well 
as a shorter 4-foot net, were used somewhat in McParland*s 
Pond with mediocre to good results. Some largemouth bass 
fry and fingerllngs and many small bluegills were collected 
on two occasions, but at other times nothing but a small 
number of bluegills were taken. The steep gradient of the 
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bottom along th® shore and nmerous snags hampered use of 
this Bieans of colleeting in McParland's Pond. Too much 
v©g«tatlon proved to be th® hampering factor controlling 
th© us® of this sain© in Uttl® Wall I#ake, Two regions 
adjacent to the beach on th® southeast and south sides of 
this lake were the only places sufficiently clear of vege­
tation for seining in 1948 and seining in even these loca­
tions had to be abandoned in late summer# Small bluegills, 
smaller sizes of green sunfish, minnows and a few bullheads 
generally comprised th© seining results in Little Wall 
Lake# Th© shorter 4-foot seine was used most effectively 
for collecting fingerlings of bluegills and largemouth 
bass in restricted shore areas# 
Gill nets used were of the experimental type, composed 
of 25 feet of each of the size meshes J 3/4, 1, 1-1/4, 1-1/2, 
2, and 3 inches bar measure. Although these nets were set 
at various depths and at different locations in McParland's 
Pond, no fish were taken with them. ¥lhen set in Little Wall 
Lake, satisfactory nimbers of middle siase and larger blue-
gills, green smflah and black bullheads were collected, 
Th© successful utillaation of this method for sunfish and 
bluegills in Little Wall Lake appeared to be at least par­
tially due to the net being wound throiigh openings in the 
vegetation and being rather well hidden# 
Pyke or l»op nets were not obtained until late in the 
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Bwmer of 1948 but were used v«ry effectively for collect­
ing bluegills# green sunfish and bullheads. Smaller 
members of the species were not taken because of the rela­
tively large {1-inch, bar measure) mesh used in the neta 
which were of the conventional desi@3 with 3-foot and pro­
gressively smaller hoops and were equipped with 10-foot 
leads# fhelr us® in Little Wall Lake waa necessarily re­
stricted to areas containing lesaer amount® of aquatic 
vegetation. Greater depth in McFarland's Pond resulted in 
sets being made only in shallow water at the east end of 
the pond or in other locations where the net could be sus­
pended from lines stretched across the water. Only blue-
gills of medlua size and larger were taken from McParland*a 
Pond in this manner. nets aliso had the disadvantage 
of trapping and drowning diving ducks, coots, turtles, and 
muskrats. 
Angling was a rather successful collecting method, 
especially when the writer did the angling and retained all 
aiae.® of fish taken. ?he creel census of other fishermen*a 
catches resulted in saniJlea of larger bluegills and green 
sunfish but of no small specimens. This, of course, wag 
due to each.fisherman returning smaller fish to the water 
and saving only the larger specimens. 
Some blueglll, green sunfish, and bullhead victims of 
winterkill conditions were collected from the shore utoile 
the ice was going out in early spring. Length measurement 
Bl­
and scales wem the only data taken from these carcasses* 
Processing of Specimens' 
lith the exception of those winterkilled specimens col­
lected in Little Wall Lake, all specimens to be given a 
more complete examination were returned to the laboratory 
and kept alive in aquaria until they could be examined. 
Since laboratory aquaria facilities were limited, particu­
larly when large numbers of specimens were to be held, the 
final processing usually was accomplished within 2 or 3 
hours after collection and never more than 19 hours later. 
Keeping the fish alive while transporting on hot days proved 
to be a problem but frequent stops to change the water in 
the fish containers usually remedied the situation. Even 
larger numbers of fish could be easily kept in the fish cans 
for five or six hours during the winter without changing 
water by periodically adding snow to the water already in 
the can. The fish became extremely sluggish to the point of 
appearing nearly dead during this procedure but when the 
water was ojygenated and allowed to warn slowly in the 
laboratory, nearly all apecimens recovered each time the 
method was used on bluegills, green sxanfiah, yellow basa 
and bullheads# 
?#hen specimens were collected in larger numbers than 
could be readily given a complete processing in the 
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laboratory* only length and w®lght data were recorded and 
th© fish were returned to the water.. If the fish were so 
aescually mature that sex was obvious, those data were alao 
recorded# A representative sample was retained for labor­
atory study In each instance, regardless of the size of the 
collection,• 
Sine® -the specimens to be given a rather complete ex­
amination in the laboratory were kept alive until used and 
sine® measuring or weighing a struggling fish offers its 
problems, some means of reducing the activity was necessary. 
Ellllng by suffocation required too much time and if many 
were killed at on© time, loss of weight by drying sometimes 
occurred or the fiah becaae stiff in positions wtiich made 
accurate measurement difficult. Pithing or destroying the 
brain of each specimen with a dissecting needle Juat before 
exajalnatlon was found to be the simplest, most expeditious 
and most satisfactory solution to the problem. 
fhe usual processing of a specimen in the laboratory 
consisted of determining the total, fork and standard lengths, 
weight, sex and state of maturity, if possible, and of se­
curing scale smaples for age and growth determination. 
Fork length was not recorded on fish taken from Little Wall 
l»aice in 1948. Internal org^ans were superficially examined 
in most bluegills to determine the extent of parasitism. 
The intestinal tract, gall bladder# kidneys and interior of 
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the atoraaeii w©i»® not examined. Stomach contents of fish from 
McFarland's Pond w®r© examin.@d periodically to obtain a 
general Idea of th® types of food being consumed. 
Total length was meastired from the anterior tip of the 
lower jaw with the mouth closed to the tip of the caudal 
fin with the two lobes of the fin pressed together. Pork 
length was considered to be the linear distance from the 
anterior tip of the lower jaw to the fork of the tail and 
standard length was measured from the tip of the lower jaw 
to the anterior end of the hypural plate. This latter 
point waa identified as being the location of the crease 
fomed by flexing the tall. Unless otherwise specified, 
lengths referred to In the text are standard lengths. All 
length laeasureraents # to the nearest milllMeterji were mad® 
on the aeasurlng board with the aid of a long probing needle. 
Fish weighing on© graai or more were weighed on a Hanson 
spring balance scale with a 500 gram capacity and calibrated 
at one graai intervals. Smaller flah were weighed on a 
weight balance scale accurate to a tenth of a gram. 
Sex determination of specimens was accomplished by 
opening the body cairity and inspecting the sex organs. 
Since little time was available for studying the gonad 
tissues microscopically, no sex decision was made unless 
identification by general appearance and texture of the sex 
organs was believed to be correct beyond a reasonable doubt. 
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?ery few yoiing-of-the-year gr«@n sunfiah or bluegills were 
Hated as otlier than of unknown sex. Most yearling fish 
could be s®x0d with confidence regardless of aize, although 
there were a number of these and older specimens whose sexual 
development was sueh that a correct analysis could not be 
made without microscopic inspection. A few yearling, two-
year-old and 0¥@n three-year-old bluegills had sex organs 
30 small that they were not found. 
The sexual maturity of each fish was recorded as either 
ifflmature, mature* ripe or spent. Those specimens whose aex 
organs were developed to the point where final maturation 
could be expected within a period of a few days or a couple 
of weeks were desi^ated as being mature. Specimens from 
which m emission of milt or eggs could be obtained by 
gentle pressure on the abdominal wall were considered to be 
ripe. Male fish in which the testes were bloodshot and 
somewhat deteriorated, as well as the females whose ovaries 
appeared to have somewhat collapsed or were partially full 
of liquid with a few eggs in stages of reabsorption, were 
designated as being spent. All specimens whose sex organs 
were not developed to the stages previously described were 
reported as lismature fish. Particular difficulty was ex­
perienced in differentiating between mature, ripe and spent 
specimens, especially imong the males in mid-summer. Since 
female bluegills and possibly green stinfish are believed to 
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spawn several times during the sutimer, releasing only a few 
matttr© eggs at a time# ttore was often some doubt in inter­
preting degree of sexual maturity among the females. In 
many oases* differentiating between near-ripe and recently-
spent fish was based on little more than an educated guess. 
Scale samples were taken from as many specimens as 
possible. Scales were selected from a point where the 
posterior tip of the pectoral fin touched the second and 
third rows of scales below the lateral line when the fin 
was pressed against the body. Since the pectoral fins 
appeared to be relatively longer in smaller fish, as many 
as 10 or 19 scales were taken in the iairaedlate vicinity of 
the designated site. Scales were taken only from the left 
side unless many in the aaaple appeared to be regenerated. 
In that case, a sample was taken frora the same location on 
the right side. The scale samples were stored in scale 
envelopes upon which were recorded all of the data obtained 
from the individual fishes. 
Age and Growth Determinations 
Although a number of procedures for obtaining and pre­
senting age and growth information have been demonstrated, 
the techniques used in this study were believed to be among 
the more satisfactory methods described in the literature. 
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Preparatlon and reading of scale samples 
Th® scales wer© soaked in water and the relatively clean 
ones w®r® rubbed between the thtamb and forefinger to remove 
stains and adhering material. Dirtier scales were scrubbed 
with a small saitscara briish. Six or eight of the largest 
scales in each sample were placed between two microscope 
slides, k mall piece of gummed label containing the col­
lection number of the scale sample was attached to one end 
of the upper tlid®. Then the slides were boxmd together by 
three-fourth inch wide straps of cellulose tape across each 
end of the two slides# The tap© was allowed to overlap 
and hene® protect th© identifying label. This method of 
mounting proved entirely satisfactory, particularly if the 
newly aiade slides were so stacked that the weight of the pile 
kept the scales flat while drying. Mounts jmde in the early 
suiffia.©r of 1948 were still In excellent condition in mid­
summer of 1950 though each had been handled ten to twelve 
times during the interim. Scale samples of 168 bluegills 
and 467 green sunfish from Mttle Wall Lake and of 1,955 
bluegill® from McFarland*s Pond were mounted in this manner. 
Only large scales required additional treatment before 
being read# A drop of distilled water was added to an edge 
of the slide adjacent to the scales and the mount allowed 
to stand for 30 minutes or an hour, depending on the size 
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of til© seal®. This moistening of the scales resulted In 
optimum reading conditions# Th@ scales were examined at a 
magnification of 42,0 dlaiaeters with the aid of a micro-
projector slightly modified froa that described by Van Ooaten, 
Deftson and Jobes (1934), 
Age' determination 
Calculation of ag® from scale a was based on coimting 
the anniili or year rlnga* The validity of the scale method 
for ag® determination In the family Centrarchldae waa demon­
strated by Creaser {19S6) and has been confirmed by Hile 
(1931) and others. The author found nothing to contradict 
th© foregoing resultst proTided that one waa able to differ­
entiate between true and false marks on the scales, A high 
degree of accuracy in age determination appeared to depend 
upon the examiner's having a rather ccHaplete knowledge of 
the history and environmental conditions vsfhich had affected 
the population concerned. Study and comparison of scales 
from all age groups collected at different times of the year 
improved the accuracy of age determinations. For example# 
all bluegills taken from Little Wall Lake in 1948 appeared 
to be in the same age group, although lengths at capture 
varied widely. However> since no young-of-the-year fish 
had been collected, the worker was unable to evaluate a 
cessation of growth area found In the vicinity of the focus 
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on most scales# Th® degree of development of the mark varied 
between different fish and even between scales of the same 
fish# If this mark was consistently considered to be a 
true aanulus# all specimena would have been recorded as fish 
in their third stamier of life. Evaluation of the entire 
bluegill collection from Little Wall Lake had to be post­
poned tint 11 fry and fingerling bluegills could be collected 
from McFarland's Pond and the time of fontiation of the mark 
estimated, toother factor of consequence in accurately de-
temining age was the necessity of having several scales from 
the same specimen for comparison purposes# Sometimes a 
scale would have a aiark that had all the appearances of a 
genuine annulus, yet an adjoining scale might show features 
which rather definitely indicated the mark to be merely a 
superntaaerary check# 
In this same respect, true annul! were not always as 
definite and apparent on on© scale as they might be on ad­
joining scales. Differences in the degree of definition 
war© also evident between scales of different specimens. 
SoHie speciaens exhibited annull that were so indistinct that 
one could easily have passed over them had a careful ex­
amination not been made. One more feature that tended to 
Increase accuracy and confidence was the practice of re­
reading all of the scale samples taken from the population 
after the entire group had been examined. This procedure 
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probably did more than anything else to clarify and consoli­
date the features of the seal© history of the fish. Som® 
of the IcParl.end bluegill specimens were not assigned an 
age imtil the scales had been re-read for the third time. 
All Mttld Wall Lak© bluegill scale specimens were re-read 
seven times# Green sunflsh scales from the same lake were 
re-read five tiaea# Sine© the age of McParland bluegills 
fell within known ranges, these scales were re-read only 
four times# Less than 5 percent of the scales were rejected 
because of inability to read them with confidence. 
Pish in the first year of life do not have annul! and 
are designated as the 0-ag® group. The coiamon practice la 
t© record the number of true annull present in Roman numerals 
which represent the completed years of life. For example# 
those bluegills which were spawned in 1947 had three annull 
in July, 19501 and were in their fourth auiaiaer of life. 
These particular bluegills might also be referred to as beir^ 
of the 1947 year class or age group III, As the fish of a 
year class grow older, they are usually promoted from one 
age group to the next higher age group on January 1 in the 
Morthern Hemisphere (Hilej, 1948), 
Body-scale relationship and growth calculations 
A® previously stated, ¥®n Oosten (1923) and others be­
lieved that growth of the body and of the scale was closely 
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coOTOlatdd. Van Oonten (19S9, 1941), Taylor (1916), Graham 
(1929), Creaaer (1926) , Lagler (1949), and Sishuok (1949) 
have given exe«llent reviews of the various techniques of 
calculating growth frcsa scale measurements that have been 
developed since the seal© method was formulated. Only a 
brief suiimary of the more important concepts will be attempted 
here* 
Early worker® considered growth of the scale or part of 
the scale as being in direct proportion to growth attained 
by the body and that this could be shown graphically as a 
straight line relationship with a zero intercept on the X 
axis# Most of the methods of growth calculation devised 
since that time have been attempts to improve on the original 
concept. Corrections were added to compensate for late scale 
formation and for differential scale and body growthj 
attempts were raad® to show a straight line relationship by 
utiliaing the logarithms of body lengths and scale dimen-
sionsf some persona worked with "key" scales? still others 
attempted to obtain a more accurately presented relationship 
by adding a given quantity to the calculated length for 
each year that Intervened between the time of capture and 
the year of life for which the length calculation was made, 
Sl»riff (1922) assumed a parabolic. Instead of a straight-
line, growth relationship between body and scale and de­
veloped a formula containing three empirically determined 
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constanta a, and ib. In this formula, L » a + bS + cS^, 
body length was represented by L, and S was the dimension 
of the scale to its margin» Segerstrale (1933) determined 
th® average scale measurements of kej scales that corresponded 
with different body lengths, and e^^ressed the resultant 
bodf-acal® relationship in the form of a table and a curve 
which served as the basis for computing the growth of indi­
vidual fishes. Hile (1941) combined the previously mentioned 
logarlthalc method with Segerstrale'a empirical method of 
finding body-seal® relationship. Using the data derived from 
a body-scale relationship determined on the basis of "key** 
scales, he developed a curve representing this relationship 
and obtained the ^normal" scale measurements for each body 
length from this curve. It is becoming customary to determine 
the body-scale relationship by plotting the average lengths 
of convenient size groups against the average anterior radii 
of their scales, k linear or curvillnaar regression line, as 
the case may be, is then fitted to the plotted points using 
the least-squares method. 
In the present work, strips of tagboard were placed on 
the magnified image of the scale and the relative positions 
of the scale's focus, annull and anterior edge were marked 
on the strip. Since a number of scales from the same region 
on the specimen were mounted on the slide, the projected 
image of the largest and least distorted scale was the one 
recoi*d®d on the tagboard strip# The linear distance between 
the marks indicating the focus and anterior edge of the 
scale was measured and recorded as the anterior radius# 
Specifflens of th® species being investigated were usually 
grouped according to size classes covering a range of 10 
millimeters. However# if a size class contained too few 
specimens to be considered significant, the range of the 
size class was extended to Include other somewhat larger or 
smaller individuals. Mean values of the standard lengths 
and the scale anterior radii of specimens in each of the 
size grompa were calculated and plotted graphically. By 
using th© least-squares method, a linear regression line 
was fitted to these data. The general foirmula for the re­
gression line wast 
L a a + teS 
where I* « body (standard) length# 
and S a anterior radius of the scale, 
a s= intercept on the length axis, a constant, 
b » slope of the line, a constant. 
Then, a curvilinear regression line was also fitted to 
the empirical scale radius and length data through use of 
th® least-squares method, fhe equation for this curve was 
a third degree polynomial with the general formula: 
L a a + bS 4- cS® + dS® 
where JL = body (standard) length. 
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S « seal® radius# 
and, a» to, c,, end d « constants. 
After th.0 abov© formula® had been fitted to the data, 
th# sums of squares of deviations from th© straight line 
and th® curve w@r® calculateds 
Linear regression lin® 
£{L-I,p)^ a - (a£L -I- b£LS) 
where h = average standard length, 
Lp » proposed length, 
S 3= anterior radius of the scale, 
and a and to war® constants calculated in th® 
linear regresiion formula. 
Curvilinear regression line 
^Cli-Iip)® = - {a^L 4. b£LS 4. c£LS^ + d^I^S^) 
where L, Lp, S,^ and b are as previously defined, 
and £ and d are additional constants. 
The sums of squares of deviations were then compared 
and the smaller numerical siaa was considered to indicate the 
better fitting regression lin® (Bider, 1939), Suitable 
nomographs were constructed (Carlander and Smith, 1944) for 
each regression line. The tagboard strips containing the 
marks showing relative positions of focus, annuli and an­
terior edge of the scale were fitted to th© nomographs 
developed for the species concerned, and th© calculated 
lengths at each annulus were recorded. These lengths for 
th® i«i@ annulus from different regression lines w®r© eom-
par©d to d^termin# whether th© ^in in aectiraey was of suf­
ficient •magnitude to warrant th@ additional computation 
n®fis«ssarf for,©urvilinear correction. 
•Ldngth«-W®ight Relationship and Coefficient of Condition 
Hil@ (1941) reported that th® length-weight relationship 
of many species of fishes niay# in general, be expressed by an 
equation of th© following typei 
W « QL^ 
where C a a eonstiait# 
and n » a constant, 
fhia fowttula can also be stated in the logarithmic form a»i. 
l^og W a CS + n Log L« 
fhe values of £ and n were determined by the least-squares 
method using the logarithias of th® average lengths and 
actual weights divided according to 10 lailliiaeter size groups# 
If the number of fish in a size group was not great enough 
to b© significant, th© size group range was extended to in­
clude speciaena of adjacent sizes. 
Coefficient of condition, K, was determined by the 
equation 1 
where W « weight in graws 
•ind Ii » standard length in millimeters. 
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file 1 factor Is a m®ana of expressing the relative plwa^neso 
of a fish. Thus, a relatively small valu® of K In compari-
aon with other fish of th© ®ame specl&s represents a poor 
eondition of th® sp®film®ii, fhe values mr@ caleulateci by 
tiS0 of a tafel® of reciprooal values (Carland^r, 1947). 
Hila -(1936, 1941) dla©usi®<i, to som® ©xtent, th® us® and 
limitations of th« K f&etor in fisheries work. 
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Bumaim populations 
The blueglll populations of MoParland'a Pond and Little 
Wall Lak® w®r@ living under tta© som©«feat different environ­
mental conditions previously discussed,. An effort was made 
to detemin® the effects of these different influences upon 
til® growth of th© fish and the characters exhibited by their 
seal©#* 
leFarland's Pond 
Hiatory and Aiatribution 
The 33 two-year-old bluegllls, stocked in McParland*a 
Fond lay 23, 194'7j ranged between 72 and 120 millimeters in 
total length with an average length of 103.5 millimetera. 
These parent fish had been collected from Durrell'a Pond 
soHi® 5 miles north of th© planting site* Xoung-of-th®-year 
bluegills were observed in the inshore areas around the pond 
when 104 largemouth bass fingerlings were stocked October 17 
of the Bm& ya&r. Growth and production of young bluegills 
was good In the sufflmers of 1947 and 1948. The results of 
sanples taken in short hauls with a coramon sense seine during 
that time are given in Table 5, Blueglll reproduction was 
reasonably good in th® swm@r of 1949, but early spawning 
*6*7•* 
Tttbl© 5« Bang© in Siae of Blwgllls Collected from 
McFarland*® Pond in 1947 and 1948 
{Size groups in millimeters) 
Standard length 
size groups 
lumber of specimens taken per sisse group 
Oct, 30, 
1947 
April S8j 
1948 
Oct, 18^ 
1948 
16 20 3 mm «» 
21 • as 8 3 
26 30 3 6 • 
31 3S 1 14 » 
36 40 g 8 4 
41 •» 45 1 17 6 
4® 50 1 10 5 
51 S5 5 
SS > 50 * 4 
61 
-
65 - rntm 12 
66 mi 70 w mm 22 
71 m 75 m mm. 8 
76 m 80 mm mm 4 
81 m 85 m mtm-
86 m 90 mm mm 
91 w» 95 
* 
mrnm 1 
.appeared to be dela^fed or restricted in 1950# 
Vertical distribution of the fish during various seasons 
waa reasonably well determined by getting traps at different 
levels in the pond. In general# the smaller bluegills 
tended to Mmaln in shallower' insho^re waters throughout the 
suffljiier, but during th© spring and fall overttirn periods, 
the Bieabers of all size groups tended to inhabit the deeper 
levels. As the water temperature Increased in the late 
spring and early stimmerj more fish were again observed in 
the shallower depths. 
08. 
fh® onset of oxygen -deficient conditions in the greater 
d#pth« in both aiMiaer ittid winter limited th® normal activi-
tias to the extent of "squeezing** th® population into those 
shallower strata where more dissolved oxygen waa available 
(Appandix B). fhis undoubtedly decreased th© area in which 
bottom feeding was' uninhibited and forced the fiah to in­
habit th® warmer levels for greater periods of time in the 
summer. Many left the oxygenated levels and penetrated into 
lower strata where 03£ygen was much reduced or entirely lack­
ing, but the length of time that the fish could remain under 
thea® anaerobic conditions wag limited, A trap which was 
set in water containing no detectable ojsygen at 10 feet depth 
on August'1, 1049,. yielded 11 dead bluegllls when lifted 2 
hours later. Similarly, traps set at depths of 15 and 18 
feet in water having less than 0«5 p.p.m. of dissolved 
oxygen In early Septeaber contained dead fish when examined. 
Two other timpa were lifted later after having been in water 
containing 1.3 p.p.m. of oxyg-en for 48 hours. Six dead and 
13 living bluegllls were taken from one trap while 11 dead 
and 6 living bluegllls were taken from the other. The 
specimens ranged up to 90 milliaeters in length. Compar­
able results were noted in a number of other aimllar In­
stances during the aiimaer end winter stagnation periods. 
At feast three or more speeliaen® were collected each time 
traps were placed in the osygen deficient levels, although 
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f0latl¥®ly large ntraibera taken at other depths indicated 
that the greater portion of the population was where oxygen 
was more abiandant, 
k eurious concentration of bluegills was observed two 
day® after the Ice disappeared from the pond in early Aprils 
19§0« Only six apeclmens were taken from trape set in 
various other locations# but a sMllow 'area some 25 yards 
in diameter at the entrance of the east inlet to the pond 
was literally packed with thousands of bluegills of all 
®i2es„ The fish appeared t© be sluggish and paid little 
attention to the observers wading through the group. Bo 
explanation for the concentration waa evident. The water 
temperature at that location was only 5' P, warmer than in 
the rest of the lake# B'ood did not appear to be more plenti­
ful in the region than elsewhere and the inlet itaelf waa 
reduced to a mere trickle of water at the time, A haul was 
made with a 25-foot ©okbioo sens© seine along the pond shore 
some SO feet west of the concentration but no specimens 
were seen, A similar but much smaller group of bluegills 
waa noted at the south inlet to the pond, and again no 
reasonable ©3{planatlon could be determined, lo other such 
masses of fish were sighted elsewhere in the pond. Three 
days later the large groups were still present in the pre­
vious locations but th® nombers were somewhat reduced and 
fish begm to appear again in the traps set at other stations. 
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By this time, th® wat^y In th® ©a®t inl©t area had warm©d 
to th# extent that its t«mp®ratur® was 14* F» higher than 
th8,t of the rest of the pond. After an additional thre® 
days, the oono@ntrations of bluegllls had disappeared en-
tir@ly# 
Unfortiaiattlj* because of diffieulty in transporting 
th® eolleettd sp«ela®ns, few written records were maintained 
on th® si20® and ages oollected in ©a,ch trap m the saiae 
datag, Jilthough as mmj as fiv® traps war® in use at dif­
ferent dopth® and different loeations in th@ pond at th® 
s®«® time# all spaeiaans were ratiirnad to the laboratoat^ in 
on® or t.wo eontain@ra» and whan th® individuals war® ax-
teiinad th® writar was imabl® to datamina from which trap 
thay had baan talcen# Howavar, field observations and the 
Halted pracise data that had bean recorded on the location 
of oolleationi provided a hint that a definite "social 
atratifieation'* might ba praaant in tha McFarland*s Pond 
bluagill population# Since th® traps ware ao constructed 
that thay collactad all but tha very smallest sizea of fiah# 
little' sise salaetion should have been present. Ganarally 
speaking, apaciaians taken in an individual trap at a ape-
©ifio time and place war® soaawhat uniform in si2®» That 
fact and th© variation in avaraga growth attained by members 
of the sasi® year class in sataples taken at progressively 
later dates (discussed l&tar) suggested that possibly each 
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ittdividual school of blu@gllls Inhabiting the various levels 
•ana location® consisted of same year class individuals 
possessing similar growth rates. Sampling from schools of 
fish having reasonably ©stablished and different growth 
rat«s could have explained such things as the collecting of 
thr®o similar ag® fish in th® same sample, with each show­
ing a growth incr#»snt of only slightly more than half of 
that avtra,g@d by the year class in general. However, too 
little is known about distribution and laoveraent of bluegllls 
in a population to warrant drawing a conclusion on the basis 
of the McFarlsmd^s Pond observations. 
Validity of the scale method 
Greaser (19®) deaonstrated the validity of the scale 
method for age detemlnation of fishes in the family 
Centrarchidae, Potter (1925) was one of the earliest workers 
to suggest reasonable validity of the annulus as a year juark 
in bluegllls, fh@ fact that annull provide a clue to the 
fishes ag® was considered confirmed by Beckman (1943) in his 
work on annulus formation on scales of certain Michigan 
fishes, including bluegllls. 
The general validity of the scale method and yearly 
®stabHsh»®nt of a true annulus was believed confirmed for 
bluegllls in leFarland*s Pond by the following observations! 
(a) Within reasonable Halts, fish assigned to the 
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• saa© age group had similar lengths {Table 6), Assignment 
to ag© groups was mad® on the basis of the nutiaber of axinull 
present regardlesa of the date colleeted.. 
fable 6, Age Distribution in Sisse Groups of Bluegilla 
Collected from MeFarland»s Pond, Jtane# 1949 
to Julj, 19©0 C%®®la®ns in age groups shown 
as percentage of total number in siss© group) 
Standard length lumber of Ag® group 
size group in speeimens - •; • 
ram. 0 I II III^ IV2 
10 19 1 100.0 ... ..... 
20 • 39 1 100.0 mtmmmmmrn ... ..... 
50 mm 39 50 100.0 W W» «<* «• 4«l ... ..... 
40 49 195 75.6 a 4 . 4  ..... ... ...... 
§0 59 324 7.1 79.3 13.6 ... ..... 
60 * 69 209 0.5 60.3 39.g ... ..... 
70 • 79 165 17.0 80.0 3.0 
80 mm 89 126 3.2 @8.1 3.7 
90 99 73 91.8 8. S 
100 m. 109 26 rnmktmmim tmwmmmm 96.1 3.9 
110 m 119 8 tmmnm-mm 100.0 ... «H» «Ml 4MII 
im) m 129 6 100.0 ... ..... 
130 " 139^ 1 100.0 ..... 
170 - 179 3 ..... ... 100.0 
180 4W 189 2 mm ... 100.0 
^Collected after annulus fomation in 1950 
^Collected in 1949 
(b) Lengths at the first annulua, as calculated from 
scale raeasurements, were similar for the fish that spent 
their first year in the pond but did not agree with those 
of fish that lived their earlier years in a different body 
of water (Table 19), 
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ie) fh® o'b®®rwd lengths of 1947 year class specimens 
collected in October, 1947 «d April, 1948 compared reason­
ably w«ll with the calculated first annulus lengths of 
individuals of the saia© year elasa collected in 1949 and 
19S0 (fabl@s S and 12). 
Id) Since the first fish stocked in lcParland*s Pond 
in early 1947 were 2S bluegills of the 1945 year class, no 
fish could have been In ag® group III d'uring 1949. All 
specimens eollected in 1949 had one, two, or four true annuli 
present on the scales (Table IS). 
(e) First-year accessory seal® checks or marks were 
present in either a high or low percentage of specimens in 
th© same year class, indicating that common environmental 
conditions were recorded on acaMs of a large majority of 
the individuals concerned (Table 7), Though the calculated 
fable 7. Incidence of Plrst-¥eap Accessoi^ Marks on Scales 
of Bluegills froM MoFarland*s Pond 
Speciaens showing first- Ave, calculated 
Xear fotal year accessory marka standard lengths 
class specimens luaber Percent'of total when marksibrmed 
mm. 
1949 22B 204 89.4 23.7 
1948 S84 ©48 93.8 30.8 
1947 374 • 40 10.6 S0.5 
194® 0 •w flar 
1946 5 4 80.0 25.5 
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Isngths of tti© flsb. at th© time theae marks were produced 
varied within th® sam® year class, the average lengths at 
fomation In different year ©lasses agreed fairly well. 
The 194S year class individuals were, of course, in another 
pond during their first year of life. 
{f) fh® low ineidence of first-year accessory marks 
was a consistent characteristic of 1947 year class blue-
gills# Accessory marks before the first annulus were 
present on 10-.2 percent of the speoiaens with two annul! 
collected in June and July of 1949* and on 23,2 percent of 
the individuals with three annul! during the same months 
in 19S0. 
(g) Annul! were formed at roughly the same time in 
each of the two seasons studied. Although the first col­
lection® in 1949 were not aade imtil annual marks had beg\m 
to form on many of the fish* bi-monthly or more frequent 
collections were mad® thereafter, except in January, until 
mid-July of 1950 {fable 8). Time of annulus formation will 
be discussed more fully later. 
(h) Observed new growth beyond the annulua progressively 
increased with time during the summer months (Tables 14, 
1§, ®ad 18), Each Individual year class was noted to have 
its own seasonal growth characteristic®, although there was 
sizable variation in growth among individual speciaiens of 
a year class. 
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Table 8* Period of InnuXu® Worm&t lon  in- MeFarland's Pond 
Blu@gllla 
Water t«mp®r-
D&t® atur® stjtrfae® 
to bottoa 
P®roentag@ of fish per year clasa* 
having a new annulns 
lilS f§l7 1948 1949 
1949 
5/^ -2 
@/3-13 
6/2i»m 
1950 
2/4-10 
2/17-24 
3/7-9 
S/16-31 
4/4-10 
4/17-24 
5/1-12 
6/15-30 
6/5-7 
6/19-28 
7/7 
76 * 48 
82 
-
50 8
 
•
 
O
 
33 — 39^  mum 
33 — 3S — 
33 — 39 
34 - 40 — 
42 — 41 immm 
48 - 42 - m m  
60 — 48 m-m 
72 - 49 mm 
70 - 50 
70 • 56 m-m 
71 - 56 m-m 
68.4(19^  37,5(56) 
100.0(54) 100.0(32) 
0.0(1) 
0.0(0) 
0.0(0) 
0.0(6) 
0.0(44) 
0.0(2) 
0.0(3) 
7.7(13) 
42.9(7) 
100.0(7) 
100.0(13) 
7.6(13) 
0.0(9) 
0.0(10) 
0.0(29) 
6.6(76) 
15.8(38) 
38.2(34) 
74.5(47) 
90.9(33) 
100.0(26) 
100.0(18) 
0.0(1) 
0.0(0) 
0.0(1) 
0.0(5) 
2.6(77) 
8.3(19) 
9.0(11) 
25.0(IS) 
100.0(17) 
100.0(20) 
100.0(9) 
%otal mmh@r of jear ©last speeimens per saaspl© sr® 
indicated in parenthesis 
g. 
Ic© eov@r«d th® pond lantil la-rch 2 
Bodj-s-cal© relatiopghip 
A study of th« relationship between th® atandard length 
and th© magnified (x 4S.0) anterior seal® radius of ea-ch 
fiih mas mad® to dttemlne th® most acourato method of cal­
culating growth rat«.' 
"fhus far, mrk&rs  hme  b©®n unable to astablish a con-
sis tsnt relationship b#tw®®n fish length md scale radius 
In th© C®ntrarohida®, even within a sp^ eles. Hil® (1941) 
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.fotaid that a 'eurvdd (logarlthalc) line represented the body* 
s@al© relationship for rook bass in a Wisconsin lake. 
Beekuan Clt^ l) reported a straight line relationship satis­
factory for th© sam© species in a Michigan lake, Bennett* 
Thompson and Parr (1940), i©rking with blugills in an Illinois 
lak®, draw a saoottiad curve with an origin at 2^  milliraetars 
when plotting seal® radius i»a»ur©m®nta against total length# 
Siekar ^ 94Sa) found a linear relationship with an origin of 
20 ailliaatars in graphs mad® of anterior scale radius 
against fork length in bluegills of northern Indiana lakes. 
Burress (1949) us®d the linear relationship formtila de­
rived by Hicker. Lewis (1950) determined th© body-scale 
relationship for SOS Hed Saw I«ake bluegills in southern Iowa 
as being a straight line represented by the formula, 
Standard length =« 1S,0 bm# + 0.760776 radius of scale, 
lieker (194asa), in contemplating the possibility of having 
to deteraine th® body-scale relationship of a species of fish 
separately for each body of water because of the seeming in­
consistencies araong the Centrarchids, wondered if the in­
crease in accuracy gained by calculations beyond a straight 
line relationship in bluegills would compensate for the ad­
ditional effort required. 
fhe McFarland's bluegill data were grouped into 10-
milliffieter standard length Intervals and the average standard 
length, average scale la©asurement, and the body-scale ratio 
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wt» for ©moh interval. All ages and sexes were 
eoiabin#d in the first eompilation of th© data, Th© body-
aeal# (It/Se) ratio decreased as the size of th© fiih in­
creased Cfable 9)I that la, the scales grew relatively 
faster than th® fish in the smaller and middle-sized length 
fttbl® 9, Average Body Lengths and Scale Measurements for 
Siae 0roups Used in 'Oal^ exilating Body-Scale Re­
lationship of 1#019 McFarland^ a Pond Bluegilla 
{Measurements in aillimeters) 
Size grou|t Average Average Average Sumber of 
in standard scale It/Se specimens 
Millimeters length radiius- ratio 
U 4S.0) ______ 
10 19 la. 5 10»O 1,850 1 
ao m •29 17.8 1.433 7 
30 30 ••S4.7''- 27.4 1.266 30 
40 •m 4f 46.1 41.1 1.122 180 
SO m Si 56.0 SS.2 1,034 S72 
60 09 6sa' S3. 9 0.987 187 
70 ••f 79 74.. S 75.8 0.983 130 
80 89 84.0 87.1 0.964 106 
@0 m 93.9 98.1 0.957 67 
100 lot 10S.4 108.0 0.957 as 
110 119 113.1 119.4 0.947 7 
ISO 139 126.5 133.3 0.949 4 
170 m 18@ 180.6 190.2 0.950 5 
group®# An apparent deviation from this tendency was noted 
in fishes over 110 ailliBieter® in length, although this 
might b® attributed to the smaller numbers in the sanples# 
fhe decrease in &/Sc ratio smong amaller bluegilla was not 
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©ntlrelf regmlar, althoiigh, a,gain, this might have been Aub 
to iSBipling ©rpop SBQd variation aaong different specimens, 
fhe rmg® of L/S« ratios was found to b© as much as 1.850 
to 0«811 between individuals of the population at comparable 
times of collection# 
Analysis of the data was then made on the basis of the 
sex of the individuals, lo consistent differences from the 
total population L/S© ratios were evident, fhe l/Sc ratio 
for apeciaens in each individual 10-aiilllmeter siae group 
was calculated and arranged according to time of collection, 
but no consistent trends could be noted. Those data from 
speoiajens in the 1948 year class were further analyased from 
the standpoint of L/Sc ratio in relation to size groups, 
sex# and time of capture. Only the combined data for the 
1948 year claas at the various tlmB of e^ ture suggested 
a poasibl© trend toward relatively faster growth of the 
scale as the specimens become older. However, a niaaber of 
major inconaistencles were present and, as a result, the 
validity of this general trend was discounted. When the 
deviations of observed scale radii from calculated scale 
radii were plotted on a graph showing seasonal changes in 
'Ii/Sc ratio for the year class, an inconclusive Inverse re­
lationship between the two was noted. 
Knowledge of the type of mathematical function most 
nearly described by the body-scale relationship is needed 
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for til© ©alCHlation of growth., TMs Inforioatlon was ob-
tftlned hj plotting the averages of standard length and scale 
measurement of each length interval (Table 9) on arith­
metically rtiled paper# and fitting a straight line by the 
l@ast«-s<|uares method to the data. Sinee there appeared to 
b® no consistent major differences between L/So ratios d©-
terained on the basis of sex or year elasa, the bluegills 
used were eonsidered as a total population for fitting a 
line. The data were fitted (line B of Figure 3) with a 
regression line represented by the fowaula# 
I. » 8.41 mm, •¥ 0.88712 S 
where I# « standard length in millimetersj 
and S = anterior scale radius in millimeters (x 42), 
Th® greatest deviations from the fitted line occurred at the 
e:strem@s in body length and were represented by small numbers 
of fish. However, slight deviation appeared in the middle 
sia© groups itiere quantity of sample was considered adequate. 
The Y intercept on the length axis was not interpreted to 
be the length of bluegills when scales were first formed# 
as has been done by some biologists. While the intercept 
may approximate the siae of the fish at time of scale forma­
tion, it will not necessarily do so unless the lower portion 
of the body-scale relationship is very accurately described 
by the farmula. 
Since the regression line L « 8.41 Bm. + 0.88712 S did 
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Plgure 3» Body-scale relationship of the McFarland's Pond 
bluegills* The small circles are based on the 
averages of Table 9. Small circles representing 
less than 20 fish are enclosed in brackets. The 
curvilinear regression line is designated as k 
and the linear regression line as B, 
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not appear to fit the bodj length-scale radius points ex­
actly, and sine© Bennett, Thompson and Parr (1940) reported 
a smoothed curve relationship for bluegills# an attempt was 
made to fit the data better by curvilinear correction. The 
same averages of standard length and scale raeaaurements of 
each of the 13 length groups were fitted by the leaat-aquares 
method with the curvilinear regression line (line A of 
Figure 3} represented by the third degree polynomialj 
I, « 11.4S BUtt.4-0.79468916 S+0,000480728 3^ 4-0,000000105708 S® 
where h =» standard length in ailllimetera, and 
S 2s anterior scale radius in millimeters (x 42). 
The resulting flat curve does not differ greatly from 
the straight line (Figure 3), and it was difficult to tell 
by visual observation whether it described the relationship 
between the standard length and the scale radius better 
than the straight line. Hence, the sums of squares of devia­
tions of the data from the regression lines were calculated 
as previously discussed to mathematically determine the 
"goodness of fit**. The resultant sums of squares of devia­
tions were I 
Linear regression line^  (L-Lp)^  * 33•Bl 
Curvilinear regression line, (L-Lp)^  = 4,24 
The pronounced difference between the two values indi­
cated that the curvilinear regression line was the better 
Mathematical fit to the data, 
loaographs were prepared for the scale radius-body 
length relationihip® as pres@nt@d by the calculated linear 
aad oiarviline&r regreasion lines. Growth history was then 
datemined for ®ach indiitridual in th® 1943 and 1945 year 
classes using first th© linear regression formula and then 
th® eurvilinear equation* fh© resulting values wore compared 
to l©am the difference between th© two equations from the 
standpoint of practical efficiency (Table 10). In general, 
the earlier growth Increments of bluegills in this popula­
tion, when calcxilated with th® linear regression formula 
and then with the curTilinear regression equation, differed 
by an insignificant aaioimt, Greater diversion was noted 
among the larger fish. 
Table 10# Difference in Length at Elarlier Annuli of 
IcFarland^ s Pond Bluegilla Ihen Calculated 
on the Basis of Linear and Curvilinear 
Eegresaion Pormilas {All lengths in raillimeters) 
Standard lumber Curvilinear re­ Deviation of linear 
length of gression line from curvilinear 
size group speoi- regression values 
mns Mnnulm Annulua 
12  3 4 19 3 4 
1948 year class 
4 0 - 4 9  48 40.9 — *•—' — -l.a — 
m - 59 S76 42.0 52,0 — —0.2 4.0.3 —— —— 
60 - 6© 198 47,0 58,4 — —0.2 4.0.4 —— —— 
70 - 79  47 51.2 67.2 -« —0.5 —0.4 — —— 
80 « 8© 9 53.0 74.0 — 4.0. S —0.3 —— —— 
1945 year class 
170 - 179 3 55,5 90.0 123.0 166.2 4.1.1 >3.3 4.3.0 4»1.4 
180 - 18i 2  48.9 76.5 104.2 156.0 4.1.1 4.3.0 4*9.8 4^ 1.5 
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R@3,ationaMp between stand^ M, total, md fork lenf^ tha 
Since fflony fish growth studies have not been consistent 
in th© tis® of mj one specifie criterion for laeasxiring body 
length# a knowledge of the relationships between the three 
recogniaed Bieasureaents in th© MeParland*s Pond bluegill 
population is of praotical valu®. Conversion factors were 
calculated for ®ach lO-aillimeter size group of the speei-
laeni collected, regardless of sax (Table 11), An exiunina-
tion of th© conversion factors for different saxes failed 
to reveal eonaiatent differences. Th© data suggested that 
a curvilinear regression line might portray the relationship 
between standard and fork 3.ongth# Prom^ examination of the 
tabulated data, it appeared that the caudal fin grew pro» 
gressively faster than the body up to a standard body length 
of 80 milliraeters, and tlrnt beyond this length the trend was 
reversed, fhis apparent change in relative growth rate of 
the tail seemed to be detemined mainly by growth in th© 
portion lying between th© hypural plate and the fork of the 
tail. At the ®ame time, the body appeared to grow at a con­
sistent relatively faster rate than did the portion between 
the fork and tiie -Bxtrea® tip of the tall lobes. 
The average standard length and fork length measure-
laents in each 10»iaillim®ter standard length size group in 
the population were plotted and the curvilinear regression 
line of a second degree polynomial was fitted to the data. 
fable 11. Factors for th© CoOTtrsion of Total (T,I». )| 
Fork (F.Ij.), and Standard (S.L.) Lengths of 
98i MeFarland's Pond Bluegllls 
0onf®ralon factors 
ssanaara 
length 
aiffliDer 
of . , (No ©hang® In mits of length) 
group' fish S.I.. B.L. P,U F.L, T.L. f.L. 
In nt. to to to to to to 
F.L. f.L. T.I.. S.L. S.L. F.L. 
3.0 «" H i 1.1^ 9' i ,m f  i.091 .8409 .77tf^ ' 
20  - m 7 1.190 1.879 1.075 .8404 .7816 .9301 
30 - 39 38 1.193 1.283 1.076 .8383 .7793 .9297 
40 - 49 17© 1.S14 1.308 1.077 .8234 .7647 .9287 
§0 - §9 362 1.318 1.307 1.073 .8214 .7652 .9319 
60 - 69 183 1.2^ .^5 1.312 1*071 .8163 ,7623 .9338 
70 - 79 121 1.237 1.315 1.062 .8084 .7606 .9409 
80 - 89 101 1.202 1.278 1.063 .8320 .7824 .9404 
.90 - 99 64 1.812 1.^ 4 1.060 .82S1 .7788 .9438 
100 * 109 25 1.207 1.274 1.055 .8286 .7851 • 9475 
110 • 119 7 umB 1.271 1.057 .8311 .7865 .9464 
ISO - 129 3 i.to# 1.267 1.051 .8393 .7890 .9515 
130 - 1S9 1 1.205 1.258 1.044 .8302 .7952 .9578 
170 - 179 5 1.192 1.253 
mm-'"Htm 
l.OSl .8386 .7982 ,9518 
180 • 189 2  1.180 1.231 1.043 .8477 .8126 .9586 
Weigh ted  
average 98i' 1.S170 1.2996 1.0677 .8216 .7695 .9365 
Ion-
weighted 1,2046 1.SS31 1.0633 .8301 .7808 .9406 
average 
*•08"* 
1?h® resulting ©qutatl©n for th® line was determined to b© 
F « 1.33SS BM, -i- 1,1329 S •¥ 0,000032348 
#ier» 
F a fork length in mllliiHeterSf and 
S « standard length In millimeters# 
When the same data were fitted hj a linear regression line, 
the equation for tfci© line was determined to be 
F » 1,08666 OTtt, •¥. 1,18945 S 
where 
F a fork length in millimeters, and 
S e standard length in sillllmeters# 
The '^ oodneas of f it** of the two regression lines was 
oaloulated by finding the sums of the squares of devia­
tions of the data from the lines {Rider* 1939), These 
values# represented by S in each case; were 
curvilinear regression line# E « 26,3 • 
linear regression line# E » 23,1, 
Thus# the linear regression line seemed to be slightly the 
better mathematieal representation of the relationship 
between the stSQ:id«rd and fork length aeasurements# in spite 
of the curve impression created from visual examination 
of the data. 
Hic.k®r {1942a)# in studying bluegllls of northern 
Indiana lakes, found that the ©onverslon factor for chang­
ing standard to total length decreased slightly as sisse 
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lner«a@®d, whereas th® factor for changing standard to 
fork length (i.,2g) appeared to remain con3tant» H© also 
used fork to total length faetora of 0.94 for specimens 
up to 100 ailll®et©rs lengthy 0*95 for those of lengths 
between 100 and 149 milliiaeteraand 0-.96 for individuals 
irtiose bodj lengths were greater than 149 but less than 
SOO lailllaeters,. Beckjimn (1948), in Michigan bluegills# 
also noted that the tail became relatively shorter as the 
fish incwased in length# He listed standard to total 
length conversion factors of 1.278 for fish measuring less 
than 130,5 lailliaeters In length, 1.946 for specimens over 
205.7 millimeters long, and 1.361 for those fish whose 
lengths ranged between those measurements. Lewis (1950) 
determined standard to total length conversion factors of 
1.S65 in Red law Lake, Iowa, bluegills and 1,S70 in blue-
gills of adjoining PJast Lake, fhe conversion factor for 
standard to fork length in Red Haw Lake was 1.191 but 
1*204 in last Lake. Garlander Cl950a), after reviewing 
length laeasureBsents made by different and the same persons 
on different and the saiaie specimens froa different and the 
same lo'cations,- concluded that, many of the differences in 
conversion factors reported for the same species of fish 
could be attributed to lack of coramon interpretation and 
agreement concerning the criteria involved in the basic 
iwRSurements. 
dyowth analysis 
Because little practieal difference was noted between 
lengths calculated for earlier years of life on the basis 
of ourvilinear body-seal© relationship, and those de­
termined using th® linear relationship, the linear rela­
tionship was used in ealeulating annual growths from 
scales. The growth histories of the individual year 
classes# sexes eombined, are presented in fable 12, Ex­
amination of the calculated lengths and the increments of 
growth per year class revealed rather marked changes in 
inerements mad# by members of the 1947 and 1948 year classes 
as age increased. This change in growth rate has been 
graphically showi in Figure 4« 
Specimens in th® 1945 year class exhibited greater 
increments of growth in their first, second, and third 
year of life than was experienced by any other year 
classes in comparable life periods. However, that par­
ticular year class was not Introduced into McParland's 
Pond until the beginning of their third year of life. 
When considering the 1947^  1948, and 1949 year classes^  
th© fish that spent their entire life in McParland's Pond, 
it is evident that growth raade in the initial year of life 
in. each case was about the same, nevertheless, there is 
a stiggestion of progressively larger initial increments 
of length by more recent year classes. Curiously, th® 
•88"" 
12, Staamiajpj of the Average Calculated Standard 
Lengths and Length Increments for Each Year 
of Iilf® of th© McFarland's Pond Bluegille 
Collacted in 1949 and 1950 
(liiiBber of speeimens enclosed in parenthesis) 
Caleulated length (max.) at end of year of llf 
?©ar I , , 
elass 1 2 3 4 ^ 
1949 45.1 (165) 
1948 44,5 (§84) 59.8 (333) 
1947 37.9 (374) 67.2 (374) 81.0 (96)® 
1946 
1945 64.0 (5) 87.8 (5) 127.4 (S) 163.6 (5) 
9rand " 
a¥®rag© 4S.2 (IISS) 63.6 (712) 83.3 (101) 163.6 (5) 
Annual Inerewents in Millimeters 
1949 45.1 
1948 44.5 15.4 
1947 37.9 30.0 15.7 
1946 
1945 S4.0 33.8 39.6 36.2 
Average 
annual 
incr®- 4S.a 93.2 16.9 36.2 
ments 
^ • rr  .• •• . - I  • .  I  
•"•Specimens were promoted in ag© on January 1. 
9  
"Speelinens were colleeted in calendar year 1950. 
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Figure 4» Calculated annual increments and accumulated 
growth of each year class of McParland's Pond 
bluegills. Accumulated growth is represented 
by narrow lines and annual increments are 
shown by heavier lines of tlx© same pattern. 
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smallest average first-year incrtment occurred in the 
smaaer of 1947, leas than a year after McFarland»s Pond 
wa0 constructed# At that time the total fiah population 
was fairly low and competition may b® assumed to have 
been at a miniiiaim» The members of the 1945 year class 
experienced more growth in that SAfflmer than they did in 
the previous year.. Bottom samples taken in October of 
1947 Indicated th® presence of imraatur© Diptera, Tri-
choptera, Odonata, and Ephemeroptera as well as a few-
annelids and nematodes. So data are available on the 
quantity of these animals# Crustacea, Protozoa, or algae 
present in aid and yearly suomer of that year. The 23 
parent-stoek bluegilla probably had little difficulty in 
finding food in the first year but it is possible that the 
food supply available for bluegill fry and fingerlings 
might not have been as plentiful as in later years. 
Isehaeyer and Jones (1941) found ttiat fish hatched in th® 
Morris Heservoir grew leas rapidly during the first year 
of impoundaent than those spawned in later years. They 
attributed th© increased growth of the later hatched fish 
partly to a possible increase in available food during the 
years following the Impoundaent. 
fhere is another possible explanation for the slower 
growth of the 1947 year class fish during their first 
year of life. The brood stock were not put into the pond 
until May S3, 1947, and at that time these fish showed no 
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aigns  of being ready to spawn in the near future. Prob­
ably th© spawilng waa aom0iia.at delayed 'and the growing 
season for th© yotmg fith m&j have been shorter than normal. 
The averag® Increaents of th® 1947 year class in their 
third y©ar of life and of th® 1948 year class in their 
second year of life are so low as to suggest that the 
population waa becoming stunted in 1949, An average in­
crement as low a» IS millimeters has not been reported 
for the second year of life in any other growth study on 
bluegillsji md In only a few stxmted populations has the 
increment for the third year been this low. A comparison 
of growth rates in various waters will be given later. 
fhe total growth data were analyzed to determine the 
presence of sex difference in growth rate (Table 13). 
lieker C1942a) could find no significant differences in 
the rates of growth of the sexes in Indiana lakes except 
in Shoe Lake where female bluegills were larger and had 
groTO faster than males. Bennett (1948) stated that raale 
bluegills usually average large than females for any given 
age. Beekraan (1949) could find no consistent sex differ­
ences in th© growth rate of bluegills. 
No consistent differences in growth appeared to occur 
between males and females in th© first year of life for 
the year classes spawned in McP&rland's Pond, but males 
tended to grow slightly faster in following years (Table 13). 
fable 13. Susmary of Calculated Average Stsaidard ^ ngfchs and Length Inerements 
for Each Tear of Mf© of Mai© and Peiaal® Blwegills Collected from 
McParland's P©nd in 1949 and 1950 (Iwdber' of sp®elia®ns is «nelos@d 
in par©nth#slsj 
Caleulated length Chjb# ) at end of year of lif©^  
elass 1 2 S 4 
Male Female Male Female Male Pemal® Male Female 
1949 44.8(36) 45.^ (82)  ^ r 
1948 4S.17C234 ) 44.3(S73) 61.2(141) 57.5(113) ' 5 
1947 S7.1 (193) 37,3(180) 68.5(193) ©3.8(193) 82.5(47) 79.5(49) 
194S 
194S 56.6(3)50.0(S) 93.3(3) 79.5(2) 141,0(3) 107.0(2) 167.6(3) 157.5(2) /ti.-i.. ' ' r y  . . . • 
Srand i 
ave. 41.9(466) 42.1(537) 65.7(337) 61.8(368) 86.0(50) 80.6(51) 167.6(3) 157.5(2) |
Annual Increments in Milliateters 
1949 44.8 45.2 
1948 45.17 44.3 15.8 14.7 
1947 37.1 37.3 31.4 .^5 17.3 14.3 — — 
1946 «.i_ ... — ... Mi'Mk. 
1945 56.6 so.o 36.7 29.5 47.7 27.5 26.6 50.5 
Ave. 
an. 41.9 42.1 24 . 9 21.8 19.1 14.8 26.6 50.5 
inc. 
S^peciiaena were promoted in age on Jamuary 1 
Th© 1945 yesp class, which liv®d th& first two years of life 
in another pond, seemed to e:xhibit very definite sex growth 
rat® differences beginning in the first year and continu­
ing throxigh the third year. Males of this group grew faster 
each year wntll the fourth year of life in which the female 
annual increment beeam® nearly double that attained by the 
males.. In spit® of this late change of growth rate, the 
accuHsulated gro'wth of the mlee was greater at the end of 
the fowth year of life# However, since only five speci­
mens of the 1945 year class were collected, the saiiiple 
might not have been large enough to warrant drawing valid 
oonelusions. 
The average lengtla at capture of the 1947 year class 
{Table 14) do not show the progressive increase that would 
be ejcpected with growing fish. Apparently there was little 
or no growth of theae fish from July, 1949 to July, 1950. 
In fact, the average size is smaller at the latter date 
than when the fish were a year younger. Possibly part of 
this is due to aampling errors with the fish coming froai 
different schools. However, it mould be ejspected that some 
of the faster growing schools would be sampled in 1950 aa 
well as in 1949, It would appear that the larger indi­
viduals disappeared before 1950, leaving only the slower 
growing individual® of this year class. It has frequently 
been shown that faster growing individuals do not live as 
fable 14. Animal Increiaeots^ , Percentage of Average Seasonal Growth^  Ooiapl#t«d • 
at Oapturej ®id Percentage of lew Annmlus Foraiatlon for the 1947 Tear 
Class Blusgills in MeParland*s Pond (Measurements and growth in !»•) 
Bate of 
collec­
tion 
lumber 
of 
speci-
B^ ns 
Av®T9igm 
standard 
length at 
capture 
Average calculated 
annulus increment 
Percent 
showing 
a new 
anniilus 
Growth sine® 
last annultis 
Percent'of 
1949 m, 
growth 
completed 1 2 3 3 4 
1949 
S/1-.2 19 72.4 38.6 33 . 8 »—•— 68,4 2,5(13) 15.9 
6/3-13 54 81.1 37.4 30.4 — 100.0 13.3 84,7 
6/S1-28 23 94.0 37.2 35.4 —•«. 100,0 21.4 mmmum 136.3 
7/1-lS 21 92.0 37.7 33,7 100.0 20.6 131.2 
7/SO 15 83.8 37.6 29.7 — 100,0 16.5 tmmtm 105.1 
8/3-5 69 82.3 36.0 29,8 —- 100,0 16.5 •W' mi-mm 105.1 
9/3-10 44 91.6 37.2 31.1 —- 100,0 23.4 149.0 
t/S4 6 85.3 36.5 31.3 ™ 100.0 17,5 111.5 
10/16 10 80.0 38.6 25.5, — 100,0 15.9 ... 101.3 
11/14 S 87.0 40*2 1 1 © 
i
 100,0 18.8 119.7 12/17-30 9 77.0 37.6 26.3 —- 100,0 13.1 83.4 
1950 
S/4-10 1 84.0 39.0 36.0 — 0.0 10.0 64,9 
3/20-31 6 76.3 40.0 23.3 —- 0.0 13. 0 82,8 
4/4-10 44 83.4 37.7 28.4 — 0.0 17.3 110,2 
4/17-24 2 81.0 37.0 27.0 0.0 17.0 108,3 
5/1-12 3 74.3 40.3 25.3 — 0.0 8.7 55.4 
5/15-31 13 84.4 37.5 30.7 28.0C1) 7.7 16,2(12) 10.0(1) 103,2 
6/5-7 7 83.1 39.8 24,6 19.3(3) 42.9 18.7(4) 4.3(3) 119,1 
6/19-28 7 87.8 33.3 27,7 16,1 100.0 10.7 102,5 
7/7 13 84.2 33.7 28.7 13.4 100.0 8.4 85.4 
llncrsments were determined as of the time of new annulus formation. 
%iumbers shown in parenthesis indicate the number of specimens upon which the da.ta 
were calculated. The ''number of specijuens'^  coluian is applicable in all other cases. 
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loag as slow growing lndi¥lduals in the same population# 
but it is not Imowi whether this differential mortality 
oceurs as ©arly In life as these data indicate. 
Ther® is another possible ©scplanation* Some of th© fish 
assigned to this year class in 1950 may have actually been 
ia#mbers of th® 1948 y«ar class with a false annulua which 
was lBt«rpr@t#d as being a true annulus. A relatively 
small n«ab#r of these younger fish aight reduce the average 
size to th® d®gi*®» iftdicatedt but th© largest fish in th© 
1950 collections .should still be larger than th® largest 
fish in th® 1949 collections. The largest 1950 fish in the 
1947 year class (there could be no 1946 year class fish to 
be confused with these fish) waa 110- millimeters long and 
only 44.S per cent were larger than 85 millimeters* whereas 
the largest meaber of this year class collected in 1949 was 
132 millimeterg long and 45.3 per cent were greater than 85 
Milllaeters in length. Only those specimens taken in the 
months of May, June, and early July of 1949 and 1950, were 
included in the analysis of this last possible explanation. 
Th© average lengths at capture of the 1948 year class 
(Table 15) and of the 1949 year class (Table 16) show a 
more regular increase with time. Th© growth rate in 1949 
wm ©xtreaely slow# however, except for the yo'ungest fish. 
It Is believed that the bl?iegill population was approaching 
a stunted condition, and that, as th® fish reached a length 
1 9 Table 15, Annual Increments » Percentage of Average Seasonal Growth'^  Completed 
at Capture, and Percentage of New Annulus Formation for the 1948 
Year Class of Bluegills in McParland's Pond 
(Measurements and increments in millimeters) 
Average G-rowth since last 
Number stand. Average calculated Percent annulus in year Percent of 
Date of of length annulus increment showing of life 1949 average 
collec­ speci­ at a new growth 
tion mens capture 1 2 annulus 2 3 completed 
1949 
5A-2 56 48.4 49,2(2) — 37.5 1.8(21) 11.7 
6/3-13 32 54.5 46.2 100.0 8.3 — 53.9 
6/21-28 19 54.6 40,5 — 100.0 13,8 — 89.6 
7/1-12 9 56,4 44 , 2 — 100.0 12.2 — 79.2 
7/20 
8/3-5 
40 56.9 44.1 100.0 12.8 - - 83.1 
11 61.0 45,3 — 100.0 15.7 — 101.9 
9/3-10 18 58.2 44.2 100.0 14.0 — 90.9 
9/24 
10/16 
4 63.7 47.5 — 100.0 16.2 - - 105.2 
21 60.1 46.5 mmmm 100.0 13,6 — 88.3 
llA4 9 63.5 48,6 100.0 14.9 — 96.8 
12/17 32 59.6 44.0 — 100.0 15.6 mm wm 101.3 
1950 
2/4-10 13 60.0 44.1 14.0(1) 7.6 15.9(12) H
 
•
 
0
 
H
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1^7-24 9 63.3 50.4 0.0 12.9 83.8 
3/7-9 10 59.4 44.4 — 0.0 15.5 100.6 
3/I6-SI 29 58.8 44.2 0.0 14.6 mm 94.8 
4/4-10 76 58.6 42,9 17.3(6) 7.9 15.7(70) 2.0(6) 101.9 
4/17-24 38 59.1 43,8 15.5(6) 15.8 15.3(32) 3.4(6) 99.4 
5/1-12 34 59.3 43.9 16.7(13) 38,2 15.4(21) 2.4(13) 100.0 
5/15-31 47 62.8 43.8 17.2(35) 74.2 16.6(12) 2.6(35) 107.8 
6/5-7 33 65.7 44.7 14.8(30) 90.9 14.4(30) 5.8(30) 93.5 
6/19-28 26 66.8 41,3 17.5 100.0 8.0 113.6 
7/7 18 66.9 45,2 13.4 100.0 8.3 87.0 
I^ncrements were determined as of the time of new annulus forns-tion. 
%>Iumbers shown in parenthesis indicate the number of specimens upon which the data were 
calculated. The "number of specimens" column is applicable to all otter columns. 
fable 16» Annual Increnents^, Percentage of kver&gs Seasonal Growth® Completed at 
Gapttir©, and ?®re®ntag© of iew 4nntilus Foi^«tlon for the 1949 Y®ar Class 
Bluegills in MeFarland*s Fond (Measurements and growth in millimeters) 
"S*ereent of 
1949 growth 
completed 
Dat® of 
©olleiitlon 
Ixaaber of 
specimens 
A v e r a g e A v *  c a l c u l a t e d P e r c e n t G r o w t h  
standard length at showing since 
length at first amnmlus nsw annialus 
capture sumntiLus for»ed 
1949 
67^ .28 
7/1-12 
7/20 
9/3-10 
9/24 
10/16 
11/14 
lS/17-30 
1950 
Wp 
S/9 
3/16-Sl 
4/4-10 
4/17-29 
5/1-13 
5/22-31 
6/5-7 
6/19-28 
7/7 
15 
6 
2 
7 
6 
7 
3 
7 
1 
1 
5 
77 
19 
11 
12 
17 
9 
34,3 
37.2 
37.5 
41.3 
35.3 
46.8 
47,0 
47.8 
44,0 
52.0 
46.6 
45.7 
46.3 
47.1 
47.0 
50.1 
54.3 
51.1 
47,0 
46.0 
47.0 
43.0 
42.6 
44.4 
40,9 
( 2 )  
{1} 
(1) 
(3) 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0.0 
0,0 
0 
0 
0.0 
0.0 
0,0 
0«0 
0.0 
2.6 
8.3 
9.0 
25.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
3.3 ( 2 )  
3 , 0  i l )  
4.0 
2.6 
7.5 
9.9 
10.2 
(1) 
C3) 
76, 
82. 
83.1 
91, 
78, 
103.8 
104.2 
105.9 
97.6 
115.3 
103.3 
101.3 
103.8 
104.4 
104.2 
111.1 
1^ .3 
113.3 
I^ncrements were detemined as of the tiiae of new annulus formation. 
lumbers shown in parenthesis indicate the number of specimens upon which the data 
were calculated. The "number of specimens" colicm is applicable in all other 
eases. 
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of from 60 to 90 , th® growth almost stopped. 
Ylffl© of annulus fomatlon 
fh© time of ammlus fonaatlon is of considerable sig-
nifieano® in th© proper interpretation of a fish's age from 
its scales#. Tables 8 and 14-16 indicatt that new annull 
wer# being forra«d in som® fish as early as May but that 
annulus formation had be@n completed by the first week 
in June of 1949, Sine© earlier observations were not made, 
it was not knowj. exactly when the earliest year marks were 
laid down. Specimens of the 1945 year class had formed 
the current annuli when collected in late June, 1949. The 
data do not indicate any differences in the time of annulus 
for!n,ation in 1949 correlated with age classes of the fish. 
The younger fish seemed to eoaplete annulus formation 
slightly before the older fish in 1950. The first specimen 
whose scales had a newly fomed annulus in 1950 was a male 
of the 1948 year class collected in a trap beneath the ice 
on February 10# when the water temperature ranged from 33-
39* F {Table 8), Mo further specimens showed new annuli 
until the first week in April when scales from approximately 
7 percent of fish in the 1948 year class and 3 percent of 
the 1949 yeer class sample had well defined ctirrent year 
marks. The percentage of fishes with recently formed annuli 
in these two year classes continued to increase progressively 
to lat«r simples. All 1949 year class Indlvlduals, taken 
in th® first week of Jtme, had formed a new year iimrk and 
after ald-J\m© all members of th® 1948 year class examined 
had also produced armnli. 
Ion® of the 1947 year class fish collected as late as 
wid-April had formed new armual marks# The data suggested 
that the majority of individuals in that year clasa formed 
arinuli during the first two weeks in June and that mmt of 
the 1949 year elass speeiaens aeeosaplished the s ame thing 
in th© last two weeks of May, On the other hand, the 1948 
year group# as a whole, was involved in amulus formation 
for a period of more than two months. Although th© process 
was prolonged in the year olaas as a unit, it was believed 
that individuals in the group produced the annulus rather 
Quickly when conditions were right, 'fhere appeared to be no 
consistent relationship within a year class between the size 
of th© speciiaen and the time at which the annulus wa» 
formed. Contributions by Bennett, Thompson and Parr (1940), 
licker (1942a), and Beckman (1943), relating to time of 
annulus formation in gluegills, have been previously dis­
cussed. Burress (1949), while working with fish of known 
age in Missouri ponds, noted new annulus fomation by blue-
gills in one pond as early as February 22, in two other 
ponds by late March, and in a fourth pond by early April. 
In th# latter pond, only 33 percent of the specimens col­
lected showed current annuli in ®id-May. fhe water 
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t ©ape rat mi*® was 59* V» by Marcli 19 in still another pond# 
when som® 34 percent of the collected bluegllls exhibited 
new year marks. 411 speeimens taken from that pond had new 
annul! by May &, Biirress attributed slower progress in 
annulus formation in soaie ponda as being possibly du® to 
poorer food conditions• Beetoman (1943) concluded that tb® 
annuli w#r® eoaplettd rapidly in Michigan lakes but that 
the time of annulus f©mation was progressively later in 
the northern tl«i in th® soutti^ rn part of the state. 
Iiongth of growing season 
Although considerable variation in new growth was 
evident among different samples of the sam© year class 
collected after successive periods of time, the data in 
fables 14, 15 and 16 show th# progressive accumulation of 
added growth beyond the current anmilus in both years of 
th© study. Estimted average growth in 1949 was determined 
for ©aoh year class on th® basis of the increase in calcu­
lated length between the 1949 and 1950 annuli (standard 
length at capture was used if the 1950 annulus was not 
present in fish collected after January 1, 1950)• The new 
growth beyond the 1949 annulus was then given as a per­
centage of this weighted average growth for the year. The 
estimated average increment obtained in this manner did 
not appear to be exactly correct for the 1947 year class, 
but the percentages of average 1949 growth achieved did 
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a@T9e to lllustrat© the variation in growth rates by dif­
ferent groups of fish in the year class. Estimated average 
increments appeared to be reasonably satisfactory in the 
other two year classes. 
It is obvious timt some collections contained fish 
i^ch had grown considerably more than the year class aver­
age while others had produced extremely poor growth and did 
not approach the average by the time 1950 growth started. 
As an example of the latter condition, the only 1947 year 
class specimens taken in early May of 1950 were three 
females whose growth in 1949 averaged 8.7 millimeters and 
who had not yet formed new annul! when collected. The ar­
rangements of circuli and anniali on scales from each were 
almost identical. No evidence was foxmd that might suggest 
the possibility that either annulus waa actually a false 
mark or an annulus of the current year. Furthermore* when 
the calculated increments of growth considered to have been 
J 
made in 1947, and 1948# were co^ ared to the average incre­
ments made by fish of the 1948 year class in 1948 and 1949, 
it seemed likely that they definitely did not belong to 
the 1948 group. 
Growth in the three year ©lasses being considered ap­
parently started at about the same tia® as the new annull 
were formed. Most of the increase in length by 1948 year 
class individuals was believed to have occurred in June, 
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with. little or non© being produced after lat© July# 1949. 
The evid#n0® was not olear in r#speet to th® 1947 year 
class but there was little suggestion of growth after 
early or mid-July of 1949, fhe young-of-the-year in 1949 
seemed to ha¥e mad® rapid growth by lat© June but con­
tinued to grow thereafter at a auoh reduced rate< possibly 
until lat© S®pttmb®r or aarly October. Young-of-tha-year 
hatched in lat® suaaaer ar® probably abl© to attain a small 
amO'Unt of growth befor® winter. 
Som® individuals in both th© 1948 and 1949 y@ar classes 
began n©w growth as ©arly aa the first week in April of 
1950# and amintainad a slow rat® of growth at least through 
th® first weak in July, fh© first 1947 year class fish to 
be collected with a currant annulus formed in 1950 had 
already grown 10 millimettrs bayond th© new annulua by late 
April# and hanca, »ust have b«®n growing for some time 
pipior to capture. Oth@r individuals from th® same year 
class taken a month later showed about th© same amount of 
growth. The growth pattewi of the 1947 and 1948 year ©lasses 
was complicated by the general reduction in growth rate ex­
perienced by these two year classes in the calendar year 
1949. Beckman (1943) found that yearling bluegills in 
Pasinski Pond in south central Michigan had completed 85 
percent of the expected growth for the season by July. 
Bennett# fhompson and Parr (1940) reported substantial gains 
In length from laonth to month in B"'ork Lake yearling blue-
gills luntil lat© Oetober, #3.®n growth stopped# Bschmeyer 
and JoneS' (1941) in Mo wis lessrvoir foimd evidence that 
largtaouth blaek bass exhibited a short period of rapid 
growth from late July to mid-Sept©mb«r, when the water 
t«i^ ©rat«r« was abo¥® 80* F. Burress (1949) reported that 
nearly 60 pereent of the season*s length increaient was 
gained by yearling bl«i@glll@ in the latter half of th© grow­
ing season (mid-Jim© to late September) but that two-year-
old fish grew at a slow regular rate throughout the season. 
All age groups resumed growth between lat© February and late 
May and the growing season for the Missouri bluegills 
ended by lat® September# Burress finally oonclxided from 
tagged fiah that cessation of growth was as much an indi­
vidual matter as was th® time of resimption of growth# In 
reference to the workers who ha^ e wsed the agricultural 
growing seaton in correlating growth rates with length of 
season# ¥an Oosten (1944) declared such a method was 
invalid and pointed out that Hile's (1936) study on cisco 
indicated that th® growing season for on® apeciea may vary 
widely for several waters in the s aa® vicinity. 
False annuli 
The chief difficulties in the use of scales for age 
deterraination and for calculating increments of growth 
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arls® from false anriiili or superntinserary Hiarks, Hll© (1951), 
aieker (1942®), B#no0tt, Thompson and Parr (194), Bennett 
{194S, and Burress {1949) have discussed the presence of 
false marks on blueglll scale® and the lueans of .identify­
ing th«a# Th® presence of less anastomosis of the circuli# 
variation in deflnitenes® of the mark on parts of the scale* 
wider spaelng of cireuli before the mark and closer spacing 
after the mark, irregular location of the mark in relation 
to the true annull, and dark lines sometimes forming a 
portion of the mark have been suggested by various of these 
authors as being criteria useful in detecting the false 
annuli« Severttoless# aost fishery biologists are agreed 
that false mrks sometimes do occur that are absolutely 
indlstingulshabl© from true year rings on the basis of 
present criteria, 
Bennett (1948) reported 10,0 percent of the yearling 
bluegill® taken from Pork Lake, Illinois, in 1939, had false 
fiffinull formed in aidsuM^er of that year after formation of 
the true tnnulus.. During the following year some 11,3 per­
cent of the same 1938 year class showed the false annulus 
in the saa® location on the seal®. In 1941, 14,3 percent 
of the 1938 year class had the identically located false 
marks* fwelve bluegills of that year class, collected in 
1940 and later, indicated formation of another false annulus 
outside of the second true annulus in the suiamer of 1940, 
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fhese fish wer® growing rapidlj at the tim@« Henoe, Bennett 
eoneurred with the theory that seal© abnormalities such as 
falaa marks ar© aor© conimon in fish ihowing rapid growth 
or extremely slow growth rather than those having average 
growth* In th@ sa»« paper, Bermatt described aome tin-
published results of exp@ria®nts hj Bruno von I.imbach at 
TJrbana, Illinois, in feeding gish confined in aquarims. 
Von £jlmb&eh found that these bluegilla gained well on the 
heavy diet of earthworms for a few weeks but then, for no 
apparent reason, stopped feeding and would not eat the full 
quota of food. In some, this condition of eating only 
enough to maintain body weight persisted for several 
ffiontha* Other® began feeding heavily again after not eat­
ing for one or more week® and produced a false annulus. 
Bennett pointed out the lack of proof that fish in nature 
ever stop feeding when food is abtandant. He alao mentioned 
other results of controlled feeding experiments with blue-
gills in which the fish were foimd to form a clear false 
.aanului if the starvation period between two 4-week periods 
of feeding was 3 or more weeks in duration# 
Burress (1949) also noted that fast growing popula­
tions of bluegills in uncrowded new ponds showed the highest 
number of false annul! formed# As many as. S9.S percent of 
the original stoek planted at the end of their second sujamer 
of life had false annul! fonaed in the next season. He 
also fomd tim.t a greater pereentag© of bluegilla formed a 
fftls« mark in a elear pond than in an ©xcessively turbid 
pond. Fals© snnull were said to have been formed in Jion© 
and Jmly when the water teraperat-ur® reached 80-90® P» at 
th® surface and 70*'72* F» at th® bottom. 
The greatest extent of falae annulus formation in fish 
older than one jear in MeFarland*s pond occurred in th© 1947 
year class individuals, fwenty-seven or 8.9 percent of th© 
310 bluegills collected froia that year class after June 1, 
194t,, had a fals© mark deposited on the scales after the 
new annulua had been laid down, fable 17 lists the calcu­
lated growth that occurred between the annulus and the false 
marie a®'well as that growth between the mark and the stand­
ard length at capture. Two specimens (0.6 percent) from 
the same year class had a false imrk laid down in the second 
sumer of life but none in the third, fhe data suggest 
that the false mark that waa laid down in the calendar year 
1949 was probably fomed in mid-June or soon thereafter# 
after a period of ve^ ry rapid growth. Since none of the 1947 
year class individual© collected before the latter part of 
May had formed current annuli< this growth of as much as 20 
or more millimeters must ha-?© taken place in 3 weeks or 
less. If that was the ease, the individuals involved were 
fast growing specimena, as Bennett (1948) suggested might 
be the situation. However# this exceptional growth in rela­
tion to that made by other members of the year class was 
Table 17, Average Caleulated Lengths and Increments at Pomation of Pals© Annuli 
on Scales of th© 1947 Year Class of Blusgllls in fcIcParland»s Pond 
(M»asur®aents in millimeters) 
Average increment 
Average calculated length """  ^ f als© ' mark 
Itiffiber Average to next 
of standard Annulus annulus ©r 
Dat® speei- length at First False Second False Third to false standard 
collected mens colleetion « 
1 mark annulus mark annulus mark length 
1949 
6/1S-16 1 99.0 33.0 75.0 80.0 42.0 5.0 
6/21-28 3 95.3 38.3 70.3 92.3 22.0 3.0 
7/1-12 2 107.0 49.5 79.0 102.5 23.5 4.5 
7/20 1 100.0 45.0 68.0 84.0 16.0 16.0 
8/3-5 & 95.0 37.6 70.0 87.8 17.8 7.2 
9/3-10 13 108.5 40.5 74.9 96.0 21.1 12.5 
9/S-lO 1 92.0 34.0 70.0 78.0 — 36.0 8.0 
11/14 1 104.0 43.0 70.0 88.0 18.0 16.0 
lS/17 1 92,0 41.0 64.0 80.0 •w — 16.0 12.0 
4/4-10/50 1 102.0 37.0 67.0 92.0 mrnmm 25. 0 10.0 
6/5-7 1 98.0 35.0 tm-mm 65.0 78.0 91.0 13.0 13.0 
Weighted average 
for fish with 
false mark after 95.5 33.5 7S.5 79.0 — 39.0 6.5 
first annultis 
Weighted average 
for fish with 
false mark after 103.3 40.6 mm 72,2 92,4 91,0{1) 20.2 10.6 
second annulus 
Year class 
average 84.3 37.2 67.2 81.0 tmmm 
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not r@flset®i in growth mad® in prsvioms years by the saae 
specimen®, fh®lr calculated lengths at the first and second 
annuli were not far above average for the year class and in 
som® inatano©s w®r« below average* In general, the total 
growth aad© by these bluegilla up to the time of capture in 
1940 was double the increment calculated to be average 
growth for the year class in the entire year* Significantly, 
all 1947 year elaas specimens with false marks were male a, 
and the sex orgins of those collected during the suiamer 
months were in a ripe or spent condition# Thus, the acces­
sory aarks might have been produced when the males were 
guarding the nests emd not feeding#. 
Only six out of 549 or approximately 1»1 percent of the 
194S year class bluegills displayed false marks beyond the 
fimt year of life (Table 18)• These data were too limited 
to be of much value in eatiiaating when the false annul! 
were formed in the growing season.- fhe last specimen 
listed in fabl® 18 awst have formed the mark sometime in 
June, 1950» If other specimens dn the year class laid down 
the false nmrk in Jime of 1949, very little growth occurred 
thereafter.. Four of the individuals exhibiting the super­
numerary Marks were females and two were males# Only one 
apesiaen in the 1949 year clas® produced a false mark beyond 
the first annulua.. This particular fish apparently formed 
the nark in June of 19§0» 
fabl© 18, Airerag® Calculated Lengths and Inereaents at Poraatlon of Pals© Annull 
on Scales of the 1948 Xeai* Class Bluegills in McParlsnd*s Fond 
CM«agur©M©nta in milllaeters) 
Average 
Average calculated length Ineremnt 
Date 
collected 
Itaaber Average 
of standard 
spe«l- length at 
mens oollection 
Pirat 
armulua 
False 
mark 
Second 
annmlus 
Pals© 
M&rk 
Annulua 
to false 
mark 
Pals® 
M&rk to 
stand, 
lenjRth 
Sex 
1949 
12/l?-50 1 
S 
65»0 
59.6 
4S.0 
40.5 
60.0 
56.3 
— 18.0 
16,0 
3.0 
5.3 
Male 
Female 
1950 
2/4-10 
7/7 
1 
1 
56.0 
73.0 
36.0 
38.0 
5S.0 
»ii •• 58.0 64.0 
'16.0 
6.0 
4.0 
9.0 
Feaale 
Mai© 
Weiglited av. for 
fish, with false 
mark after first 
annulus 
59,6 39.8 56. S — 1— 16.4 3.4 
Specimen with 
false mrk after 
seeond araiulus 
73.0 38.0 — 58.0 64.0 6.0 9.0 — 
Tear elass 
average 58.9 44.5 — 59.8 — — — 
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Explanation of the factors causing production of other 
fala© annul! was most difficult and not conclusive. Sexual 
d®ir®lopm®nt was well advanced among the fish in the 1947 
j@ar class hj early June of 1949 and as haa b®®n previoualy 
suggested, many of th® accessory marks could have been 
spawning marks. Many of both sexes of th® 1948 year class 
were also found to be in a spacing condition when col­
lected in early June of 1949, These false nmrks might also 
have been spawning marks. The physical and chemical ccm-
ditions of the pond (Appendices A, B» C, D, and 1) at the 
estiimtei time of false annulus forination gave no clue to 
the causative conditions. Mo stomach analysis data were 
available for the early swmi@T of 1949 so the influence of 
the rate-of-food consianption on the formation of acceasoxT" 
scale amrks could not be determined. Limited food cons-ump-
tion data from the spring of 1950 indicated that most fish 
taken in late April and most of May had been gorging them­
selves on IntoBiostracans, algae, aquatic insect larvae# 
adult Insects, detritus and a few small molluscs, whereas 
29 percent of the bluegill® collected in June had empty 
stomachs when captured,. 
When considering false marks, one could not overlook 
the regions of retarded and increased growth shown between 
the focus and first annulus on many of the scales (Figure 
5), fhe patteTO and extent of these different regions of 
growth varied considerably between specimens. In some 
-Ill-
Pal se mark 
Figure 5. Photomicrograph (x 18,0) of a scale from a 
1948 year class McParland's Pond blueglll 
collected February 10, 1950, An annulus for 
the current year has not been formed, A 
false mark is present between the focus and 
first annulus. 
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instanc«s# the first f®w eircull around the focus were 
widely separated aad were followed by a band of closely 
spaced elreuli which, in turn# was followed by large 
region containing circuli at intervals which progressively 
decreased from wide to narrow, as the annulua was approached# 
Other spec.im#ns possessed scales in which the circuli were 
very closely spaced in the region surro^ unding the focus# 
but becaae widely separated again before the intervals be» 
tween eireuli were progressively reduced as they approached 
the true year mark. Scales of certain individuals did not 
possess a region of retarded growth other than that nor­
mally preceding th© annulus. In aany cases growth was re­
duced to the point that a false mark was formed as,faster 
growth was again produced. The scale in Figure 5 is one 
(x 18»0 magnification) taken from a male bluegill collected 
from McFarland's Pond on P'ebruai»y 10# 1950. Standard length 
was 77 fflilliaeters at capture and the weight was 15 grams. 
The false mark was produced at a calculated lengfeh of 23 
millimeters and a calculated length of 59 milliiaeters had 
been attained when the first annulus formed. Scale radius 
ix 4S,0 magnification) at capture was 84 millimeters. 
The low (10,6) percentage of occurrence of false marks 
before the first annulu® in the 1947 year class# as compared 
to th© relatively high (93,8'and 89.4) percentages found in 
the 1948 and 1949 year ©lasses respectively (fable 7), was 
-lis 
of since it suggested that the conditions causing 
th© appearance of the false eh«ek wer® such that, when 
present, th@j war© ©ither v@ry widespread in their influence 
on th« population or were restricted In the scope of their 
effect. These regions of teiaporarily retarded growth in 
the first year were thought to have possibly been fomed 
when food wae less abundant or when chemical and/or tester* 
atur# conditions in the shallow water affected fish growth, 
Chainging from one type of food to another was a third pos­
sible explanation for the exhibited differences in relative 
growth. It is known that yomg fish first start feeding 
on araaller plankton forms, The check indicating a change 
in growth rate with more rapid growth following may designate 
the point at which the bluegills start feeding on larger 
items. The low incidenc© of theise mark® on the 1947 year 
class and the ilow first year growth of this year class 
may Indicate that there were few or no intermediate sized 
food organisms in the new lake for the young bluegilla to 
change over to as they became large enough to eat these 
larger organismsfh® accessoiy marks, in many instances, 
looked like weakly defined first annul!, Study of youngs 
of-the*year fish scales and those of the 1947 year class 
taken in 1949 Indicated the false character of the marks. 
For example, scales from young-of-i-the-ysar fish had the 
marks. Further, if the initial accessory marks on specimens 
of 1947 jemr elass w©re eonsidered as being true annull, 
than th© 40 speeimtns showing the iiark would have had to be 
3 je&Ts old in the amm&r of 1949, It was known that no 
thrae-y^ ar-old blu^ gills eould have been px^ esant in 1949» 
FingsflingB ©f th© 1949 year claas collected in late J\me 
and ©arlj July of th© calendar year 1949 apparently laid 
domi th© supermmsrary mark at an average calculated length 
of 01 or S2 millimeters in middle or lat® Jim®» This length 
corresponds quite well with the fals® marks formed on 
fingerlings in 1947 and 1948 (Tabl® 7). 
I»ength*yeiaht relationahip and oo&ffieient of condition 
Th« relationship b©tw®@n standard length and weight 
of th© leFarland's fond blu«gllls ean be described by th® 
following fomula d@t@min®d by th<9 l@ast»squar©s methods 
W a 1.5211 . 10"® I,S.S0934 
or J in th® logarithmie fomi 
I,o.g W as -4^ 81784 -i- 5.30954 I.og L. 
Sine© littl® consistent difference was observed b®* 
tTO®n weights of aale and female bluegills in the saae size 
group®J all data w@re combined, fhe points in Pigur® ® 
r®pres®nt th© actual lengths and weights as given in Tabl® 
19 and th® aaooth curv© is th® graph of th® equation 
plotted with eonvenitnt standard l©ngt-hs within th® scope 
of th® population and calculated weights* An ©xsaination 
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Figure 6» Length-weigbt relationship of McParland's Pond 
bluegills. Tfie dots are based on the average 
standard lengths and actual weights of Table 19, 
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Qf th@ table and th.® figur© indicates tlmt the equation can 
b® used v®mon&hlj w@ll to estimate weights frcHa lengths 
within th# rang© of the data upon which it ia based# Re­
liability of th© equation decreases at the greater lengtha 
and at those points where few data were available for use 
in the calculations* fh® average weight appeared to increase 
at a slightly lower rate among the individuals between the 
lengths of 30 and 119 ffiilliaeters than the equation indi­
cates# Below and above this range of lengthsj the rate of 
increase waa greater than determined by formula, but it 
was at these lengths that few data were•available for use. 
The equation indicates that weight increases at a rate some-
what greater than the cube of the length in the McParland*s 
Pond bluegill population. 
It ia apparent that the length-weight relationships of 
bluegills differ in various populations {Table SO). In all 
but one of the equations cited, the weight increased at a 
rate greater thssi the cube of the length, 
A comparison of the average K values of the »fflal«a and 
females in each year class at th© time of capture (Table 81) 
revealed that in th® 1947 year class the males possessed a 
greater average condition factor in 14 (77 percent) of the 
18 eoffiparabl© collections. However, in the 1948 year class 
th© male K. values were greater in only 39 percent or 14 of 
the 23 comparable collections. There seemed to be little 
difference between the sexes in th® 1949 year class. 
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fable go. Equations of L®ngtli-feight Relationships in Blue-
gill Populations from farious Localities 
I/ocation Authority Length-weight equation 
Michigam Beckman, 1948 hog W « -4,651316+3.11037 Log L 
Southern 
Iowa ponds Pesaler, 1949 I»Og W sss -5.15592+3.20859 Log L 
led Haw 
I#ake, Iowa Iiewis, 19S0 Log W w -4,572 + 3.090 Log L 
last Lake, 
Iowa tewiSj, 1950 Log W a -4,238 + 2.920 Log L 
McFarland's 
Pond, Iowa Present study Log W » -4,81784+3.30934 Log L 
though the males possessed a better value in 60 percent of 
th® colleeting periods. Sine® onlj five speoiinens were 
available from the 1945 year ©lass, definite conclusions 
probably should not be drawn from the differences observed 
#ien two male and two female bluegills with average condi­
tion factors of 6,071 and 4#8l9j» respectively^  were col­
lected in th® latter part of Jiine, 1949* Another male from 
the 1945 year class imd a K value of 6,195 when collected 
in early September of th® saia® year. 
Table 19 revealed a tendency for progressive increase 
in K with increase in length beyond the 40-^ 111imeter size. 
Iiittle confidence could be placed on the K factors calcu-
lafced for the apeciraens less than 30 allllmeters in length 
Table 21, Average Conditioa Factoi* {K| of Males and iPemales In Year- Classes 
of McParland's Bond Bluegills at the Tlae of Capture 
(Mumber of specimens In parenthesis) 
liM.w iM'.iBBaa 
1947 year class 1948 year elass 
Date 
Ilii 
ITI^ g 
6/3*13 
6/a-28 
7/1-.1S 
7/20-31 
8/3-5 
9/3-10 
9/24 
10/16 
11/14 
12/17 
1950 
W^IO 
2/17-24 
3/7-9 
3/16-31 
4/4-10 
4/17-24 
5/1-12 
5/15-31 
S/5-7 
6/19 
6/28 
i/i 
Male F@w&l& 
Year el«^ s 
averager Male Female 
Year da^  
aTerag® 
3* 626 
3.413 
4,031 
3.905 
3.529 
3,508 
3,831 
3.123 
3# 440 
3.255 
3,451 
(6)  
C28)  
(18) 
(13) 
(5) 
(37) (26)  
C2) (2 )  
(4) 
(5) 
3.549 (1) 
3.828 (1) 
3.109(15) 
3.371 (7) 
3.426 (6) 
3.742 (3) 
3.783 (2) 
3.653(12) 
3.508 
3.539 
3,773 
3.568 
3.461 
3.473 
3*578 
3.324 
3.297 
3.157 
3.121 
(13) (26) (6) 
C8) 
(10) 
(32) 
(17) 
(4) 
(8) 
(4) 
(4) 
3.337 (5) 
3.059(29) 
3.216 (2) 
4,242 (3) 
3.053 (6) 
3*196 (1) 
3.556 (1) 
3.611 (1) 
3.699(1) 
3,545 
3.469 
3.975 
3.776 
3.484 
3.491 
3.719 
3.257 
3.325 
3.206 
3,304 
(19) 
(54) 
(23) 
(21) 
(15) 
(69) 
(44) (6)  
(10) 
(8)  
(9) 
3.549 (1) 
3.835 (6) 
3.076(44) 
3,216 (2) 
4.242 (3) 
3.225 (13) 
3.393 (7) 
3.697 (4) 
3.726 (3) 
3.638 (13) 
3.702 
3.324 
3.813 
3.227 
3.189 
3.463 
3.089 
3.403 
3.099 
3,174 
3,213 
(11) 
(15) 
(5) (6) 
(16) 
(7) 
(4) 
(3) 
(9) (3) 
(14) 
3.229 (5) 
3.506 (5) 
3.294 (3) 
3.435 (10) 
3.149(28) 
3,099 (11) 
3.472 (4) 
3.346 (24) 
3.426 <18) 
3.380 (9) 
3.519 (9) 
3.755 (15) 
3.806 (16) 
4.037 (12) 
4.114 (6) 
2,630 (2) 
3.406 (20) 
3.283 (4) 
3.132 (5) 
3.012 (1) 
3.003 (12) 
3.594 (6) 
3.245 (17) 
3.490 (8) 
3.346 (4) 
3.145 (7) 
3.471 (19) 
3.215(46) 
3.250 (22) 
3.185 (23) 
3,328 (21) 
3,436 (14) 
3,504 (5) 
4.004 (1) 
4,004 (3) 
3.874 
3.673 
3.879 
3.052 
3. 338 
3.398 
3.181 
3.305 
3.044 
3.454 
3.223 
3.389 
3.435 
3.189 
3.454 
3.193 
3.178 
3.181 
3.266 
3.428 
3.429 
3,574 
3.803 
3.590ti Weighted ?;rand av; 3.463 i t U )  
"^ear elass averages Include fish of 
(Continued on 
unknown sex. 
next page) 
l&ble 21 (Cont'd) 
Date 
1949 year elasa 
Male Female 
Year elass 
average!-
1949 
"571^ 2 
6/3-13 
6/31-08 
7/1-12 
7/^ -31 
8/3-5 
9/3-10 
9/24 
10/16 
11/14 
12/1? 
1950 
g/4-,10 
2/17-24 
3/7-9 
3/16-31 
4/4-10 
4/17-24 
5/1-10 
S/15-31 
6/5-7 
6/19 
6/08 
7/7 
1.415 (3) 
S.644 (1) 
S.143 CD 
3.350 (7) 
S.0S4 CD 
3 .513  C3)  
2.736 
3.508 
2.740 
3.087 
3.200 
3.185 
3.740 
3.697 
C16) 
C2)  
( 2 )  
C3)  
CD 
C3) 
CS)  
( 7 )  
4.079 (2) 
2.889 CD 
3 .246  C43  
2.936 CD 
2.856 
3.140 
2.970 
2.997 
3.129 
3 . 235 
3.145 
3.084 
3.517 
S.175 
CD 
C2) 
C36) 
C6)  
C6)  
C6)  
C13) (6)  
C4)  
CD 
1.859 C15) 
2.914 C6) 
1 .896  C2)  
4.186 C6) 
2.669 (6) 
3.3^  C7) 
2 .853  C3)  
3 .361  C7)  
2.935 CD 
2.856 
2.329 
2.81® 
3.089 
3.005 
3.228 
3.174 
3.133 
3.501 
3.626 
CD 
C4)  
C77)  
CIS) 
CiD 
C12) 
C17) 
C IO)  
ClO) 
C9) 
Weighted grand average 2.973 C213) 
%ear class averages include fish of imknown sex. 
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beoaus# of th® possibi® inaocui'acl®s Incurred in weighing, 
fhe average eondition valu® of only 1.914 for th® 30 to 39-
ailliiaeter siao gi'o^ ip was dlffioult to explain beeans© th© 
size of sampl© was larger and the weight determinations 
were accurate# A t®nd®ncj for higher eoefflcienta of condi­
tion® for both sexes in eaeh j©ar class during the months 
of May, Jun«, and Julj of 1949 and 1950 was believed to b© 
suggested in fabl® 21, 
Sexual coapoBition and aaturltj 
Correct interpratation of th© s©x ratio data In the 
McFarland's Pond bluegill population was complicated some­
what by the presence of many smaller fish #ios© gonad 
devslopaent was such that th® writer was unable to detemln© 
the sex macroscopically (Table 92).. A higher percentage of 
th© specimens longer than 90 Biillimeters were males and 
slightly fewer imlea were found in fish of shorter length. 
However> the sex ratios of fish shorter, than 60 millimeters 
Blight have been modified considerably from that indicated 
in Table 22 if the relatively large numbers of unsexed fish 
could have been properly identified. Yh® sex data shown 
on the basis of year class in Table 23 suggests a tendency 
for a slightly larger percentage of males with increasing 
age and siae. 
Beckman (1949) found a general trend to a lower per­
centage of males with Inoreaae of age in several thousand 
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Tabl® SS, Sexual Composition of McFarland's Pond Bluegilla 
A3?i*axig«d According to lO-Millimeter Size Groups 
Standard l@ngth 
slz« group 
icatt» 
Percent 
Males 
Pere.ent 
females 
Pereent 
sex 
untonoim 
Humber 
of 
specimens 
10 - 19 «!•«» 100.0 1 
20 - 29 100.0 7 
50 • 39 16.7 83.3 30 
40 - 49 29,5 37.5 33.8 193 
50 - 59 ®.5 57.1 14.4 326 
60 • 69 45.7 45.7 8.6 230 
70 - 79 3S#8 S9.4 1.8 165 
80 - 89 48.4 51.6 — 126 
90 ^  99 82. S 16.4 1.4 73 
100 « 109 96,2 3.8 •MM* 26 
110 - 119 87,5 12.5 8 
120 - 129 100.0 •«. 3 
130 - 139 100.0 — — 1 
170 • 179 100.0 mm-rn, 3 
180 - 189 100.0 2 
Tabl© t3» Sexual Composition of McFarland's Pond Blue-
gill lew Class®® in 1949 and 1950 
Tear 
elasa 
Percent 
males 
Pereent 
females 
Percent 
sex 
unknown 
Number of 
specimens 
1949 22.8 39,0 33,2 226 
1948 39,7 46.5 . 13,8 589 
1947 Sl.S 48,1 0,3 374 
1945 60.0 40,0 5 
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Mlcklgsm blu©gills» He reported 48 percent males for fiah 
of an ag© that would oompare reasonably w©ll with that of 
the 1949 jear class. His findings of 46 pereant and 48 per­
cent Hxalei for tw© and tte®e-y©ar-old bluegills could prob» 
ablj b« compared to the values obtained for 1943 and 1947 
year elaas# respectively# in MeParland»a Pond, The same 
author obtained a ratio of 48 percent males among specimens 
in age group IV# whereas 60 percent males was found for fish 
of the same ag© in lcFarland*s Pond. HoweTer, th® sample 
in the latter instance is too small to draw definite con-
elusions. 
Most bluegills became sexually mature during their 
second year of life but a few two-year-old fish had not be­
come mature by late auuiMer# For exaaqjle* one female of the 
1947 year class eadiibited poorly developed ovaries contain­
ing minute imaature eggs when collected in mid-Augus t of 
1949., She was not smaller in sisse than the average of other 
member® of her year class* On the other hand, a young-of-
the-year male# 38 millimeters in lengthj was found to be 
giving off rallt when collected late in July of the same 
year. There were no scale markings to indicate that the 
speciiaen might be a yearling. Swingle and Smith (1943) 
reported that bluegills may reproduce at 4 months of age 
under favorable conditions but rsormally not until one year 
of age in the South, 
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if previously discussed, the writer was sometimes not 
abl@ to determine exactly whether a fish was'in a rec®ntly-
"spent*' or a, nearly-^ rip©** stag® of sexual aaturity. In 
order to b# consistent, specimens in such condition were de» 
noted as b»lng "mature'*# Thus, reasonable confidence i» 
placed on th# state of sexual maturity data, which is listed 
in Table 24 only for the puj^ ose of indicating when the 
•various mturity stages were found, irrespective of the age 
or sl2© of the specimens« Specimens collected in early May 
of 1949 were all iffimature, although the sex organs were en­
larged in many eases, lo bluegill n®ata were observed 
around the margins of the pond in early June, but the sex 
organs of several »ales and females appeared to be in a 
partly-spent condition, and the majority of the specimens 
were in a spawnable condition with sex products easily ex­
pelled by a alight pressure on the abdomens, The top-to-
bottoii water teaperaturea in the pond at the times of the 
observations were between 76* F, and 48* P, (Appendix A), 
The f.ir0t Inshore nests were observed early in "yuly, al­
though young-of-the-year bluegills had been collected late 
in June. Cattl© used McFarland's Pond as a source of water 
during the warmer month® and consequently disturbed the 
inshore bottom in many places, fhis increased the difficulty 
of deteralning whether a depression was an old bluegill 
nest or a iaoothened cattl© track. Male bluegills were 
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Tabl© 24# The Sumber of MeFarltnd's Pond Bluegills^  in 
Various States of Sexual Maturity at Captur® 
Male Peaal® 
Dat® 
Spent lip® M&tiir® Im« Spent lip© Mature la-
aatur# mature 
1949 
5/1 «• 2 *»«•» 17 «•<«» 27 
6/1-13 Z 28 9 2 1 as 12 1 
6/21-g8 3 17 4 3 8 2 3 
7/l»lg 4 7 2 5 7 8 1 
7/80 5 16 2 2 g 11 14 5 
8/5-S 29 8 2 6 19 4 6 5 
9/3-10 30 mum m-mm 1 22 ... 2 
9/24 3 .. 2 24 •WM* «... 
10/16 7 9 20 a... 
11/14 5 www j—i—' 4 4 6 
13/17 21 26 
1950 
a/4-10 7 10 
2/17-24 m'tm mmi 4 3 
3/7-9 3 8 
3/16-31 11 26 
4/4.10 60 112 
4/l7-@4 13 30 
5/1-it mmmt 4 «w «•» 29 
6/1S-31 ... g 11 23 2 5 35 
6/5-7 13 7 6 8 5 14 
6/19-28 5 IS 2 7 10 4 4 
7/7 9 16 8 1 2 3 • •  
O^nly fiisii on® yoar or older ar© included. 
"•X2S**' 
observed on nests m lat© as e&rlj September but the writer 
was im&bl© to l®am If thej were actually protecting eggs 
or Juit "kiddiag** themselves, because no small joung-of-
the^year bluegills were taken after that time, The writer 
collected and placed seiren bluegills in a laboratory aquar-
itjm late in July# i949. By the next ds^ , two of the fish 
had fanned out nests in the bottoa aand at opposite enda of 
the aquaritta and were keeping the other inhabitants at a 
distance. These fiesta were maintained until the apecimens 
were killed 4 days later# 'When the collection was examined, 
all were found to be males in various stages of sexual 
maturity and henee no eggs could have been in the nests. 
Carbine (1939) reported similar actions of -jmles in post-
spawning periods when no eggs or fry were present but the 
males continued to guard the nests, 
lo ripe males or fesales were found after August of 
1949, By late fall, gonad® of all specimens had assumed an 
immature appearance, Although all were still classified 
as being sexually Immature, the sex organs of a few males 
and females were fotand to be somei^ at enlarged in late 
February, 1950, As spring approached, sige of the gonads 
gradually Increased and well defined small eggs were ob­
served in the ovaries. By late April and early May, both 
the testes and ovaries were large and well developed. 
Specimens of both sexes with rip® sex organs were collected 
In lat© May wh®n the top-to-toottom water temperatures ranged 
l>@tw«0n P« and 49* P» (Appendix A), The first males 
with spent testes w«re taken in late June but n© females 
in a spent eondition had been eolleeted by early July» 
Bluegill nesta were first observed during the first week 
of July, 1950* and one youfig»of-the-year bluegill#nieasuring 
20 milliiaeters in standard length, was eolleoted on the 
stffi© date of observation# The top-to-bottom water temper-
aturei measured 4 days earlier had been between 71* P, and 
is* F» lests eould hs.v0 been present earlier in even the 
inshore areas without being observed, because the turbidity 
of the pond was so intense until late June that the bottom 
was hidden at a depth greater than 1,5 feet. Bennett 
(1948) gave a time schedule of the sexual cycle of Fork 
Lake, Illinoia, bluegills in 1940# 
The active spawaing season was probably between late 
May or early June and mid or late ilugust in 1949 and pos­
sibly began by early June in 1950# Carbine (1939) reported 
that the spawning period (when eggs were actually in the 
nests) for bluegills in Deep I<ake, lichigan was between 
Jiine 19 and lugust 1, He further reported both early and 
late spawning and said that the theory of water temperature 
regulating the spawning activities did not explain the ex­
tended reproductive season of some Gentrarchids, James 
(1946), on the basis of a histological study, suggested 
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that the spawning season for Pork Lake* Illinoia bluegllls 
extended froa May throtigh September. Burresa (1949) stated 
that bluegllls might spam from Maj to September in Missouri• 
In th© present studj# maturation of the aex organs occurred# 
in general, about the same time that most of the popula­
tion completed annulus formation. However, th© specimens 
tiiat formed annuli at earlier dates were in the same im­
mature sexual condition as the rest of the population* Both 
sexes appeared to Mitur© at similar rates. 
Parasites 
A rapid superfieial exaraination of th© viscera, fins, 
and flesh for parasites was made on most of the specimens, 
as a part of the processing procedure in the laboratory. 
Metaeercaria of a trematod®# PosthodiplostoauiR miniarum, were 
found to inhabit th© liver, kidneys, gonads, spleen, and 
even the heart of most specimens examined. Hunter (194S) 
reported the liver as the normal ait© of the infection and 
that it may soMtiEoes be conipletely destroyed and result 
in death of th® host. Time was not available for a complete 
search of each organ for degree of infestation. The liver 
was found to usually exhibit at least a few metacercaria if 
the fish was parasitized, but at times th© kidneys and 
spleen had a much higher cotmt of the parasites than did 
the liver. Less than 6 percent of th® 1014 bluegllls ex­
amined had no readily visible metacercaria in the liver. 
-1S8» 
The rtlatlv# nuabers present did not seem to affect the 
weight* sexual developmentj, or growth of th© host bluegill. 
Iilttl© difference was noted in the relative numbers present 
in the different y®ar «slaas8s iwd size classes of the popu­
lation. In g@r»ralj the degree of infection per specimen 
appeared to b® less in 1950 than in the previous year, 
fhe black grub of bass, Uvulifer aaibloplitisj was also 
fo\md to be present in the flesh and on the fins in varying 
degrees of infestation in most fish,. A general increase 
in degree and incidence of infection was believed to have 
occurred from 1949 to 19S0. One unidentified tapeworm and 
several long nematodes were collected from the bluegill 
digestive tracts ex;amined» 
Food consmption 
Limited observations were made on the contents of blue-
gill stomachs during the winter and spring months of 1949 
and I960. Twenty-one of 46 stomachs examined in December 
were empty. The remaining specimens contained various 
amounts of vegetative material, mostly filamentous algae. 
Less than one-half of the fish collected in February, 1950 
had empty stomachs. Crustaceans (Entomostracans), a few 
Diptera larvae, and alga® were fotind in stomachs of the 
other specimens# In three Instances, stomachs collected 
at that time were distended from the amounts of food 
contained* Similar' conditions of different amoimts of 
food in the storaaolis were foimd in March, Most of the fish 
®xamin©d in April had no food in their stomachs but during 
much of May most of the bluegills w©r® gorging themselves 
on ehironomid and Corethra larvae, copepods# and algae, 
Houghly, one-third of the fish collected in late June and 
early July had empty stomachs. Some others were filled 
with filaaentous algae, trastaceans, and Insect larvae and 
adulta, but the greatest number of Individuals had stomachs 
filled with detritus brought into the pond by heavy rains, 
Traps set at various levels in oxygen deficient waters 
during the mldsuraiaer and winter usually contained dead 
bluegills. In moat cases, the atoinachs of such specimens 
contained a few bottom living organisBis, This suggested 
that the fish penetrated the ostygen deficient levels, pos­
sibly in search of food, but could not remain alive under 
such conditions for an extended period of time, 
Uttle Wall I^ ake 
Historj and distribution 
fhe previously mentioned stocking of adult and yearling 
bluegills in 1945, fingerlings and yearlings in 1947, and 
fry in 19'48 ahould have provided the source of a reasonably 
heavy pop\ilatlon of bluegills in Little Wall if many of the 
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stoeked flsb survived and r®produe#d# Seining in 1948 
failed tortveal the pr@®eno© of yoimg-of•th®-y©ar blue-
gills from natural reproduction or from the 8#000 stocked 
fry. The bluegill population in Little Wall Lake was, in 
general, relatively small in quantity and was composed 
mostly of one-year-old fish in the ©uamer of 1948, This 
population was reaaonably well distributed over the lake 
area in offshore vegetated areas. Few were collected in 
the inshore regions, Sreen sunfish were particularly abundant 
during early and midsumaer in the last mentioned areas• 
Gill nets and fyke neta were set in a number of loca­
tions in the lake but captured bluegills in only those 
areas more distant fro» shore* Basket traps, angling and 
seining were used as methods of eollecting in the shallower 
inshore regions, Table 26 Indicates the number of speci­
mens taken by each method. All inethods of collecting, ex­
cept fyke nets, were used on each date given, Pyke nets 
were first used in early August, 
The winterkill conditions of raid-February, 1949 elim­
inated the bluegill population. Since the eollecting ac-
ooraplished In 1948 was intended to serve merely aa a re­
connaissance for a later and more eoiaplete investigation, 
no special effort mm M#de to collect vast amounts of data. 
The 1949 winterkill prevented accumulation of more complete 
bluegill data except for lengths and scales obtained from 
a few winterkill victiwa in March, 1949, 
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fabl© 25. Ixiaber at Mttl® fall Lak,© Blu#gills Colleeted 
by Various Methods at !Piffie of Capture in 1948 
Dat« 4ngling Gill net frap Fyke net Seining 
1948 
6 / 3  1 0  0  —  0  
$/m 0 7 0 — 0 
"Jf/v-is 0 10 0 — 0 
7/l7^ 2B S3 0 — 2 
8/3-7 0 1 g S2 0 
8/17-18 0 1 0 18 0 
10/6 0 2 1 9 0 
12/S 0 0 0 19 0 
Total 3 94 3 98 2 
Validity of the ieale method 
Tfe® scop® of th© Littl® Wall Lak® blueglll data was so 
limited that little ean b© added to th® information pre-
viouuily diseuased for th© leParland's fond bluegills# How-
evePj a few observations were made that support the validity 
of the scale Mthodi 
(a) The lengths of speoimens in each age class were 
reasonably well grouped and distinct from the size ranges 
of other age group® (Table 26)* Th© fact that some fish 
in th® same slae class may be in different age groups does 
not necessarily invalidate this conclusion. Table 26 is 
not meant to be a strict interpretation of siase group-age 
claSs analysis using the Peterson length-frequency method 
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fabld 26» Age and Sla® Class Distribution of Bluegills 
Coll«et®d from ,Iiittl© fall iE»ak@ During 1948 and After 
til® WiBt®rkill of 1949^  (Sp®cim©ni in age groups ar® 
shoim as pereents of total number in siae groups) 
Standard length Imber of Ag# group 
size group in specimens  ^ , 
Mm, 0 I II III IV 
n 80 §s 100.0 
01 - 90 41 100.0 
01 «• 100 39 100.0 mum mm mm 
101 • 110 10 mum 90.0 10.0 •• 
111 m ISO 13 46.2 53,8 mm -• 
161 m 170 5 60.0 40.0 
171 180 4 imtm 25,0 50.0 35.0 
181 m 190 2 «*«» mmmm mtum 100.0 
191 SOO 1 100.0 
' " •• •• • ' ' ' •'.'•"J- J •' H 11 • , r : r, iir 
*$p@eia®ns collected as a result of the winterkill 
were not promoted In age January 1 for purposes of this 
tabl©• 
of age determination,. Conaiderabl® irariation in length 
was often noted in speeimens of the sam© year class in each 
eolleotion beeause all individuals in a year group did not 
necessarily grow at the same rate, A further explanation 
of the overlapping between year classes in the table is 
based on the faot that some speclaena were collected early 
in the iummer# whereaa other® wer® collected at later inter-
val® after aor© growth had occurred. For exsraiplej, th© two 
speclmms from age group III, listed in the table aa being 
in the 161 • 170<»fflilliia©ter length group, wer© taken in 
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lat© 3une$ 1948, but th® aga group II individuals in th© 
BSme slz® group were winterkill victima in 1949. 
(b) Moat of the specimens captured in 1948 were in their 
seoond jear of life |fable B6) and presumably the dominance 
of this 1947 year class in th© collection could have been 
attributed, in part, to the 10#400 fingerlings stocked the 
previous year. 
(o| First-year accessoiy marks on scales were present 
in either a high or a low percentage of specimens in the 
sa®e year elass, indicating that if adverse environmental 
or physiological conditions causing temporary decreased 
growth were present, they were recorded on the scales of 
aost of the population (fable 27), Although the calculated 
lengths' of th© fish at the tiiae these growth checl® were 
produced varied within the sa»e year class, the average 
lengths at foramtion In different year claases agreed rea­
sonably well. 
fable 27» Incidence of Plrst Year Accessory Marks -on 
Scales of Bluegllls from Little Wall Lake 
HpeelSns^  " ''Average eaicuiatek'' 
year accessory marks standard lengths 
when marks formed 
i^ 'erceniage W' 
I'maber total Bim« 
1947 147 145 §@•6 SI. 4 
1946 IS 4 • 35,3 28.5 
1945 7 6 85.7 22,0 
1944 1 1 100,0 19.0 
Year fotal 
clasa apeci-
aena 
{d) Exceptionally good growth In the calendar year 1947 
was registered on the scales of fish in eftoh of th© indi«« 
Tidual year elaas«s.. In year classes other than the 1947 
year ©lass, this high Increment of growth was preceded by 
leaser growth increments in previous calendar years (Table 
30) • Eiridenoe from victims of the winterkill suggested 
that th® growth inorement in the calendar year 1948 was only 
30 to SO percent of that attained in 1947, 
(e) Current annuli had already formed on Little Wall 
Lake bluegills when collections were begun in th© axjacner 
of 1948, However# winterkill victims collected in late 
February and early March, as the ice was leaving the lake.# 
had not foraed a new annulua In 1949, 
(f) Calculated new growth beyond the annulua pro­
gressively increased with time throughout the summer (Table 
31). 
Body»soale relationship 
In effort was made to determine the relationship be­
tween standard length and magnified (x 42,0) anterior scale 
radius in Little Weill Lake bluegllla, although it was be­
lieved that lack of specimens under 70 millimeters in 
standard length and relatively few individuals in the other 
size classes would result in an unreliable relationship for 
th® population as a whole., The data were grouped in 10-
millimeter length intervals and the average body length# 
average anterior scale radius# arsd body-scale ratio (L/Sc) 
were determined tor each interTsl (Table 28) with all sexes 
and ag® groups eofflbi»®d. Mo particularly significant 
trends w«r® observed* Wlien ©oiapared with body-seal® ratios 
of siailar group® from McFarland's Pond bluegills, the Little-
Wall Lake ratio® w®r®3 in general, lower* Such a differeuc® 
indicates tlmt the seal© radius was longer in proportion to 
body length in the Littl© Wall Lake fish., lo consistent 
differences were noted when body-seal© ratio® (L/Se) were 
calculated from th© Mttl© Wall E.ak® data on th@ basis of 
year classes, s®x# or tiae of capture# 
fable 28, Body-Seal® Relationship (L/Sc) of 167 Little Wall 
Lak® Bluegills Arranged According to 10-Mllli-
met»r Standard Length Intervals, with All Sex and 
Ag® Groups Coabin®d 
CMeasurements in milllmaters) 
" Ratios jLll" ' 
Siie standard ni®aiur@a®n:t L/S© of McFarland^ a . 
group length (x 4^ .0) ratio fish Pond bluegills^  
71- ao 76.7 86.4 .887 53 .978 (165) 
81- 90 85.9 98.4 .873 41 .962 (126) 
91-100 93.0 103. S .B58 59 .958 (73) 
101»110 103.7 iia.s .932 10 .945 ( 2 6 )  
Ill-ISO lis, 7 190.1 .964 13 .959 ( 8 )  
161-170 167.8 173.0 .970 5 
171-180 176,7 197.0 .897 4 .9S9 (3) 
181-190 185. § 010.0 .883 a .984 (2) 
191-200 19S.0 197.0 .97S 1 'mum 
luaber of specimens ahomi in parenthesis. 
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fh© a¥©rag^ s of standard lengths and anterior scale 
radii were plotted and fitted by a straight lin© as de­
scribed for MeFarland*® Pond hluegills. Data were ar-ranged 
in twelve S-aillimeter or larger length groiips for the 
purpose of determining this taodj-scal® relation. These 
data were fitted with a regression line represented by th® 
fo natal at 
L » -1.39 ram» -f- 0»905904 S 
wher© t 
L » standard length in millimeters> and 
S s scale radius in iBllllmeters. 
When a line was fitted to averages of standard lengths 
and anterior scale radii determined on th© baais of thirty-
two 2-milliBiet©r length groups» the data were foxind to be 
fitted by a regression line of the ©quationi 
L a 0,45 ram. -I- 0»89495 S 
It was interesting to not© that the slopes of the re­
gression lines thus computed were only slightly different 
froia the 0.88712 slope value found in th© McParland blue-
gilla. The Y intercept in the latter oaae was greater 
(0.4 am.). Figure'7 shows the averages of length and scale 
radius of Mttle Wall Lake bluegill size groups plotted 
against the linear and eurTllinear regression lines repre­
senting the body-seal® relationship data from the McFarland's 
Pond bluegill population, fhe body-scale relationship for 
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Figure 7« Body-scale relationship of the McParland's Fond 
bluegills as represented by the curvilinear re­
gression line (A) and the linear regression line 
(B). The single circles are based on McParland's 
bluegill averages and the dots denote Little 
Wall Lake averages. 
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MeFarland's Pond bluegilla did not appear to exactly fit 
th» Little Wall LiiJfe® data. Eowwer, th® MeFarland linear 
regression fowaula was used to calculate lengths of Llttl© 
Wall Lak® specimens b»eaus6 insuffielent data were avail­
able from small fiah in the latter group to coraput© a rep­
resentative body-scale relationship, 
Relationahip between standard and total lengths 
Factors for oonverting standard length to total length 
and total length to standard'length were coraputed for ©aeh 
lO-ailll»0ter standard length group of the Little Wall Lake 
bluegill collection (fable 39)> Sine© no consistent dif-
ferenees were noted between sexea or between comparable 
lengths in the year claases# all data were combined. The 
limited data suggested that as th© fiah Increased in length# 
the tails became relatively shorter# These results agreed 
with those of Beckman (1948) in Michigan bluegllls. 
When compared with similar conversion factca^ a calcu­
lated for the same size groups of McParland's Pond blue-
gills (fable 29) it was noted ttet the factors for the 
Little Wall Lake bluegllls were somewhat consistently higher. 
This indicated that the tails might be shorter in relation 
to the body lengths in the MeFarland population than in the 
Little Wall Lake group. 
fable 89# Coapariaon of Paetors for the Conversion of Standard {S*I»,} and fot&l 
CT#I».) Ifsngths in Blusgllla trom Mttl© Wall I»ake and MeFayland^ s Pond 
Standard 
length 
slz& 
group 
Mtaaber of 
tittle 
Wall Lak® 
fish 
Conversion factors with no ehange in mitS" 
S, L. to t« U f. I., to S. h» 
Mutab®r of 
McParland*® 
Pond fish 
Little wall 
Irak© 
McFarland's 
Pond 
Littl® Wall 
take 
McParlfQid»s 
Pond 
70- 79 53 i.stei 1.2S7 ,7715 ,7606 ISl 
80- 89 40 1,285S 1.209 .7780 .73M 101 
90- 99 m 1,S7^  I.S12 .7856 .7788 64 
100-109 10 l.t729 1.S07 .7856 .7851 23 
110-119 12 I.g4l3 1.205 .8056 ,7865 7 
160-169 5 1.2443 .8036 
—n mtm 
170-179 4 1.2418 1.192 .8058 .7982 3 
180-189 2 1.3t37 1.180 .8171 .8126 2 
190-199 1 1.2239 ... .8170 «.» ammm 
Mon-fl^ ighted average 1.9658 1.2047 ,7966 »7863 
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Growth aaalysis 
Sine® the lack of sxal'fleient Iiittl© fall Lake blueglll 
data probably »ad© th® linear body-scale relationship com» 
puted from that population imr#liabl®, the linear rela­
tionship derived from th@ MeFarland's Pond data waa ma©d in 
deteraining annual growth inereaents in Little Wall Lak® 
bluegills (Tabl© 30)• 
fabl© 30» Bvammj of th® Average Calculated Standard Lengths 
and Length Inereaents for Sach Year of Life of 
the Little tall Lake Bluegills Collected in 1948 
and 1940 (lumber of specimens enclosed in 
parenthesis) 
Tear Calculated length {« ft.) at end of year of lifel 
elais 1 2 3 4 5 
1947 
1946 
1940 
1944 
65.6(147) 
40.6(18) 
38,7(7) 
40.0(1) 
96.1(gg) 
114.4(1S) 
67.8{7> 
62.0(1) 
136.0(9) 
150.0(7) 
76.0(1) 
179.3(7) 
143.0(1) 180.0(1) 
Grand 
aire# S2.6(167) 95.8(42) 137.7(17) 174.7(8) 180.0(1) 
Annual Increments in Millimeters 
1947 
1946 
194S 
1944 
65.6 • 
40. S 
38.7 
40.0 
22. § 
73.8 
®.l 
22.0 
20.0 
83.9 
14.0 
29.3 
67,0 37.0 
Ave. 
an* 
inc. 
62,5 38.2 45.2 34.0 37.0 
1 ' Winterkill irietims were promoted in age on January 1, 
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lx®fflinatlon of the annual increments indicates a marked 
Chang© in growth rate by each year group, These changes in 
growth rat® ar# showi graphically in Figure 8. Inerementa 
of growth wade in th® first year of life appeared to b® 
similar for th® 1944, 1946 and 1946 y#ar elasses but the 
1947 year class developed exceptionally good growth, fhe 
1944 year elasa specimen grew slowly in its second and third 
year® of life but marly doubled -in length during ita fourth 
year. An even greater increase in length was exhibited by 
th© raeiabers of the 1945 year clasa in their third year of 
life, fhe'awrage annual increments for th® population as 
a unit in 'fable 3G did not reflect the time average growth 
situation, because the average for each year of life was 
doainated by ex:ceptional growth in one of the year classes* 
All year classes of bluegills mad® spectacular growth in 
th© calendar year 1947, 
Data on growth beyond the first year of life were 
available for only three Mttle fall I^ ake male bluegills 
and for none of the females, because fish collected as the 
result of the winterkill were not sexed. The average 
growth in the first year of life by 23 males of the 1947 
year class was 71.5 milliBietera, whereas that of 43 females 
in the same year class was 64.S millimeters. No consistent 
differences in growth rate were noted between the sexes 
during the summer of 1948. 
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Figure 8, Calculated annual increments and acciamulated 
growth of each year class of Little Wall Lake 
bluegills, Accimulated growth is represented 
by narrow line^ and annual increments are 
shown by heavie^r lines of the same pattern. 
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LeiSEth of growing saasoR 
Aatmiilus foKiiation had betn completed and growth was 
occurring in bluegills by th® time eollections were begun 
C^ une si in 1@48« Seventj-fi¥® percent or raore of the growth 
for the year appeared to haT@ been ©ompleted in specimens 
of the 1947 year ©lass by late June# although the growing 
season ©eeiaed to extend on into late October (Table 31). 
fable 31, length at First Annulua and Percentage of Average 
Seasonal Qrowth Goapleted at Capture for the 1947 
rear €laas of Uttle Wall Lake Bluegills 
(Measurements of growth in ffiillimetera) 
lumber Average 
Date ©f ©f itaoadard 
collec* sped- length at 
tleii Meni capture 
Ave. calcu­
lated length 
at formation 
of annulus 
Growth 
since 
annulus 
formed 
Percent 
of 1948 
growth! 
COB^ 3At«l 
1948 
@/S 1 80.0 71.0 17.0 75,6 
7 84.1 66.6 17.5 77.8 
9 80.7 62.7 18.0 80.0 
4 91. t 72.0 19.2 85.3 
54 8S.§ 6S.3 20.3 89.8 
18 85.5 65.5 20.0 88.9 
13 90.4 68.6 21.8 96.9 
19 77.6 54.3 23.3, 103.6 
22 m,5 73.6 22.5* 100.0 
7/7-12 
7/l7-i8 
8/3-7 
8/17-18 
lO/i 
12/5 
s/28/49 
• ' ' • • • " •' • : •• ' ' • ' • ' iiir 11 1: i r r r  i r  ii i i • i , ii , i • .ir ji i • ,i r 
A^verage calculated growth beyond the annulus in 
speciaens collected February 2& was considered the average 
total 1948 growth for the population. 
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False annmli 
False armtilua fomatlon in the Littl® Wall Lake blue-
gills was inconsistent..- Th® scales of 98«6 pereent of the 
1947 year olass individuals contained early firat-year 
marks formed at an average ealotilated length of SI#4 mllli» 
meters (fabl® 27). One indlTidtial in the same year class 
formed an additional false mark prior to formation of tb© 
true- mnuliif» Pour females and three specimens# whose sex 
could not b® dete3raiin.sdj, fomed an accessory mrk in the 
second year of life at an average calculated length of 71,5 
aillimeters and 78 ailli»®t©rs, respeetively. No 1947 year 
class males were found with the extra check in the second 
year of life. Both th© early firat-year marks and the 
seccmd-year false checks wmt have been formed early in th© 
growing season. Beyelopiinent of the sex organs or spawning 
could not have accounted for this second-year formation in 
the three imsexed individual® because the sex organs were 
too small to Identify correctly, and hence, spawning could 
not have occurred prior to capture in mid-suanier of 1948. 
Only one of nine aembers of the 1946 year class produced 
a false annulus in the calendar year 1947, a season of ex­
tremely good growth, but four individuals of th© aamo year 
class formed false marks in 1948, a season of relatively 
poor growth, fhi^e representatives of the 1945 year class 
developed false *rks on their scales in 1947, none formed 
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such marks in the aeeond year of llf®# and only on® indi­
vidual produced an accessory mark after th# current annulus 
had formed in 1940« The on® sp®el»®n of the 1944 year class 
did not lay do*n aecessory checks in the saeond or third 
years of lif# but formed one in each of its fourth and 
fifth years, fhere se®roed to b© no consistent relationship 
between conditions of the environment, sexual development, 
or rate of growth and the forimtion of the supernumerary 
annul!. 
.Length*weight relationship and coefficient of conditioa 
The length-weight data were considered too limited for 
the computation of an equation that was representative of 
the Little Wall Lake blueglll population* Little consiatent 
difference was noted between iiales and females in the same 
sise groups so the data were eoabined in Table 32, The 
average actual lengths and wights given in Table 32 were 
plotted on the graph of the length-weight relationship com­
puted for the McParland»s Pond bluegills (Figure 9), This 
relationship was represented by the equation. 
Log f » •4,81784 •¥ 3,20934 Log L. 
The same equation was used to compute expected weights 
for the Little Wall Lake sfeeimens, fhen these values were 
compared to actual weights (Table 39), the fit was found to 
be somewhat similar to that obtained with the McParland's 
Table 3S. L©ngth-W®ight Relationship of Little Wall Lake Bluegllls Based on 
Average Aetual Lengths and Weights of 129 Indivldtals Taken in 
1948, The Averag® Standard Lengths ar® Computed for 10-Millia®ter 
Intervals with the Sexes Combined 
Standard Average Equivalent Average Average Caleulated 
length stsffsdard total weight weight weight in Itmber 
group length length in in graaa^  of 
in im. in are. in inches ounces graas E fish 
70- 79 76,7 3,9 »628 17.8 17.0 3.860 50 
80- 89 85,9 4.S .900 1?5,5 24,5 3,960 39 
90- 9f @t,4 4,6 ' 1.328 34,8 30,9 3,946 31 
100-109 102.7 5,1 1,645 46,6 43.6 4.295 4 
110-11© 115.0 5.6 1,906 54.0 63,5 3,542 4 
160-169 165.0 8.S 7,766 020,0 199,0 4,890 1 
C^oi^ uted by means of the equation Log W « «.4»81784 4- 3,20934 Log L, 
as derived froa MeParland's Pond bluegills^  
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Figure 9, Actual length and weight data from Little Wall 
Lake bluegllls plotted against the length-weight 
relationship derived for McParland's Pond blue-
gills. The small circles are based on the 
Little Wall Lake data in Table 32 and the dots 
represent groups of McParland's bluegllls. 
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population data (fable 19), On th@ average, the calculated 
weights under®stiitat®d the actual weights of th© Littl© 
Wall I<ak® bluegills# but usually by only a few grams. In 
fish of this aia©# howewr, it meant an underestimate of 
up to 11 percent. 
A. comparison of th© av®rag® K values of th© -raalea and 
f@fflal@s in th® 1947 year class did not reveal consistent 
differences# although th®re appeared to b® a tendency for 
th© f@jaal@s to have a higher value in late spring and early 
sufflmer. k tendency for Increase in "plumpness" with in­
crease in sia© waa also observed (Table'33) but the data 
were not consistent. Specimens of comparable size from 
Little Wall Lake were found to have a higher average K 
factor and greater average weight than the McFarland»a 
Pond individuals (Table 3S). 
Sexual eoapoQition and maturity 
Since none of the winterkill victims were sexed# the 
sex composition wa« not adequately described. Thirty-eight 
percent of the 1947 year class individuals had such im­
mature sex organs at tiae of capture in 1948 that sex could 
not be determined macroseoplcally, Twenty-eight percent 
and 34 percent of the same year class were ai^ es and fe­
males# respectively. More females than malea were collected 
prior to early August but this did not appear to be 
labl® 35. Comparison of Average Coefficients of Condition and Weighta in th# 
Saa© Sis® Classes of Mttl® Wall Lak® and McParlaiid»s Pond Blue-
gills, Sexes Ccwtoined (Lengths ar@ giren in millimeters) 
hv&r&g® 
stitndard 
Imngth. 
group 
Mttle Wall... Lak» 
liimber Airerag® 
MeFarland'a Pond 
A¥®rag© 
of standard weight 
sp©ei« length la .Average Average 
Average 
weight 
la 
Average 
standard 
length 
Iliattber 
of 
speel-. 
msna grams K K mens 
•70- 79 50 76,7 17,8 3.860 3,383 14,0 74.5 ISO 
80- 89 39 85,9 85. S 3.960 3.410 a3,2 84.0 106 
90* 99 31 9S.4 34,8 3.946 3,656 30,5 93.9 67 
100-109 4 102,7 46,6 4.296 3.818 4S.0 103.4 03 
110-119 4 115,0 54,0 3.542 4.047 58,4 113.1 7 
160-169 1 165,0 2S0,0 4.890 •>» 
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signifleant, flie three speelaens eollected from the 1946 
jear elass were a®.l®s« A slngl@ Individual collected in 
early Jun© of 1948 was an ijimature male, but rip© mal©a 
and femalea wer® captured bj th® ®nd of that month. The 
first ap®nt amle appeared in earlj Augusti. but both male 
and female rip© and spent specimens continued to be col­
lected until @arlf October, loung-of-the-year were neither 
collected nor seen in 1948# although n««ts were sighted in 
the shallow south and southeast inshore areas from late 
June until early Augiast. 
yaraaitiaia and food eonsuBption 
Each of the 48 individuals that wer® examined super­
ficially for parasites contained metacercaria of the white 
Fogthodiploatomuia ainimuBii in the liver, Metacercaria, 
probably of Heascus sp»# were also observed to be present 
in irregular concentrations on the fins and under the body 
skin# Those specimens heavily infested with whit© grubs 
did not appear to be characterised by emaciation, lack of 
growth or modification of the state of sexual development. 
Stomach contents wer© examined in only the collection 
made December 5, 1948. fwo of the 19 specimens had empty 
stomachs at the time of capture. Five had stomachs filled 
with plant material, and nine stomachs contained snail 
shells and plant material. One specimen had eaten a dragon 
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fly lar-ra plus plant siatei'lal and, tm other Indlviduala 
contained onlj snail shells (Phjaa sp» and Fosaaria ap»), 
fh® digestive tract of one of the latter fish contained 
the shells of 37 snails# 
OREIN S'OIFISH FOPULATIOI 
Green simfish were not present in McFarland's Pond 
during the period of th© inveatlgatlon. Specimens from the 
Littl® wall Lake population were collected during the sum­
mer# fall, and ©arly winter of 1948, Yoimg-of-the-year green 
sunfish as well as a few adult survivors of the raid-February 
winterkill were taken in late July of 1949, 
Iiittle fall Lake 
His tory and dia tribution 
The history of the green sunfish population in Little 
Wall Lake prior to 1948 is not known. Since none had been 
intentionally stocked by the Iowa State Conservation Com-
miasion* specimens were probably taken from neighboring 
streams and released In the lake. Green simfiah were abund­
ant in shallow Inshore areas in Jtme and July of 1948 but 
tended to disperse over the entire lake area after that 
time. Collecting equipment set in shallow regions captiored 
greater numbers then than later. On the other hand, traps 
and nets located in the central deeper area of the lake took 
relatively fewer sunfish in the early months than in the 
late sioffliaer and early fall periods, lone were collected 
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anywh©r© in lat© lovember and early December# The 1946 
year class of sunfish wa» the dominant year class in the 
population on th© basia of n-umbers taken by all means of 
capture, lo 1948 year class individuals were collected. 
Winterkill in February, 1949, greatly reduced the popu­
lation 'to th© point that relatively few remained by the time 
spring returned. Mevertheless, reproduction was good in 
1949, Prolonged winterkill conditions (Appendix P) again 
occurred in February and March of 1940 and apparently 
eliminated tlie remaining green sunfish. Only five speci-
»»ns that had floated ashore were foimd when th® ice melted 
in early April of 1950 in contrast to the thousands of dead 
green sunfish washed to shore following the winterkill of 
1949« Mo green sunfish were taken in the collections made 
in th® suBiBier of 1950. 
falidity of th© scale method 
Hubbs and Cooper (1935) demonstrated the validity of 
th® scale method for age determination in green sunfish. 
The writer knows of no other extensive work on this apecies 
in the literature. In spite of the great lack of data in 
the 1947, 1948, and 1949 year classes, the general validity 
of the scale rr»thod and yearly establishment of a true 
annulus is believed reasonably confirmed for green sunfish 
in I»ittle Wall Lake by the following observations s 
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(a) Although the standard lengths of 1946 year class 
individuals collected in 1948 varied over a rang© of nearly 
90 fflillimeters, fish assigned to the same age group had 
slaiiler lengths. Assignment to age groups was made on the 
basis of the number of annul! present and Table 34 contains 
only those specimens collected in the calendar year 1948. 
Unfortunately! the lack of sufficient fish in year classes 
otter than the 1946 year class raad© the use of a length-
frequency analysis unreliable in this case, but the data 
tended to suggest the presence of a dominant year group 
within the length range of 50 to 130 millimeters. All but 
one of these individuals were calculated to be in age group 
II on the basis of scale analysis. 
Table 34# Age Distribution in Size Groups of Green Sunfish 
Colledted from Jjlttle Wall Li^e in 1948 
{Specimen® in age groups shown as percents of 
total number in size group) 
Standard length luaber of 
siae group specimens I II III I? 
41 m 50 1 100.0 mm mm 
51 60 35 2,9 97.1 mmt 
61 m 70 111 100.0 
71 m 80 89 100.0 m «• 
81 m 90 46 100.0 «H» mm 
01 •m 100 15 100.0 
101 110 14 mmt 100.0 
111 120 12 100,0 
ISl • 130 19 ... 100.0 
131 140 7 100.0 
141 « 150 12 •• 91,7 8.3 «.« 
151 • 160 4 25.0 75.0 
161 170 3 66,7 33.3 
171 • 180 3 mm — 100.0 
iMo yoimg' -of-the-y0 ar were collected In 1948 
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(b) Annul! were formed at approximately the same time 
in speeimens collected in 1948. All fish taken in early 
June posstssed a ctirrent aimulus on their scales and none 
that were collected during th® remainder of the year ex­
hibited newly formed annul!. Winterkill victims in Febru­
ary and/or March of 1949 and 1950 had not formed a current 
year annulus at the time of death, 
(c) Observed new growth beyond the annulus some#iat 
progressively increased with the passing of time during 
the suiamer (Table 49), although there waa considerable 
variation in growth between individuals of a year class, 
(d) All winterkill survivors collected in late July 
of 1949 showed a pronounced increase in growth rate over 
that exhibited in previous years. The calculated growth 
increments for earlier years of life were typical of those 
shown by certain individuals of the aame year class taken 
in collection® prior to the winterkill. Victims of the 1950 
winterkill were members of the same year class collected 
during th© previous susimer, and they, in turn, exiiibited 
indications of similar earlier growth- increments as well 
as much Increased growth in the calendar year 1949, 
Body-scale r«l,atelonahip 
As stated previously, a number of workers have attempted 
to derive satisfactory Interpretations of the body-scale 
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relatioRshlp in the various meabers of the simfish family 
but none hav® published sueh a relationship for the green 
sunfish, 
fh@ lilttle lall Lake green sunfish data were grouped 
into S-»milllin®tar standard length intervals and the average 
bodf Isngthi airerag® scale jneasurement end the body-acal® 
ratio were determined for ©aeh interiral. Analysis of the 
data was first mad® on the basis of the sex of the indi--
viduals coll«et®d, but sine© no consistent differences 
appeared between the sexes# the data were eombined and re­
grouped in Table 3Si, The body-scale ratio (L/Sc) appeared 
to change aoiaewhat from high values in very small specimens 
to lower ratios for individuals in the size range of 60 
to 70 iBilli»ters and then tended to increase slightly with 
increase in size before gradually decreasing again in fiah 
over ISS aillliaeters in length, fhis general trend indi*-
oated a possible faster rate of growth of scales in relation 
to body growth in, smaller fishj followed by a slight reduc­
tion in scale growth rate relative to body growth as the 
fish became larger to the sia© where body growth rate again 
decreased faster than scale growth# Ratter wide range of 
body length-scale radius ratios were often found between 
individuals in the same size groups# 
then the average length and average scale radius 
values for the 12 length intervals were plotted on 
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Table 55, Average Body Lengths and Seal© Measurements for 
SIk® Groups Used in Calculating the Body-Scale 
Rslatlonship of 459 Little Wall Lake Green 
Sunfish (M@asur®iaeiits in millimeters) 
Siae group 
in mm. 
Average 
standard 
length 
' Average 
scale 
radius 
(x 42.0) 
Average 
L/Sc 
ratio Number of 
specimens 
11 - 26 13.0 8.9 2.022 12 
40 - 60 57.4 46.4 1.237 40 
61 - 65 64,5 53.0 1.217 52 
66 - 70 67.8 55. 9 1.213 63 
71 - 75 72.8 59,1 1.232 60 
76 - 8S 80.2 64.8 1.238 65 
8S - 100 90.8 71.6 1.268 38 
101 - 115 110.5 87.6 1.261 45 
116 - 126 ISO, 9 94.9 1.967 29 
126 - 135 129.8 105.9 1.226 18 
136 - 150 149.8 117.3 1.217 19 
151 - SOO 179.0 143.7 1.197 18 
arithmetically ruled paper, the relationship between the 
body and seal© la©aaurements appeared to follow an S-curve, 
Using th© least-squares method, th® data v/ere fitted with 
a curvilinear regression line (Line A of Figure 10) repre­
sented by the third degree polynomial: 
L » 10.981 sm, + 0.776459 3 4- 0.00655259 S%(-0.0000S897) 
where, 
h =a standard length in millimeters, and 
S a anterior scale radius in millimeters. 
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Figure 10« Body-scale relationship of the Little Wall Lake 
green stmfish. Data are based on the averages 
of Table 35, Brackets enclose the dot repre­
senting less than 18 specimens. The curvi­
linear regression line is designated as A and 
the linear regression line as B, 
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Certaln slight deviations from the fitted line appeared 
at both extrtaes of size where few specimens were available 
for us© and at other length intervals vtier® the sample sizes 
were considered adequate. The beat straight line (Line B 
of Figure 10) representing the body-scale relationship was 
also calculated by th® least-squares method: 
L « 4.75 lam. + 1.176818 S 
Although the linear regression line did not appear to 
fit the data as well by inspection as did the curvilinear 
regression linea the sums of squares of deviations of the 
data from the line® were calculated in the manner previ­
ously discussed In an effort to mathematically determine 
the "goodness of fit^ . The resultant values for sums of 
squares of deviations weret 
Curvilinear regression lin®|, (^L-Lp)^  = 16,14 
Linear regression line a 55.22 
The pronounced difference between the two values indl» 
cates that th© curvilinear regression line was the better 
mathematioal fit to the data.. Further curvilinear correc­
tion to reduce th® error remaining when the third degree 
polynomial was used was believed unnecessary from the 
standpoint of efficient practical application. 
Sine© calculation of body length from the curvilinear 
regression formula involves co^ nsiderable computation, an 
effort was md© to d®temine whether the increase In ac-
curaey obtained by calculation beyond the straight line was 
of practical importanc®. loaographs were prepared for the 
bodj l(©ngth-scal© relationships as presented by the com­
puted linear and curvilinear regression lines# Growth 
histori@s wer® then calculated for each individual collected 
using first th® linear regression formula and then the 
curvilinear regression equation. The resulting values were 
compared to determine the difference between the two equa­
tions in actual us® (Table 36). Growth increments com­
pared in this way were found to vary by insignificant amounts 
and hence th© straight line relationship was suitable for 
practical use. Greater diversion was noted among the 
largest fish.. However, much of the extreme diversion was 
believed due to Inadequate numbers of large specimens tised 
in computing the formulas 
Relationship between standard and total lengths 
Since fork length measureraenta were not taken on green 
sunfish from Little Wall Jjak®, conversion factors for just 
standard and total lengths were calculated for each 10-
milliaaeter size group of the specimens collected regard-
leas of sex (fable 37). An examination of the conversion 
factors for different s&xbb failed to reveal consistent 
T&bl® 56. Dlffereno© in hmngths ot Little Wall Lake Green Sunfish afc larllep 
Arniull when Caleulated on the Basis of Linear and Curvilinear Re­
gression Foromlas (All lengths in millinietera) 
Mnear regression 
Average Itaaber lia« 
stBudard of ' 
Annnlm 
Curvilinear 
regression lin® 
kxmultm 
Deviation of linear 
froa enrvilinear 
regreasioa values 
Aimulus 
el&ss eaptmre mens 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 
1947 45,0 1 32.0 m I— -« S3.0 
1946 86,8 430 26.4 66.3 7S.9 im-am 26.8 65.2 70.4 — -0,4 4-1,1 4-2,5 
1945 162.0 7 38,0 91.4 139.0 37.3 93.3 14S,0 — 4-0.7 —1,9 —3.0 
— 
1944 183,7^  7 35,9 90.1 141,6 170.0 37.6 98.7 140.4 175.1 -1.7 —6,6 40,8 -5,: 
£^iength.s at eaptxire were beyond the reliable portion of the curvilinear 
regression line nomograph. 
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Tabl® S7# Factors for the Conversion of Total {T.L.) and 
Standard CS.#L«) I«®ngths of 486 Little Wall Lake 
Qreen Sunflsh 
Standard 
length 
group 
in Mm, 
lumber of 
speciaena 
Average 
standard 
length 
in raa# 
Conversion factor 
no change in unita 
S.L, to T.L, to 
T.L. S,L. 
Conversion 
factor 
S,Ii, {mm,) 
to T,L. 
{Inches) 
11- 20 10 17.5 1,3590 ,7942 .04952 
21- 30 2 22,7 1,2307 ,8125 .04845 
wtmriimk 
41- 50 1 45.0 1.S222 ,8181 .04812 
SI- 60 37 §7.5 1,2424 ,8048 ,04891 
61- 70 111 66.3 1.2402 .8062 •04882 
71- SO 88 74,6 1,2336 ,8105 ,04856 
81— 90 50 84. 7 1.2496 ,8003 ,04919 
91-100 16 95.2 1.8015 ,8322 .04730 
101-110 17 105.9 1,2176 .8212 .04793 
111-100 43 . 115.3 1.3217 ,8185 ,04809 
121-lSG 21 125.2 1,2049 ,8299 .04743 
131-140 9 134,7 1.1906 .8342 .04718 
141-lSO 11 144.2 1.1979 .9347 .04716 
151-160 4 156.0 1.1810 .8466 ,04649 
161-170 3 167,0 1,2015 ,8322 .04730 
171-180 3 178.6 1,1940 ,8375 ,04700 
Son-weighted 
average mm 1.2185 .8208 .04796 
differences. The data indicated that the caudal fin grew 
at a relativaly slower rat© than the body as the individuals 
increased in length# However# considerable irregularity 
was noted in this trend. Carlander (1949) reported an 
average eon vers ion factor of total length = 1#!33 standard 
length in 73 Clear Lake green sunflah ranging between 25 
and 152 millimeters in length, A standard length to total 
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length faetor of 1#S186 was computed for 410 Little Wall 
Lak© gr#en simfish within th© same size limits. The agree­
ment b«twe©n th© two factors is considered very good. 
Growth analJa is 
Growth hiitories of Little Wall Lake green sunfish were 
calculated on the basis of the linear body-scale relation­
ship formula (Sable 38). 0rowth increments attained in 
Table 38, Sxaamary of the Average Calculated Standard 
Lengths and Length Increments for Each Year 
of Life in Little Wall Lake Green Sunfish 
(lumber of speoimens in parenthesis) 
Calculated length («a#) at end of year of lif®3-
class 1 2 3 4 5 
1948 43.0(1) •mmm mmtm immm 
1947 32,0(1) mt-tm-
1946 as,2(430) 66.3(430) 85,0(67) 139,S(4)^  
194.S 33,0(75 91.4(7) 139,0(7) 189.0(1) •••iw 
1944 37.S{8) 94,2(8) 132,6(8) 172,0(8) 193,5(4) 
SrinS 
av. 7(447) 67,1(445) 94,3(8S) 163,3(13) 193,5(4) 
Annual Increments i in Milliaieters 
1948 43,0 aw«i» mum 
1947 32,0 mmi' 
1946 25,3 41.1 21.2 67,7^ =^  mmmm 
194S 38,0 53,4 47,6 29,0 ... 
1944 S7,S 56,7 38.4 39,4 8,7 
'Jki* 
an. 25,7 41,5 25,1 46,8 8,7 
inc. 
ISpeciBensoollected prior to annulus formation in 
1©49 were promoted in age on January 1. 
S^pecimens collected on® year after the winterkill 
of 1949. 
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aacli y®ar of life by the 1944 and 1945 year classes of stm-
flsh wer© reasonably slinllar. Th© calendar year 1946 was 
appai^ ntly a good year for reproduction and survival of the 
yoimgj and th® young spawied at that time grew much less 
than iii©mb®ra ©f othe:^  year classes did in their Initial 
year of lif», h^is retarded growth rat© continued to char-
act#rlz« th® 1 946 year ©lass of sunfish through the follow­
ing years until the winterkill of 1949 occurred (B'igure 11), 
Whan th® annual increments achieved in calendar years 
wer® examined in the nanner described by Hil© (1941), it 
was found that rather good growth occurred in 1944 and 1945 
but the calendar year 1946 was the beginning of a general 
decline in growth rate that continued until the winterkill 
of 1949 (Table 39). Th© arrangement of Table 39 is such 
that the vertical eoluaans show the calculated growth made 
by green sunflah in different years of life but in the same 
calendar year, and th© horizontal rows offer a comparison 
of the growth in different calendar years for the same year 
of life. Each diagonal row gives the growth history of a 
single year class. Hat© of growth was poorest in all year 
clasaes in 1948, but that in 1949, when the population was 
depleted, was the best growth recorded. The unweighted 
mean values (fable 39) for each year of life did not entirely 
display the usual growth pattern of decreasing increment 
with increased age because of the exceptionally large growth 
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mad# hj fch© 1946 year elass specimens in their fourth year 
of life* Th© plus and ralnus signs indicate whether the 
increment is greater or leas than growth made in th® pre­
vious year by specimens in th© same year of life, 
fable 39, Calciilated Annual Increments of Growth in Length 
of th© X#ar Classes of Littl® Wall Lake Gre®n 
Simfish Collected in 1948, 1949, and 1950 
{Increments in millimeters) 
Increments of growth 
Year of tn calendar weighted 
life 1944 1945 1946 1947 1948 1949^  mean 
S 8.7 — 8.7 
4 39.4 29,0- 67,7+ 45.4 
3 38.4 47.64- SI,2- — 35.7 
2 56,7 53,4- 41.1- — — 50.4 
1 37.5 38.0+ S5.2- 32.,3+ — 43.0 35.2 
Imber 
of fish 1948 4 6 363 1 — — 374 
taken 1949 4 1 63 — — — 68 
in year 1950 — -« 4 — — x 5 
Total 8 7 430 1 0 1 447 
" ' ' • '• " • , • "i , ii • i • i • •• i i ii • • • i i • .• 
"^ Growth achieved in th® year following the 1949 
winterkill. 
Hil® (1941) demonstrated a method of calculating the 
percentage change in th® growth in ©aoh year in comparison 
with th© growth of fish in corresponding years of life in 
the preceding year. Table 39 shows that comparisons of the 
growth of specifflens in 1944 and 1945 must be limited to 
that attained in th© first year of life; namely^  37.5 and 
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Figure 11, Calculated annual Increments and accumulated 
growth of each year class of Little 'iiall Lake 
green sunfish. Accumulated grom^ th is repre­
sented by the narrow lines and heavier lines 
of the same pattern show annual Increments. 
Asterisks enclose growth attained after the 
winterkill of 1949, 
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3S.0 milliifteters I r©specti¥®ly. These increments have been 
listed, in Table 40 %inder the headings "Total growth in 
earlier year" and. ''Total growth in later year'*. The msan 
of the increments was 37.7 millimeters and the increase of 
0.5 millimeters in 1945 represented a change of +1.3 per-
eent from this mean. The increments of growth for both th© 
first and second years of life were available for the de­
termination of the change in growth in 1946, as compared 
to 1945# The combined first- and second-year growth (56.7 
and 38.0) in 1945 gave a "total" growth of 94.7 millimeters. 
Similar eoaipil&tlon for 1946 produced a "total" growth of 
78#6 millimetera, a decrease of 16.1 millimeters from the 
previous year's growth. This difference was -18.6 percent 
of the 1948-1946 mean ''total" growth of 86.6 millimeters. 
The rest of the percentages of change in growth from the 
mean of compared calendar years in Table 40 were computed 
in the saa© manner, kn analysis of the "percent change in 
growth" values showed th© rather abrupt and sometimes ex­
treme Chang® in growth rate from one year to the next but 
did not illustrate th© average growth values. 
Percent change® of '^ total" growth were used in analyz­
ing the position of each year in relation to "goodness of 
growth" in the earliest year for which data were available. 
Thus, if the calendar year 1944 was considered average or 
0.0 percent, then the 1945 growth was O'.O +'1.3 » 1.3 
"•X68"» 
Table 40. Tabulation of Data Employed In the Determination 
of Annual Fluctuations in th© Growth of Little 
Wall Lake Green Sunflsh (Growth in millimeters) 
Years ! compared 
•^*Total" ' 
growth 
in 
earlier 
year 
'^ Totai** 
growth 
in 
later 
year 
Mean 
total" 
growth 
Change 
in 
"total" 
growth 
Percentag® 
change in 
growth 
from 
mean 
1944 and 194S 57.5 38.0 37.7 + 0.5 + 1.3 
1945 and 1946 94,7- 78.6 86,6 -16,1 -18.6 
1946 and 1947 117,0 120,9 118,9 + 3.9 "f" 3,3 
1917 and 1948 87.0 50.9 68,6 -36.8 -63,6 
1948 and 1949 29.0 67.7 48.4 +38,7 +80.0 
percent greater than th© pre^ rious year» Growth in 1946 was 
0,0 + 1.3 - 18«6 sat -17,3 percent below the 1944 growth and 
the annual growth in 1947 was 0,0 + 1,3 - 18,6 + 3.3 » 14,0 
percent less than the earliest year's growth. Considerable 
decrease was recorded in 1948 when the growth waa 0,0 -f 
l.S • 18,6 - 3,3 • 53,6 « 67,6 percent below the 1944 
figure, A rapid Increase in size during 1949 was found to 
be only 0,0 + 1.3 - 18.6 - 3.3 - 53,6 + 80,0 = 12,4 percent 
abofe the 1944 level. The 1944-1949 mean of the percent­
age® calculated in this manner was -14,2 percent and# thus# 
the 1944 growth must haire been 14,2 percent above the six 
years' average ratber than average as was previously asauiaed. 
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When gfowths 1g ©alendai' jb.&vb were eonverted to deviations 
from the 1944-1949 average, the calendar yean 1944# 1945, 
and 1947 exhibited 14.2, 15»5, and 0.3 percenta, respectively, 
better growth than the average* The calendar years 1946 and 
1948 produced 5.1 and 53.4 percents, respectively, less 
growth than the six years* average. Green aimfish inhabit­
ing the IsOce after the winterkill experienced 26.6 percent 
greater than average growth in 1949, Therefore, the growth 
made in the calendar year 1948 was actually much leas than 
a casual examination of the data indicated and, in the aame 
manner, the excessive increment developed in 1949 was in 
reality nearly twice as much as that shown in 1947 and 1948, 
The total growth data were then broken down on the 
basis of sex in an effort to determine the presence of sex 
difference in growth rate (Table 41), Axi insufficient 
number of sexed specimens were collected^  in the 1944 and 
1945 year classes to warrant the drawing of reliable conclu-
siona regarding sexual difference in growth rates. How­
ever, th® ami® fish in the 1946 year class appeared to 
maintain a ©light but consistently greater rate of growth, 
Hubbs .and Cooper C19S5) reported males growing faster than 
females in Michigan green sunfiah# The same workers found 
tte^ t, though little iigpiflcsont sex difference in size was 
noted In th© second suamer, the sexual dimorphism in size 
appeared to increase in the third and fourth summers and 
thereafter. 
table 41.. Siiwa,ai^  ot Average Calemlat®d Standard lengths and Length IncreMents for 
Each Year of Life of Male ©id Pemal© Llttl© Wall Lake Green Simflali 
(luaber of sp©eii»ns in parenthesis) 
Oaleulated length (mm.*) at ®nd of year of life 
Year 
©lass 
1 2 3 4 
Male Pea^ l© Male Pemal© Male Peaale Male Female 
194? 
194© 
1945 
1944 
32.0{1) 
26.7(257) 
41.8(5) 
29,0(1) 
S5.7(156) 
34.0(1) 
32.0(3) 
68.8(237) 
90.2(5) 
76.0(1) 
61,3(156) 
69.0(1) 
91.0(3) 
74,9(25) 
132.8(5) 
120.0(1) 
70.0(11) 
142.0(1) 
127.6(3) 168.0(1) 166.3(3) 
Grand 
av. t7.0(344) S5.9(160) 69.2(244) 61,9(160) 85.2(31) 86.3(15) 168.0(1) 166.3(3) 
Average Annual Increments in Millimeters 
1947 
1946 
1945 
1944 
32.0 
26.7 
41.8 
29.0 
S5,7 
34.0 
32.0 
42.1 
48,4 
47,0 
35.6 
35.0 
59.0 
16.1 
42.6 
44.0 
15.0 
73.0 
36.6 48.0 38.7 
Ay. 
an, 
inc. 
27.0 25.9 42. 2 36.0 21.4 23.2 48.0 38.7 
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Tim® of anaulua formation and length of p^ romlnp, season 
Annulus foiroation for tli® current y@ar had been cora-
plet®d In Llttl® Wall Lalce green smiflsh when collections 
w®r© first md® in early June of 1948, Further analysis 
was mde of th® 1946 year class growth data in an atten^ st 
to detenaine th© growing season of the green stuiflsh popula­
tion (fmbl© 42). Other year classes were not considered 
fable 42* Annual Increments and Average Seasonal Growth 
Completed at Capture for the 1946 Year Class of 
Mttl© Wall Lake Green Sunfiah 
(Measureiaente and growth in millimeters) 
u,i ,11 
Date of of Average annual growth last annulus 
colleo- fpeei- standard increments in yr« of life 
tion aena length  ^ ' 3 " ' 4 
1948 
6/2.® 
6/16-3G 
7/7-lS 
7/17-28 
8/3-7 
8/17 
19.49 
37® . 
7/22 
1950 
ITfe 
33 113.5 36.0 60.8 ... 16.5 
78 33 a S 36 .1 38,8 18.3 •• 
96 96.. 6 31.4 46.2 «»«w 19.0 
210 7S.7 24.4 35.5 • IS. 8 mtm 
10 107.3 31.4 50.1 S5.8 «•»«» 
6 123.6 32.3 59.0 mmmrn 3S.3 
— 
27 103.0 28.3 • 45.5 29.3 
36 115.4 92.9 34.S 15.9 — 42.4 
4 139.3 23.2 34.3 14.0 «... 66.7 
bd©auae of the f®w specimens collected from each. It was 
«irld©nt from Table 42 that considerable growth was accom­
plished by mid*J\m® of 1948 but growth appeared to continue 
at a somewhat reduced rate on into early August, Hubba and 
Cooper (1955) intimatsd that gre©n sunfish were still grow­
ing on July 11' in both northern and southern Michigan and 
reported •very rapid spring growth and more sluggish summer 
smd fall growth as b ®ing characteristic. 
The data from the present study also suggested th© 
pr®a©nc© of reasonably fait and slow growing individuals 
who appeared to b© living in separate groups. For example, 
th© SIO sunfish collected in on® area by gill nets, angling, 
and trapping in late July were mostly slow growing speci-
raens, whereas those taken in different locations in early 
and mid-August were fast growing specimens. 
There is a very interesting difference between the 
growth rates of th® 1949 winterkill victims (the March 38# 
1949 collection) and the survivors which were collected in 
July, 1049 and April, 1950. All survivors of the 1949 winter­
kill taken in July of the same year were slow growing indi­
viduals in contrast to those that were killed by th® winter 
conditions. lo difference in increments of growth waa ob­
served between male and female survivors collected in July, 
but 25 specimens or 69.4 percent of the green sunfish cap­
tured in July, 1949, were males. The green s^ Hlfish remaining 
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in tittle Wall Lak© mad® considerable growth during the 
ataiaftier of 1949, Figure 12 is a photomicrograph of • a scale 
from a male green sunfish collected July 22, 1949, showing 
the Increased growth made beyond the annulus by the time of 
capture# The specimen weighed 55 graa® and tneasured 114 
millimeters in standard length when taken# Calculated 
lengths at fh© first, second, and third annuli were S4, 58, 
and 76 williHieterSf respeetivelj. Green sunfish who survived 
the 1949 winterkill but who died as a result of similar but 
more severe conditions in the late winter of 1950 were also 
speeimens who had achieved slow growth in earlier years 
and had j»de an excellent increase in increment in 1949, 
Although th® data were too limited to form the basis for any 
definite conclusions, there was a suggestion that possibly 
th© slow growing individuals were able to withstand winter­
kill condition® better than the more rapidly growing speci­
mens • 
It might b® pointed out that the previously mentioned 
large group of slow growing specimens collected in late July 
of 1948 exhibited first and second year of life increments 
aimilar to those of the 1949 winterkill survivors. It is 
possible that th© survivors may have been In one school in 
6 portion of the lake tiaere conditions were not quite so 
severe. However, there was no indication of such lack of 
miformity in chemical and dissolved gas observations mad© 
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Figure 12. Photomicrograph (x 18»0) of a scale from a 
1946 year class, Little Wall Lake green sun-
rish collected July "32, 1949, Increased 
ciorrent year growth is indicated beyond the 
third annulus* 
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diirlng the two winterkill periods. This possibl®- dif-
ferene© in growth rates between victims and sui^ ivors of 
winterkill conditions hs,s not been reported in the litera­
ture bf otb©r workers. 
False annull 
F&ls® mnull or supem-umerary marks appeared on th© scales 
of many green simfiah but thej did not seem to b@ consist­
ently attributable to any on© factor. Of the eight 1944 
year elass specimens taken# 50,0 percsnt had formed a false 
mark in th© second siimmer of life, 37,5 percent in the third 
siaamerf and 6S,5 percent in the fourth s'lcainer. Two indi-
Tiduals^  or ®8«6 percent, of the seven 1945 year claas sun-
fiah produced a similar check in the second summer# 57»1 per­
cent in the third suEjn»rj and'14*3 percent in'the fourth 
summer of life, Pala© annulus foiwation appeared to be 
generally reduced in the 1946 year class specimens. Forty-
five indiiriduals or 10*5 percent of th© 430 fish in that 
year group had ttfreloped accessory check® on their scales in 
th© second suimaerj and 6*7 percent exhibited similar marks 
in the third year of life, lioweTer# 75,0 percent of the 
winterkill sui»viirops from th# 1946 year class developed a 
false mark during the period of rapid growth in the sumraer 
of 1949. 
It has been suggested by some biologists tha.t false 
-X76» 
ann\ali art more oojimoii in fast ot slow growing populations 
than in average growing groups* Certain green sunflah, par-
tieularly thoa© who ©xp®rienc®d the excellent growth in th© 
simmer of 1949* seemed to confoi'm to this theory* On th® 
other hand# 25' percent of th@ speeimens in that group- did 
not pr©du0© faljs® siarks and. In a few eaaes# thss® indi­
viduals hjad growi aor© than those who did show the marks. 
In mmj emm among fish from all year ©lasses, the false 
ehaek appeared to have been fomed soon after growth started 
in th® spring but, in otter instances, the eeasation-of-
growth wark seemed to have bten developed toward the end of 
the gi*0wing season, regardless of how great an increment had 
been produeed previously, 
Hubbs and Cooper (1935) reported the false inarks in 
Miohlgan, green sunfish as being spawning cheeks. When ex­
amining th® present data there was, of course, no means of 
knowing when an, Individual had spawn,©d in previous years or 
whether this aot coinelded with th© time of false snnulua 
formation. Certain indivlduali collected in 1948 were in a 
apent condition when taken and had formed a fala© annulus 
previously so th© time of the two phenomena could have co­
inelded. Xet, a few green sunfish taken in July of the same 
year had formed current accessory marks but were not yet in 
spawiing condition, Th© sex organs of one individual were 
so iiaraature that the writer was unable to determine the 
8©X.# Both males md females exhibited supernumerary marks 
on their scales# 
lieniytta.*weight relationship and coefficient of condition 
The length-weight relationship of Little Wall Lake green 
sunfish was computed in the manner previously discussed. 
Little consistent difference was found between male and fe­
male sunfish in the same sia:® groups, so all data were com* 
bined. When the data were analysed on the basis of sex dif­
ferences in each sis® group at time of capture, there seemed 
to be a tendency, in some cases, for th© females to be 
slightly heavier in Jim© and the males to be heavier in 
July and August, but the suggested tendencies were not con­
sistent in the majority of th© size groiips. The computed 
length-weight relationship based on 415 specimens, sexes 
combined, was expressed by th® equations 
W « 1.7061 . 10""® j^ 3.16876 
In logarlthalc form this equation is as followsi 
Log W = -4.76800 + 3.16876 Log L. 
The equation indloates that weight increases at a rate 
somewhat greater than the cube of the length in Little Wall 
Lake green sunfish. Figure 13 contains a smooth curve ^ daich 
is the graph of th© equation plotted with convenient standard 
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Figure 15» Length-weight relationship of Little Wall Lake 
green sxmfish. The dots are based on the 
average standard lengths and actual weights 
of Table 43, 
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lengths and caloulattd weights within ^ the scope of th© 
population• fhe points in Figur© 13 represent the mctual 
lengths and weights as given in Tabl® 43, An examination 
of th® figur©' and th@ tabl© suggests that the equation can 
b® tts®d reasonably well within the rang® of th® data upon 
which it is basdd, fhe data indicated that the average 
weight increased at a faster rate among Individuals in th® 
sia® rang® 190-160 millimeters than that determined by th© 
formula# lellabllity of the equation decreases at the 
greater lengths where few specimens were available for use 
in th© computation# 
A eomparisen of th© average K values of the males and 
females of each year class at the time of capture {Table 44) 
revealed little in the 1944 and 194S year classes because 
of insufficient data, lo consistent trends were noted in 
eonditlon factors of males and females of the 1946 year 
class, fable 43 fuggesta a general trend of increased 
plumpnesg in green sunfish with increase in length. 
Sexual eompogition and maturity 
Male speoimena constituted 60,3 percent of the 593 
gexed msmbers of the 1946 year olaas green sunfiah colleeted 
froM Mttle Wall Iiak® in 1948 and 1949, Although 83.3 per-
cent of the six 194i year class specimens were males and 
7S»0 percent of the four 1944 year class individuals were 
females# the data froa these groups were considered too 
Table 43. I»engtl3,-W«tght Helationship .of Little" Wall' Lak® Qremn Simtlah. Based on tb@ 
Aetual Lengths and Weights of 416 Speelmena, Sixes Coabtn®d 
St^ dard Avepag# Equivalent Avei*&am Diff«r®ne#' b©- Average 
lengtb. staadaM total w®lg1a.t Galeulatedl t*e®n actual w@.lgb.t iToabes 
group length length in in w.el.glit'" in and ealeulatsd in of 
in «• in ms* In&hmm grants grams w@iglat in spmm oime»s K fisb 
21- 30 SS.7 1,099 0.37 0,34 -0,03 0,0130 3,163 2 
41- 50 45.0 0,165 3,00 2,96 -0,04 0,1059 3,^ 1 1 
§1- 50 57^ 5 S,812 6,46 6,43 -0,03 0,2280 3,398 37 
61- 70 66.3 3,236 9, 65 10,09 •0,44 0,3406 3,300 111 
71- 80 74,6 S.623 13,50 14,66 +1,16 0.4766 3,254 88 
81- 90 84.7 4,166 19,80 21,92 4-2,12 0,6989 3,267 50 
91-100 S5,2 4i50S 27.60 31,75 4-4,15 0,9742 3,002 16 
101-110 105.9 5,076 44,05 44,50 1.5549 3,696 17 
111-1^  115.3 5.545 58.50 58,27 -0,23 2,0650 3.826 43 
123.-130 125.2 5.938 79,38 75,64 -3,74 2,8021 4,048 21 
131-140 134,7 6,355 106,60 95,38 -11,22 3,7629 4,363 9 
141-150 144,2 6,799 126,09 118,30 -7,79 4,4509 4,206 11 
151-160 156,0 7,g5S 164,50 151,80 -12,70 5,8068 4,333 4 
161-170 167,0 7.899 187,30 188,48 4-1,18 6,6116 4,021 3 
171-180 178,6 8.394 226,00 • 233.^  4-7,20 7,9778 3,896 3 
C^alculated by means of the equation Log W =e -4,"76^ 0 •¥ 3.16876 Log L 
Table 44. Avap&gs Condition Pastor (K) of Males and Females in Year Classes of 
Little Wall I»alc« Clreen Smfish at Tiae of Capttare 
(luiiber of speeiaens in par@nth©sis5 
Dat© 
6/S-3/48 
6/16-30/48 
7/2-12/48 
7/17-28/48 
8/S-7/4S 
a/17/48 
10/16/48 
7/22/49 
1944 year el&ss 194i jear ©lass 
Male Female 
x@&r class 
average Male 
xear class 
Female average 
S.410 CD — 3.410 3.965 {2)  3.965 C2)  
•mmm* 
3.990 CD 
4.630 CD 
3.990 
4.630 
4.935 C2)  4.935 C2)  
3.8® CD 3.8^  3.740 CD 3.740 CD 
4.300 (1) 4.300 CD 
Weighted grand average — 3.963 — — 4.307 
e^ar class averages in some instances contain speciaem of imknomi sex. 
CGontinued on next page) 
Table 44 (Cont'd) 
1946 year class 
Date Hal® Femal© 
3.65S (25) 3,290 (8) 
3.SSS (52) 3.492 (85) 
3.650 (16) 3.316 (9) 
3.514 (103) 3.270 (101) 
S.7S7 (9) 3.231 (1) 
4.002 (5) 4.100 (1) 
4.008 (25) 3.476 (11) 
Year class 
averag©! 
6/S-5/48 
6/16-30/48 
7/S-12/48 
7/17-28/48 
8/17/48 
10/16/48 
7/22/m 
3^ 567 
3,564 
3.54S 
S.S87 
3.678 
4.018 
(33) 
(78) 
(26)  
(308) 
(10) ( 6 )  
3.843 (36) 
Weighted grand ar» 3.467 
e^ar class averages in some instances contain speeimens of 
unknowi sex. 
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11mlted to b® of valu® in detersiining a trend in the sex 
ratio with increase in age# Ion® of th© winterkill victims 
were aexed and, therefor®, eould not be included in this 
discussion# Hubba and Cooper (1935) reported an increasing 
percentage of amies among older green sunfiah in Michigan 
tout suggested that, in general, the sexes were rather evenly 
dis tributed, 
Th© only speeiaien collected from the 1947 year class of 
sunfish was a sexually aattar© male taken in early July of 
1948# Leas than one percent of th© 212 males taken in their 
third year of life possessed immature sex organs. Only 4 
percent of th© 145 females in the same year of life were 
sexually iinittatur® when collected. All green siaifish taken 
at greater agei were mature. Hubbs and Cooper L935) found 
aliaoat all Michigan green aunfish examined to be inanatvire 
in the second year of life, although approximately 75 per­
cent of the specimens one year older were raattire. All 
individuals examined in their fourth sunmer of life were re­
ported to b® sjature. ?he same authors auggested that the 
earlier imturing individuals of a year group, in single col­
lections, were also th® larger individuals in ttet year 
group. Although only 7 immature specimens were taken in th© 
Little Wall Lake study, thoae individuals were not neces­
sarily the smallest individuals collected from the year group 
at th© time of capture# 
Spawning appeared to begin early in June, 1943, in the 
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gp«@n simfish population at Littl© Wall Lake and probably 
eontinued through ald»August of the same year (Table 45), 
All specimens collected early in June, 1948, were either ripe 
or mature and the gonads of one feiaale taken at th© same 
tla© appeared to be in a spent condition* Two males cap­
tured in mid-August of th© same year were considered to b© 
In a reeantly-spent condition. Unfortunately, no young-of-
th®-year were collected in 1948 because of reasons discussed 
pr©¥iously. Fry and fingerlings were observed, however, as 
early as mid-July.. Toung-of-the-year were comparatively 
plentiful and adult green sunfish were still nesting July 
22, 1949, Hubbs and Cooper (1935) indicated a prolonged 
spawning season from June through July and into August for 
green .aunflsh in Michigan, Gravid females were recorded as 
early as June S5 and as late as July 27, whereas males in 
southern Michigan were said to retain milt as late as Sep­
tember 28, fhus, it appeared that the spawning period of 
Little Wall Lake green sunfish extended as late and prob­
ably began slightly earlier than the individuals studied in 
Michigan, forbes and Richardson (1909, p. S50) reported 
spawning of green stanfish in Illinois as late as August 14, 
Table 45. lumber of tiie 1946 Year Class Male and Pemal® Green Smifish in Yarious 
States of Sexual Mattirity at flm© of Colleetlon in Little Wall Ejake 
ijgggggggggggjgjgjggggggjgjjggggggjjggggggggggglgggggjggjgjgjggggggggggggggjggj^  ^
lumber of males Iiaaber of females 
Date of Toiai To^ aT" 
eolle©- ia- col- la- col- Sex not 
tion Spent llpe Mature mature leetsd Spent Rip© latur# mature leetad dsteimined 
1048 '  ^  ^  ^  ^ ' 
ITi^ S - 7 18- 25 161 - 8 
6/16*30 6 S 4S - 53 - 3 21 1 S§ 1 
7/7 - - 14 - 16 2 - 7 - 9 1 
7/17 14 8 83 - 105 2 4 95 - 101 4 
8/3-7 - -9 - 9--1-1
8/17 t- 2 1 5  
1949 
7/22 5 14 6 - 25 - 5 6 - 11 
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DISCUSSION 
Growth attained by bluegills from MeFarland's Pond and 
Little Wall IfRk© at th© end of various years of life varied 
somewhat in comparison to the calculated lengths at the end 
of similar periods for bli»gill populations from other locali­
ties (Table 46). Standard lengths reported for fish from 
this studj are the average calculated lengths at the an-
nulus concerned of all specimens collected. The average 
Increment of growth shown at the end of on© year of life by 
lIoParland*s Pond fish was better than that reported for 
moat other populations Hated in the table, but the length 
achieved by the McFarland fish in the second year was 
probably less than the average of the others. By the end of 
the third year of life, the average accumulated length 
wa® less than In all of the populations listed except 
stunted or slow growing groups. The smII increase in 
accumulated length beyond the first year of life was the 
result of the severely retarded growth achieved by indi» 
viduala in the calendar year 1949 (Table 12),• 
Stunted growth conditions appearing in 1949 are be­
lieved to have been caused by an overpopulation of blue-
gills with the resultant extreme competition for food and, 
possibly, space. The number of bluegills present was 
Table 46. Oov^ &TlSQn of Average Iiengtlis Attained at th© Ind of Different Tears 
of Life bj Bluegills trom Farious Localities 
C^ ngth in millimeters) 
Ikaceility tothoritj Standard length Reiaarks" 
Hiamber 
.apeciiaeiig 
Springwood Lake, Ind. 
Red Haw Lake, Iowa 
Bass I#ake, Ind. 
Foots Pond, Ind» 
East Lak«, Iowa 
Roynd Lake, Ind, 
McFarland*a fond,Ia» 
Little Wall Lake,la. 
At the end of one j^ ar. of llf# 
•Rieker, 1942b 
Lewis, 19SO 
Hicker, 1942a 
Rick«r and 
Lagler, 1942 
Lewis, 19§0 
Bicker, 1942a 
Present study 
Present stiady 
B5(eonw, from F.L») Stunted 
28 • • ' • 
2&(eonv* froaF.L,) Slow growth 
32 
34 
4i(conT, from P,L.) Fast growth 
42 — 
63 
117 
133 
10 
12 
145 
10 
1128 
167 
Springwood Lake, Ind, 
Bass Lake, Ind, 
McFarland*® Bond,la. 
Red Haw Lake, Iowa 
Bast Lake, Iowa 
Foots Pond, Ind. 
Round Lake, Ind, 
Little ffall Lake,la. 
At the end of two years of life 
Ricker, 1942b 
Bicker, 1942a 
Present study 
Lewis, 1950 
Lewis, 1950 
Ricker and 
Lagler, 1942 
Bicker, 1942a 
Present study 
4lCconv, from F,L,) Stunted 
45(conv, from F,L,) Slow growth 
64 QQ 
73 
82 
94(conv, 
96 
from F,L,) Fast growth 
117 
10 
712 
90 
120 
9 
8 
42 
(Continued on next page) 
T&ble 46 (Cont'd) 
Ikscallty Amttipgity Standard lengith RemeAs^ 
Wmahmr 
speelmens 
Springwood Lake, Ind, 
Bas.® Lak©, Ind# 
MeFarland*s Pond,la, 
Various Ind» lakes 
East L&k®, Iowa 
Foots Pond, Ind, 
Bed Haw Iiak®, la. 
Little Wall I#ak©,Ia, 
Rotmd Lak©, Ind, 
At the end of three yeayg of.life 
Hicker, 1942b 
Hi eke r, 194Sm 
Present study 
Ricker, 194Sa 
Lewis, 1950 
licker and 
Lagler, 1942 
Lewis, 1950 
Present study 
M(conv. froa P»L,) Stunted 
61(©on-r. froa F.L.) Slow growth 
83  ^ " 
99{conv, from P*L, 
lis 
12S 
158 
Rang® 74-
131 
117 
7 
101 
air, of 
many 
11 
39 
17 
Hicker, 1942a 143(Gonv, from F.L,) Past growth 
At the end of four -j^ &m of life 
Bass Lake, Ind, Rieker, 1942& 78(conv, from E,L,) Slow growth 9 
Springwood Lake,Ind, Eicker, 1949b 80{conv, from F,L,) Stimted 115 
Roimd Lake, Ind, Rieker, 1942a 134(corjv, from P,L,) — 1 
Foots Pond, Ind, Kicker and 138 — 4 
Lagler, 1942 
East Lake, Iowa Lewis, 1950 140 — 65 
Red Haw Lake, Iowa Lewis, 1950 145 86 
McParland*s Pond,la. Present study 164 Original 5 
stocked fish 
Little \fall Lake,la. Present study 175 — 8 
\ 
Remarks are those given by the authorities who reported the data. 
•IBS* 
probably not excessive for the voltaae of the pond but it 
was believed to b« too great for the decreased volume of 
water and faeding areas inhabitable by the fish during much 
of the growing season. A restricted supply of dissolved 
oxfgm by early .Tun® in water Mor© than 2 meters deep was 
probably instrumental in concentrating the population in 
the upper levels until late in September. The average 
accrued growth exhibited at th© end of 4 years of life by 
IcFarlaud's Pond fish was based on large specimens of th® 
originally stocked group whose continued excellent growth 
waj$ probably due, in part, to th© lack of competition for 
food, 
$h® average calculated standard lengths {Table 46) com­
puted from Little Wall Lake bluegilla at the end of various 
years of life in the manner described for McParland's Pond 
specimens, suggest that the Little Wall Lake group was 
composed of rapidly growing individuals# However, an 
examination of fable $0 shows the large accrued growth to 
be th© result of the excellent growth made by individuals 
of all year classes in the calendar year 1947. Increments 
of growth attained by these bluegills in other calendar 
years were such that th© population would probably ordi­
narily b© referred to as being a slow growing group. 
Competition from the large green sunfish population might 
have been a contributing factor to this slow growth, but 
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no «xplanatlon eould be d«td3roiin@d for the excellent 1947 
growth# 
Blutgill data frora different looalitiea, in Tables 46 
and 47# irer© selected on the basis of being representative 
of the information available, particiilarly in Iowa, and 
th® tables ar© not intended to b© a complete stamnary of all 
of the growth or coefficient of condition data given in the 
literattir®. Carlander {1950b) gave a complete compilation 
of such data reported by the various workers. 
The coefficient of condition for the bluegilla from 
leParland»s Pond was somewhat lower than those values re­
ported from other localities in Table 47, but similar 
average values for Little Wall Lake specimens were high, 
Beeloaan (1948) listed th® coefficients of condition for 
4,969 Michigan bluegilla ranging in standard length from 29 
to S09 milliHieters. The coMition factors for that col­
lection ranged progressively from 3»03 to 4.00 Burress 
(1949) reported etxtreme® in K value of 2.35 for starved 
fish and 5.S7 for the most plump. He also recorded speci­
mens with an average condition factor of 3.26 (Table 47) as 
coming from 'an extremely turbid pond. The relatively low 
values of K for MeParland's Pond bluegilla are poaaibly 
indicative of less aatisfaetory environaiental conditions 
inaaiauch as th© availability or type of food was concerned. 
Higtor coefficients of condition among the Little Wall Lake 
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Table 47.. Cosfflcients of Condition for Bluegilla from 
Various Localities 
Number Rang® in 
of s tandard 
speci­ length Averag< 
Location Authority mens K 
Indiana Hil®, 1931 618 5,17 
Missouri Burr©ss,1949 18^ 83 (av,) 
19-159i 
3,96 
Iowa,l©Farland* s Present study l,17ll 3,347l 
Pond 
Michigan B®ckman#1948 4,969 29-209 3, 62 
Missouri Burress|1949 27 121 (av.) 3,68 
Iowa,Littl© Wall Present study 127 76-115 3,921 
Lake 
Io-wa.fla@t Lake Lewis, 1950 138 50-169 3, 94 
lowaiHed Haw Lewis, 1950 141 45-212 3,95 
Missouri Burr©ss,1949 21 151 (av.) 3,99 
The ooapilatlon for MoFarland's Pond does not 
includ® til® fiv® bluegilla in th© sia® rang© 170-139 
ailliiaeters# which had had an averag® K of 5,595, 
bluegilla suggest th® presence of better food conditions 
but too littl© data w@r© available to draw furtter conclu­
sions, Th© rapid growth mad© by th© Littl© Wall Lake bluo-
gilli in the suiamsr previous to capture raight have had an 
©ffeet on th© K values but other workers hav© not been able 
to demonstrate a consistent relationship between rat© of 
growth and coefficient of condition, 
Littl© Wall Lake green sunfiah attained greater lengths 
in the fourth and fifth years of life than those specimens 
reported from other localities in Tables 48 and 49, Annulua 
lengths used in fable 48 for fish in th© present study are 
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weighted averages of standtrd lengths from Table 38 that 
were eonvorted to total length in inches. It was evident 
from Pigur® 11 and Table 38 that the increased size of four-
and five-jear-old green sunfish in Little Wall Lake was 
due to continued good growth in the fourth and fifth years 
of life# Little Wall Lake green simfish were smaller in 
the first year of life but reached a size comparable to 
the other lengths reported in Table 48 in their second and 
Table 48, Comparison of Average Total Lengths Attained 
at Various Annuli by Green Sunfish from Some 
Different Localities. 
(Length in inches) 
'innuluir 
Locality Authority I S  ^ W 
Ohio, Cornish, 2.4 S,7 3*1 3.4 4.7 
Arm®ti?"ong 1940 
Lake 
linn. Kuehn, 1.7(184)2.9(134)3.9(104)5.0(184)5.9(184) 
1949 
Ohio Roach,® 2.3 4.3 5.6 6,3 6.8 
1948 
Illinois, Bennett, 2,0(95) 4.2(95) 6.1(95) 5,9(95) — 
Onised 1945 
Laic® 
Iowa, Present 1.3(447)3,3(445)4.5(82) 7.7(13) 9,1(4) 
Little study 
tall Laic® 
Lr-T-^,~n'':-T-rrr- ,t r 1 .,v,.v-.„vnTn,n,ou--.-- : •: v . . r. • . • - • 
•^Mxamber of spoolmena enclosed in parenthesis# 
^lumber of specimens not given. 
third year. They grew mor® in the second year of life than 
the speoimens reported from Michigan in Table 49 and were 
comparable to thos© recorded from Minnesota in the same 
table imtll the fourth and fifth years of life when the 
Iowa fish achieved considerably more growth. It is inter­
esting to note that although kittle Wall Lake bluegills 
mhi^md exoeptional growth in 1947, no particularly out-
staridlng increase in growth increment *as noted for green 
aunflah in the same year. 
Table 49. Comparison of Average Standard Lengths Attained 
at Yarlous Annull by Green Sunflsh from Some 
Different Localities 
{Length In mllltmetera) 
Annulus' 
Locality Auth. ,1 4 5 
Mich. lubbs S?,0{SO) 54.0(30) 
Wiard*a and 
Pond HubbSf 
1931 
linn. Eddy 40.0(33) 76.0(33) 92.0(33)115.0(33)131.0(33) 
and 
Car-
lander 
1942 
Iowa, Present 
Little Stu% as.7(447)67.1(445)94.3(82)163.2(13)193.5(4) 
Wall 
Lake 
"" "T "" "" 
*Huiaber of ipeelaens in parenthesis. 
a9S' 
Th© difficulty involved in differentiating between> true 
and false annuH on scales has been referred to previously 
on several occasions. It was hoped tliat definite rules 
could b© established for the recognition of false annuli* but 
despite frequent reexamination of the scales# no simple cri­
teria could be selected. In many cases Involving fish 
showing good growthj false raarka could b© distinguished by 
the relatively wide spacing of circuli (Indicating good 
growth) preceding the mark laid the progressively closer 
approxinmtlon of clrcxili (suggesting reduced growth) fol­
lowing it. The growth preceding and following a true an-
nulus is ordinarily just the reverse of the pattern de­
scribed. However# these sones of fast and reduced growth 
were not always evident and in some oases, particularly 
those involving scales exhibiting very little difference 
in distance between circuli at any time of the year, other 
criteria had to be considered. Frequently, accessory 
marks lacked continuity on some fields of the scale such 
that, for example, the check was visible on one lateral 
field and on the mterlor region but was not discernible 
on the ot!»r lateral field or the posterior region of the 
scale, Ihen such a situation was noted, examination of 
adjoining scales usually revealed some scales in which the 
mark was not evident at all. Lack of clear definition was 
aometlaea characteristic of superniattera3?y aiarks but this 
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was not always reliable imless there were other distinguish­
ing features b©eause occasionally an individml was noted 
in whieh @v®n the true annul! were only faintly inscribed 
on the seal®. Particularly dark lines# at times, suggested 
a false mark. 
In a very few instan-c«s# scales possessed marks that 
were indistinguishable froia true annuli on the basis of 
tlie usual oharaGteristics, By comparing these scales with 
a aeries of those from other fish having approximately the 
saat body length# the writer was usually a ble to locate the 
marks that did not eoincid© with the true annuli in the 
year class growth patt©«i# However# in 3,1 percejnt of the 
bluegills and S.9 percent of the green simfish collected# 
the scales had to be rejected as not being readable with 
confidence. The aceesnory marks or initial regions of 
retarded growth in th® first year of life on many bluegill 
scales caused considerable consternation until yoimg-of-
the-year specimens were taken and until two-year-old 
Individuals were collected from McParland*s Pond in which 
three-year-oM fish were known to be absent in 1949, One 
cause of confusion in interpreting this early slow-growth 
jsone was th© frequent presence of fragments of the s ante 
eiroulu® in regions anterior and posterior to the scale 
focus but not in the lateral regions* Altho\igh ''cutting 
OTer" or anastomosis of circuli with th® year mark and 
extension of the mark across the posterior region of the 
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#©al@s. Is nam&ltj ©onslder@4 as b#ing among fche best evl-
d@Be@ ©f & true mtmuXumf Kearly as aiwj d^garoea and varia­
tions of tli©s© eriteria were fomd as there were seal® ©x-
sjninM* Fr#qu@atly false anniali exhibited these saise 
©hi^-meteristieiB as well or better than the true year imrks 
bttt other diaqiiali^^lng eharaetars were generally also 
•pmBmtrn 
In west cases# aesesssj^ marks appeared to have formed 
on the scale# In Jma# or early <Iuly# but a few instmices 
were noted in which the false checks were probably laid 
down toward the end of the growing season* There appeared 
to b® no ©on®istent differences betweew th© two populations 
of bluegills ©r between blmegills and green sunfish inas-
«ttCh ftis the time of false annalus fo^aation was conceraed, 
fh« prodmtloB of false aarka on scales does not 
aeea to be consistently attributable to one factor but may 
toe th© r®-salt of any on® of several conditions. In some 
cases of blii®gills and ,gre©n sunfishj, the appearance of 
false rings s@#m©d to coincid# with apawaing activities 
bmt in other ease# th© aorks had been formed at a time when 
the ««3E organs were not developod enough to facilitate 
d©t#-mination of th® s«x of the individuals. Many sped-' 
Mens -appeared to hav© developed aeeessory marks during or 
at th® end of a period of fast g^wth* but a few others 
showed marks which must have been established later when 
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growtia was at a induced ^ rate*. High water temper­
atures did aot so»« t© b® tavolTred in the process in Me-
Farland's ,f©j^ bluegllls# but eon^lete reeorda were not 
aaiptidned on sueh conditions in Mttl® Wall Lake, A charge 
in feeding, hiiMts or in the airailability of food was con­
sidered to be tb.© lifcely ©xplaumtloii for the retarded 
growth, zones and freqixent false laarks foiwed in the first 
jear of life hj mamf blttegills but sixeh forraation was not 
obserf'ed in green s«nfish at all. 
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AMU COMCLtlSIOiS 
I* ?Ms stmdy of tlir®® fish populations is based 
upon bluegiXls eoll®et@d from MeFarland»s Pond from 
1949 to July# 19&0# and upon bltt«gilla and gr©©n simfish 
e-oil#ct@d from Mttl® Wall Lak®, f3E*om early Jwn®, 1948 to 
April# 1950. In addition to the prasent&tion of data on 
th® lif® history of these speoies# special attention is 
dir«0t«d toward an emlMation of certain problems aasooi-
ated with th© reading of th@ life histoid of a fish from 
its seal»«« 
S, leFarland»s Pond* in Story Co\mtj, Iowa, is a 
r«latl-relf rioh artificial pond eonatmctad in the fall 
of 1946 with a surfae® ar©a of ? «er«s and a maximum depth 
of 23 feet. 
S-., fherai&l stratifieation and subsurface stagnation 
in th® suBffler months and stagnation under th© ice during 
th© winter had a pronounced effect cm the water chemistry 
and the aquatic fauna in MeFarl-and*® Pond, 
4» Bi.«sol¥#d oa^gen bec^ame depleted at depths of 2 
meters or mor® during Mte suiBBier and winter months and 
limited th® noimal activities of fish to th© shallower 
strata.* Fish entered o^gen depleted water levels but 
died if tl»y were detained for a period of 2 hours or more. 
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i« Meit and runoff water at least temporarily in-
ere&a&d the dissolved osqfgen soncentration in ««t©r im-
iB®dlRt©lj under th# ie@ and in the regions adjacent to 
th® banks and inlets and probably prevented more serious 
winterkill of fish. 
S. Mttl# higher aquatic vegetation other than alga® 
was present, probably b©©ause of th® youth of the pond* 
the st®©p gradient of th® inshore bottoia, and heavy silta-
tion in the ahallower rogions adjacent to tb® inlets. 
7m Th@ 23: tw©-y®&r»©ld bluegills atoeked in the pond 
Mmj 23j. 1947# reproduced satisfaotorily during th® enauing 
amBsffier. 
8,. In general# smaller bluegills tended to remain in 
shallower inaho^r® areas# but during th® spring and fall 
overturns# apeeiaena of all sia© groupa appeared to in­
habit the deeper levels and, as ' the water temperature in-
ereased in the lat© spring, aor© larger fish were found 
in the shallowtr regions. 
9, Inej^lained l^ge emieentrations of bluegills were 
observed in relatively ^ all and shallow areas near th© 
pond Inlets for several days after the 'iee went out in 
IB-BOg but very few sp«ei»€ms were eolleoted ^ om other lo-
oations in tl^ pond during this time. 
10. The general v-alidlty of ttm seale j!»thod and yearly 
establislaaent of a true annulus was believed eonfirraed for 
KcFariand*® fmd bluegilis by fch© folXowlng obaervatione* 
(a) flthiii rtasonable limits, fish assigned to the 
tarn# ftg© group possessed similar lengths# 
(b| ii#ngtlia at the first annulus# as ealoulated fro® 
seal® »asureiaents, wer# similar for fish that 
spent th®ir first y#ar of lif® in the pond but 
did not agr®# with tlios® of fish who lived th© 
first fear in a different bodj of water* 
(©} fhe •ob»#rv®d l©ngt'fcu8 of 1947 y@ar elass speeimena 
eolleetad in Oetob«r» 1947 and Aprilii 1948 agreed 
w«ll with th© ©alexiat@d first-annulus lengths 
of individtials of th® sam® grear elass collected 
in 194t ^and 1950* 
(d) I© bluegilla of ag© groMp III could have b«©ii in 
th® pond during 1949, .and no sealea from fiah 
©ollaeted in th«.t period «*hibit©4 #xaetly three, 
tru® ann^li# 
im) First»»j®ar aoeassorf seal® arnrka war® fo\ind in 
#ith©r a high or low p@re@ntage of spaciraens in 
the s®i».© year elaas* indicating tha.t ooaiMon ©n--
Tironaantal conditions war© recorded on th© seal®a 
of a large aajority of th© individuals ooncamed. 
If) fh0 low incidanes of first*year aecassory m&rkB 
was a consistant seal® eharacteristio of 1947 
year class bluegills ragardleas of the data taken. 
•too-
(g) tenull w®r® formed at the saia© tim® 
JjQ «aeli of th© two seasons studied* 
ill) Ofe«®r¥«d new growth beyontd th© annulus progres­
sive Ij issersased with tiiae during tb,e spring and 
siM«@r aiontli8.f ®tnd eae-h individual year 
•©lass ms noted to l»¥« its own seasonal growth 
©har&e teris ties. 
11« A ettrfiliiiear regression lioa r®pr©s©nt®d to;f th© 
third degr®® poljuomials 
Standard length in w. « 11.42 ®m, * 0,79468916 S 
0.0004807S8 
/0,000000105708 S® 
wli@r« 
S »» saafe«rior seal® radima in ffiillisetersi 
was fomd to d®aerib® the isodj-sc&le relationship of 
Befarlaad*® Pond blu®gilla b®tt®r than a linear regi^ession 
lin© refreiaated by th® -©qiiationt 
Steudard l«Bgth in wa# » 8»41 ram, 0.8871S S 
$ » ®nt®ri©r seale radius In lailliaaters, 
Ib .g#iieral» th« inereast in acouraey resulting from curvi-
iintar ©orrsetion of th® bodj-soal© relationship was not 
*301' 
sigKiifi«ant tr<m th® standpoint of practical efficiency 
in application* 
IS, A linear r«gre'ssi©a line aftaationj 
Fofk: length in m# » !,• 08666 mm* 4- 1# 18945 S 
mh&mt 
i » stiBtaiNi length in milllmet®j*s> 
seeaei to b© a slightlj better matheraatieal representation 
of the relationship between standai'd and fork length 
»®asur©m®nts of McParland»s Pond blu©gills thfoi a curvi­
linear r«gr©ssi©n lin® of the second degree polynomialj 
Fori length in im. a 1»3333 TO. + 1»18S9 S 4-
0»0000SS348 S® 
wmm S a atandard length in ittillimeters# 
13* fhe growth dTiring the first year of life was less 
in 194f than ia 1948 and 1949, probably due to the lack of 
food for small figh in the new lak® or to a shortanad grow­
ing stasoii since th@ brood stock waa not put into the pond 
until lat® 'lay* 
14*, fh® growth inar«itt®nts of th® 1947 and 1948 year 
class Mt^egills w@r« ao low in 1949 as to indicata salittr® 
itixnting#, 'Howtirerj* yo'ung-of'»»the-y®ar still showed good 
growth.,, 
IS,, lo consistent differences in growth were noted 
hetween laal# and feraal® bluegills in the first year of life 
*ao2-
in f-osd bmt malts tended to grow slightly 
fas t t r  in  la t©? fernrum 
16* tentilus fowaation In bluegill® from MeFarl®iiid*s 
f©nd, which started in Bom& speelmani in earljr May, was 
#ottplet®d by darljr imie in 1S49 and, although on® speci­
men e®ll®et«d on Febpmarj 10 posaesaed a current year mark# 
tonmli «rer© fom«d in aost iadi-riduals batwaen th© first 
w&mk in April said the and ©f th® saeond waak in Jun®, 1950, 
17# Orowth in moat bliiegills appeared to occur at an 
aecaltrated rat© in June and was probably ec«aplet®d by mid 
or lata J'ulf ia 194&, Although fish in tb®ir first year 
of lift ae®m®d^ to have completed thair rapid growth by 
late JiiBie# some increasa in length oceurrat at a reduced 
•^ata UHitil late September ©r early October, So»e indi* 
tiduals b®ga« isew growth during the first week in April* 
1950# and .maintained a 0IOW rate of growth at least throtigh 
the first week in July, 
IS# Fals© annul! were noted aoon after the second 
snnulus ©n 8,9 percent of th® 1 947 year class fish and 
shortly before th® second annulus on 0,6 percent. About 
1,1 pdrcent of the 1948 ye^ar^ clasa fish had false annul! in 
the second or third ye-ar, Vimj of these false annuli 
mm fomed at a tiia© that suggests they may have been 
breeding marks. 
It, A false annulu® or cheek was also app^arent during 
the first year of growth on 10',6 percent of th® 1947 year 
ela®®, 9S,8 pereent of th® 1948 year el»ss, and 89^4 per-
eont of tli«3S49 year elftas* 
2©. fh® Mi,th®aatleal relationship b©tw®®n the length 
and weighty! for all MePax»ltiid*s felu®gill®» was. found to 
fe@ •xp:i»®3s®d' by th® oqufttions 
Iiog W « •4.817S4 3.a0934 Log t 
whe-m$ 
W a# weight ia grw®* ®nd 
L « stiosdard length in millim@t#i's» 
fhm ©oefficient of condition for MoFarland*s Pond 
'blu«gllls ijjef«as®d sow©what Irregularly as the length in-
er«as®dt regardlesi of s®x or age. 
2t» fh@r@ wm a tendency for a slightly higher per-
esntag® of males in th» popiilation with incroaa© in ag© and 
si25®» 
23m fh® majority of th© llcParland's fond bluegills 
attainted sexual maturity in their seeond suaimer of life 
and gonad® were fo^und to be in spacing condition from ©arly 
J«n© through tegiist, 
E4» lost MeParltnd*® Fond bluegills w«r® found to b© 
p»i»asiti25©d with metacercaria of Fosthodioloatomum 
nimimm and «©» lightly inf©®t©d with metaeeroaria of 
Pvalifer aaibloplitis* 
Little Wall Lake ia s shallowf ®u trophic * prairi© 
IA© of approximatoly 930 acr®s in area# an eatiaatsd 7S 
of whieh wm' 5 ft-et or aor® d®tp In X948t. 
Si* fh® lak® has to«@n dry several times in th© past 
60 fm&m, ©no# m r0««atly as 193i-1943, There being 
littl® wmttrshsdi, it is btliswd to b© dependent upon in-
filt#riHg .gromd water for its limited water supply# 
Bent# ®wbii®rg@iit arid ®«®rg©nt aquatic vegetation 
oe«iipl®8 noat of the water ®r®a and probably contributes to 
©»yg9ii d«flei#iit eouditiona irh®o th# ioe is covered with 
mnow for long periods of time., 
i!S* Blutgills and largemouth black bass of variom# 
ag«i and sis®® were stocked in the lake by th© Iowa Stat® 
Gonssrvation eoHmission in 1945* 1947, and 1948* 
29* Winterkill eouditions eliminated the bluegill 
popmlatioia and greatly depleted the tmmher of green stanfiah 
in the late# in February# 194® and prestwjably killed the 
rest'of th® green swnfish in February# 1950* 
30* Although the seep® of the investigation of the 
Mttle Wall Lake bluegill population was very limited,, 
th# ¥alidity of th® seal# method and th® yearly establish* 
aent of th© annmlu® a®, a true year amrk was believed at 
leatt partially eonfiraed for that population by the fol» 
lowing observations! 
(a) fh© lengths of .specsimen.s in each age elaes were 
•re.aa©nably well grouped and diatinot from the 
siae ranges of the other age groups* 
{To) Fi2*st»j©ar aceesaory scale marks were present In 
®itb®r a high or low peroent of speoimena in th® 
sima year elass# auggeating that th© eonditions 
©mslng th® fals® aaark wor© recorded on th© scales 
of most of the sp©clM@ns involved. 
|e) Ixeeptionallj good growth in the calendar year 
1947 wm regist©r@d on the scales of fish in all 
year class®# present, hut the location of this 
growth on the soal®® d®p®nd@d on the ag© of the 
individuals• 
Cd)- Currtnt anntili had not j®t fom®d on the scales 
of wintsrisill viotims when death occurred in 
Februai^, 1949. 
C®) Calculated new growth bejond th© annulus progrea-
siwly increassed with time during the spring and 
BUBiraer of 1949. 
31* Anterior aoal© radius laeaaurerBents from Little Wall 
Lake bluegills were relatiirely larger in relation to stand* 
ard length than was observed in similar size groups of 
bluegills from leParland*® Fond. 
32. When standard to total length conversion factors 
for eiffiilar siae groups were compared* it appeared that 
the tails of I»ittle Wall Lake bluegilla might be longer in 
relation to th® body length than in McParland's Pond apeci*-
mens. 
•SO©** 
Littl® fall Lake bluegllls grew verj rapidly in 
th# calendar year 1947, but growth in other years was som®» 
what retarded* 
34t Aiipulus foirotioo in Little lall Lake bluegills 
mm eoaplet«d by mid».Jua®» si though growth seemed to con-
tiiiu© at a sluggish rate on into October, 
3S, Th©r« app«ar#d to b® no eons latent relationship 
bttwetn eondltlons of the ©nTlroiment, sexual davelop-
or rat© of growth and the formation of false annuli* 
Scale® of 9S»6 peroent of the 1947 year class bluegilla 
had eheeica during the first year of growth. False annuli 
in later years of life were found on only 7 fish# 
S6« The length-weight relationship equation for 
leFarland'g Pond bluegllla was found to also represent the 
same relationship in Little Wall Lake bluegills reasonably 
well. 
37.# Little fall Lake bluegills possessed a higher co» 
effiolent of condition than McFarland's Pond indlviduala 
of eo'iparatole sise, 
3S* fh® spawning season for Little Wall Lake blue-
gills wm probably between late June and early Augxjst. 
3i. 411 Little lall Lake bluegills examined for 
parasites were infested with aetaeeroarla of Fosthodi-
ploitsaaua aiiaiiauii and some were parasitized with metaoercaria 
of Reaaeue sp« 
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40.» gBnwB.! validity of th® seal® method and 
ysaifly ©stablishasnt of a true annulus waa believed con* 
firmed for I#lttle Wall Lak® green strnfish by the following 
obs#rvation»l. 
Ca) Speclaisjis atsigned to the same ag® group w©r® 
r©a®ott®bly similar in length, 
Cb| Anntill had been formed on scales of all specimens 
by early Jun® of 1948# and winterkill •victims in 
Februai^ of 1949 and 1950 did not poss®ss a eur-
r@fit annulus# 
(e) lew growth beyond th® annulus progressively in­
creased with the passing of tlm© during the 
gro'wing s®a®on.» 
(d) Seal®® of green sunfish oollectad in late July of 
1949 and winterkill vieti»s taken in 1950 ex­
hibited a prono'unoed iner«as« in growth during 
th# calendar year 1949, Calculated increments 
of growth for earlltr years were similar to those 
shown by certain previously captured individuals 
of the saa# year ©3aaa» 
41.» fhe3S46 year class of green aunflsh w^s the dom­
inant year group in th© population. 
42* A curvilinear regression line represented by the 
third degree polynomial! 
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Isngth im ekm# » 10»98 ram, •f 0»776459 S •*• 
G.0065SSS9 S® + {-0.0000S897)S® 
S « aattfloi* seal® radius in millimeters# 
was fotsiKi to <i@serilj« the body-seal© relatloniship of Littl® 
fall Iiitk# gr«#n itmfish bettar than a linear regression line 
representor fey th© equations 
Stto4ar4 length in mm, w 4 •75 raa. 1,176818 S 
TBfeer®# S a anterior seal© radiu® in millimetors. 
In geaoral, the inoreas# in aecuraoy resulting from cupvl-
liri#ar eorr«otioh of'th® groon simfiah body»scal© relation­
ship wa® not signifloaiit from the staiidpoint of praetieal 
©ffieleaoy of application• 
45« lh®n factors for oonverting standard to fork length 
w»r« oxaminedji the tail appeared to grow at a slowor rat© 
than tho body m th® individuals incroaaod in longth, 
44# Moiabers of the 1946 or dominitfit year elasa of gr«®n 
atinfish grew at a s-low@r avorag® rate throughout life than 
did individuals In ©th#r year ©lasses, 
45, Marked roduetion in growth of green aunfish 
oeourrod in the o&lendar year 1948 but winterkill aurvivora 
grow at .an aoeoloratod rata in 1949, 
46, Mai® gmm sunflsh of th© 1946 y«ar class grew at 
«20'9-
a iliglitlj greater rat® than females but insufficient data 
were availabl© to draw eonclusions on individuals of other 
y0ar class©a# 
47* Moit of the season's growth in green sunfish ap­
peared to b@ eo»pl«t©d -vevf rapidlj In June but increase 
in length continued to occur at a reduced rate imtll early 
August* 
48# ilowr growing green sunfish are possibly able to 
withstand llaslted winterkill conditions better than fast 
growing individuals. 
40* Pals© annuli were fotand on the scales of many green 
sunfish but th® caus-e could not be conals. tently attributed 
to any one condition# 
SO# fh® imtheiaatlcal relationship between the length 
and weighty for all data combined, was found to be-ex­
pressed by the equationf 
I»og W » -4# 76800 * 3#1$876 Log L 
where # 
W a weight in grama, and 
li' a standard length in alllimeters# 
51# Ooefficlent of condition in green aunfish increased 
irregularly with increase in length# 
52# lost green sunfish were semially mature in the 
second year of life and spawning activities, probably oc--
curred from early June through mid-August# 
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S.S« Ilthorngb no general pul©s csuo bt stated for the 
2»«e©gnltl©ii of fals® annull in the present populations, th® 
following suggestions waj b® n»d@t 
(a) A. wm.rk pr®«®d©«l hj a zon® of relatively widely 
sep&r&ttd ©ireuli and followed by closely spaced 
eireuli ean usually h® stispected of being a false 
annulai. 
(b) An ©xaaination of adjoining se&les will frequently 
r«T?«al the actual character of a aark th®.t lacks 
•eontiauity or definition on any field of th® scale, 
Pala® nmrks are oft®n not found at all on these 
adjfteent teales but tru® annuli normally do appear 
in »oa@ d«gr@® of definition# 
Ce) Particularly dark marks appearing in a scale should 
be treated with suspioion and examined carefully 
with regard to possibly being an aoeessoiT- mark. 
(d) liack of extensile anastomosis of circuli with th® 
mark and. littl© extension of the mark across the 
posterior field of the scale does not necessarily 
always identify a false annulusj but the presence 
of such conditions should alert the worker to the 
need for further oareful exaraination of the seal© 
for o^ther false nark charaoterlatios. 
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C#) li inlm marks ar® thougbt to t>« pre seat but are 
iGilatioguiahabl© froa thetrue marks on th@ basis 
of the usual eharact@risties'# a eoaparlson of the 
.seal® with a serits of seal®® from other fiah in 
tilt sftiae 8iz« group will frequently reveal th® 
Mark# that do not eoinclde with the tru® annull 
In th® year -elass growth pattera. 
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AFPEIDIX 
Appendix A, Water Teaperatiu'es Obsei»v®di In MeParland's Pond, 1949-1950 
(Degrees F«) 
1949 
Depth In May Jwn© Sull Aug. Sept. 
F®©t Meters 29 7 14 SO S8 5 11 18 25 1 8 15 22 5 12 17 26 
^wtt&ce 68 76 74 82 as 92 84 86 82 80 80 82 76 mm-mm 68 66 64 61 
S.S 1.0 68 76 74 78 81 82 82 80 82 78 79 81 73 67 64 64 61 
4.8 1.5 » ... 4M>«at .89 78 78 80 72 m»im 66 64 
6.5 9.0 67 71 68 69 76 75 74 76 72 71 74 75 72 66 64 62 60 
8.1 S.5 ... mt-rnm- 65 »«. mmtm mmm mm-<m — •• 0mtm 
9.8 3.0 59 60 60 60 60 64 64 60 63 61 62 63 62 64 64 62 60 
11.3 3.5 56 ..I •tm *• — — — mm 60 60 — 
13.1 4.0 51 54 53 54 54 54 56 56 54 54 54 55 55 56 56 56 39 
14.8 4.5 mum «.•> 50 52 54 53 52 52 52 52 — 54 54 56 — 
16.4 5.0 47 52 49 50 50 •mfwm 52 52 59 51 52 52 52 — 52 52 54 58 
17.8 5.5 48 49 
19.6 6.0 
(Continued on next page) 
Appendix A (Cont*d) 
1949 195Q 
I>©pth iii Oct, Nov# D®c. Jan» 
Feet Meters 4 lia 17 24 1 7 14 21 m 6b 10 17 24 30 6 13 20 
Surfa&e 62 58 56 52 46 46 46 40 m 37 34 32 33 37 36 33 34 34 
5.2 1.0 61 60 56 52 46 46 46 40 37 37 37 37 36 38 38 38 39 39 
4.8 l.S 
6.5 s.o 58 62 57 52 46 45 46 40 36 38 38 38 38 38 39 39 40 39 
8.1 2.5 — 
9.8 3.0 5f 61 56 53 46 44 46 40 36 38 38 38 38 38 39 40 40 40 
11.3 3.5 
13.1 4.0 57 57 54 52 46 44 46 40 36 38 38 38 38 38 40 40 40 40 
14.8 4.5 »•- — — 39 mrntm 38 mm m — 
16.4 5.0 54 56 53 52 46 44 45 36 39 39 3d 38 40 40 40 40 
17.8 5.5 
19.6 6.0 
®0n© day after very high southwest wind 
^Fond frozen over 
Appendix A CCont'd) 
iiufTi'iiii iiii,' a^"iri'"ii"'ii' vsas88aa8SMi'ii\i,r\''iri'ri';iiiMf'ii'ii '>flifNiaaasaesaw'iii^uiii^;\iii^Viiriur'''!'ii' Tf iiI' .'Iihiiimih ii'Tiriii'iHiiiii rirrm ^imii '"."i'i 'ii'Hiirviii """fivt'ii' f' 
1950 
Depth to Feb, Mageli Apgll May Jiane 
Feet Meters S 10 17 24 3 10®16 W 24 31 7^14 21 28 4 lO®!? 24 31 7 14 31^^ 
Surface 33 33 33 33 33 34 34 35 34 34 42 43 48 46 60 57 66 72 68 70 74 70 71 
3 2 1.0 39 36 35 35 34 35 36 37 37 38 41 42 48 46 59 55 62 69 65 70 74 62 70 
4 8 1.5 «»«• «»«MI — ... ... ... 
6 5 2.0 m S8 37 35 37 37 37 — 38 38 41 42 47 46 57 54 56 61 64 66 64 58 61 
8 1 2.5 
9 8 3.0 38 38 37 37 38 38 38 38 38 39 41 42 46 46 49 53 54 53 56 57 62 m 59 
11 3 3.5 
13 1 4.0 39 38 38 38 38 38 38 •• 39 39 41 40 42 46 48 52 52 51 52 52 60 57 58 
14 8 4.5 
16 4 5.0 40 39 38 38 39 39 38 — 39 40 41 41 42 44 48 52 51 50 51 50 60 56 57 
X i 
19 
O 
6 
o«o 
6.0 •m mm mmmm- .>«> 39 39 39 40 40 41 41 42 44 48 50 50 49 
ou 
iW •• 56 56 
^Following c<Hisid®rable thawing and inflow of melt water 
%ive days after ice went out 
®Following 4 days of heavy rains and high winda diaring which pond tui^ed 
over again 
^Several extremely heavy rains during preceding two weeks resulted in much 
overflow and in extreme turbidity from surface to bottm 
Appendix B, Dissolved 0:^gen In M0Parland*s Pond, 1949-1950 
(Parts per million) 
Depth Jji 
1949 
Jmi® July 
Peat Meters 29 7 14 20 28 5 11 18 25 1 8 15 12 
Sxirfae® »•» 8.0 10.3 10.9 10.6 13.1 7.6 9.0 7.5 6.7 8.6 9.S 1.8 
3.2 1.0 — «  10 . 5 9.7 6.3 5.7 6.9 4.4 6.8 5.7 7.a 1.3 
4.8 1.5 — «.-« 3.8 0.7 1.3 1.0 0.4 
6.5 2.0 — 2.8 2.2 S.6 2.9 1.2 1.3 1.1 1.6 0.4 0,4 0.8 0.2 —. 
8.1 2.5 
9.8 S.O 2.5 1.8 1.1 1.2 1.2 0.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 —-
11.3 3.5 1.2 2.2 
IS.l 4.0 - 1.0 0.7 0.3 0.0 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
14.6 4.5 0.5 0.2 0.0 0.0 immmm 0.0 
16.4 5.0 1.2 1.2 0.4 —... 0.0 .—— 0.0 
17.8 5.5 1.0 
19.6 6.0, — — 0.5 
(Continued on next page) 
Appendix B (Cont'd) 
1949 
Depth in Sept* Oct, Kov» 
Feet Me tera 5 12 17 26 4 11® 17 24 1 7 14 21 28 
Surface 6.6 8.8 9.2 9.1 12.1 7.2 6.8 4.0 6.4 7.0 7.7 9.9 10.3 
3.2 1.0 5.7 7.2 7.6 9.0 11.9 6.8 6.7 3.7 6,5 7.0 7.8 10,0 11.0 
4.8 1.5 5.8 — — — 
6.5 2.0 0.8 5.7 4.1 6.3 7.2 6.1 6.9 3.9 6.5 6.6 7.8 10.1 11.2 
8.1 2.5 
9.8 3.0 0.7 5.4 2.6 3.4 5.0 5.5 5.3 3.7 6.4 6.5 7.6 9,9 10.9 
11.3 3.5 1.3 2.0 -•«- 4.6 .—• —» — «— 
13.1 4.0 0.2 0.4 0.8 0.9 2.8 0.4 2.4 3.5 6.5 6.1 7.3 9.8 10.6 
14.6 4.5 0.0 0.3 — —« —... — 9.4 
16.4 5.0 0.0 0.0 0.6 0.1 0.3 3.5 6.4 5.6 7.1 — 11.4 
17.8 5.5 
19.6 6.0 
®One daj after very high winds from southwest 
(Continued on next page) 
Appendix B (Cont'd) 
Depth in 
1949 1950 
Dee. Jan m Feb. 
Feet Meters Qb 10 17 24 30 6 13® 20 28 3^  10® 17 24 
Surface 11.8 9.9 11.2 12.1 10.0 7.3 9.2 9.73 8.08 5.4 9.47 6.5 2.8 
3.2 
A A 
1.0 11.7 — —  —— 10.9 9.46 6.3 8.8 9.29 6.25 4.3 5.4 4.3 1,6 
6.5 
X •  o 
s.o 11.5 11.3 10.0 8.8 8.0 5.3 8.0 8.08 5.3 4.4 3.8 3.4 0.78 
8,1 2.5 mm 5.6 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 
9.8 3.0 11.1 
— 
6.4 S.7 1.4 7.7 5.47 4.9 3.7 3.5 2.1 0.78 
XX •  o 
13.1 
1 A A 
o 
4.0 
A K 
10.9 8.7 6.0 4.8 3.6 1.3 6.7 4.43 4.9 3.3 2.0 0.7 0.60 
x%« o 
16.4 5.0 6.4 5.5 1.6 1.2 6.5 4.08 4.5 3.0 1.12 0.7 0.17 
17.8 5.5 .... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 
19.6 6.0 
^Pond froasen over 
® Consider able inflow of riinoff melt water 
^Snow covered ice for three weeks prior to this date 
®Con3iderable inflow of melt water 
(Ccaitinued on next page) 
Appendix B CCont*d) 
1950 
Bepth in Mareh • April 
Peet Meters 3^ 10« 16 20 24^ 31^ 7 J 14 21 28 
Surface 0.78 
3,2 1.0 0.26 
4.8 1,5 — 
6.5 S.O 0.34 
8,1 2.5 
9,8 3.0 0,34 
11.3 3.6 
13,1 4,0 0,17 
14.6 4,5 
16.4 5.0 0,08 
17.8 5.5 — 
19.6 6.0 — 
0.2 0.6 0.4 5,5 9.3 10,7 11.6 7.9 
0.1 0.2 0.2 5.5 9.S 10.5 11.6 7,9 
0.1 — 0.2 2.9 9.5 10.1 11.6 7,8 
0.1 0.1 0.1 0.8 9.6 10.4 10.6 7.7 
0.14- — 0.1 0.5 9.6 10.4 6.8 7,6 
0.0 0.1 0.1-1- 9.6 9.7 6.2 7.7 
0,0 0.0 9.2 8.3 3.7 3.3 
%now covered ice for previous three weeks period 
^Considerable inflow of runoff melt water 
^Alternate periods of snow and melting since March 10 
^Considerable melting of snow and ice cover, much runoff water entered pond 
^Ice went out April 2 
(Continued on next page) 
Appendix B (Cont'd) 
1950 
Depth in JSL Jim® 
"iir Feet Meters 10* 11 SI 14 21® 28" 
5. 2 
3.1 
4.7 
1.3 
5.1 
3.0 
0.9 2.4 1.2 
0.4 9.3 0.7 
0.2 2.1 0.6 
Surfae© 
S,9 1.0 
4.8 
6.5 
8.1 
9.8 
11.3 
13.1 
14.6 
16.4 
17,8 
19.6 
1.5 
S.O 
2,5 
3.0 
3.5 
4.0 
4.5 
5.0 
5.5 
6.0 
7.1 
7.2 
7.4 
7.0 
6.5 
6.2 
6.4 
6.4 
6.5 
6.6 
6.6 
5.9 
4.8 
11.6 
7.3 
4.64 
4.0 
3.8 
3.0 
1.05 
8.4 
8.1 
8,0 
5.6 
1.0 
0.9 
0.8 
7.6 
5.8 
4.5 
0.9 
0.6 
0.3 
6.6 
4.0 
2 ,9  
0.6 
0.9 
0.1 
%everal very heavy rains in previous ten days. Much siltation. 
Water cloudy to bottom. 
^Turbidity of water much decreased. 
^Very heavy rains in previous two weeks. Water extremely turbid, 
surface to bottom. 
^Water clearing somewhat in upper levels. 
Appendix C» Pi*ee Carbon Dioxide Concentrations in MeParland*s Pond# 1949-1050 
(Parts per laillion) 
1949 
Depth in May Jime 3'uly Aug. S©pt« 
Feet Meters 29 7 14 80 ^ 5 11 18 25 1 8 15 58 5 18 17 86 
Surfae® — — 0 0000000002 — 2100 
3.3 1,0 — — — 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 — 4 110 
4.8 1.5 -« — — — — — 7 5 4 6 4 — 4 — — — 
6.5 S.O — — — 6 7 8 7 9 11 12 12 13 17 — 5 3 3 1 
8.1 S.§ — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — 
9.8 3.0 -- — — 9 9 11 11 11 17 22 92 22 30 — 10 3 6 3 
11.5 3,§ — — — '—^ ^ — — — — — — — — 11 8 — 
13.1 4.0 — — — 14 19 11 20 16 26 27 34 35 48 — 20 20 12 5 
14.6 4.5 — — — — 32 20 21 21 SB 34 33 34 §1 — 26 22 — — 
16.4 5.0 — 11 — 18 — — — — — — — — — — — — — 25 
17.8 5.5 — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — 
19.6 6.0 — — 18 — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — 
(Continued on next page) 
Appendix C (Coj5t*d) 
1949 
Depth In Oet, Nov. Dec. 
1950 
Jan, 
Feet Meters 4 11® 17 94 1 7 14 81 28 gb 10 17 S4 30 6 13® 20 28 
Surface 0 0 5 5 6 8 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 3 
5,2 
A O 
1.0 
1 R 
0 0 3 5 5 6 8 2 0 0 0 — 1 2 3 3 2 4 
6.5 
i.«0 
2.0 
O 
— mm'mm 3 6 6 6 9 3 0 0 0 2 4 3 4 4 3 6 
o»X 
9.8 
11 *3^ 
O-
3.0 
"X Us 
4 1 
o 
3 6 5 7 9 3 1 0 — — 5 4 5 5 4 6 
LXmO 
13.1 
1 A ^ 
w • O 
4.0 
A K 
6 5 5 6 6 9 9 4 
SI 1 0 
5 15 5 5 7 9 7 6 
X4«0 
16.4 
1 *7 Q 5.0 21 11 10 7 
O 
10 10 
O 
15 — mm-mm 16 6 6 7 6 8 7 
JL f • O 
19.6 
o«o 
6.0 
®One day after very high wind from southwest, fjfater somewhat turbid, 
^ond frozen over 
®Con3iderable inflow of runoff raelt water 
(Continued on next page) 
Appendix C CGont*d) 
1950 
Depth in Feb. March April May June 
Feet Meters 3® 10«17 24 si 10616 30 24^31^73 14 21 28 4 10^17 24^31 7 14 21»^n 
Sxirfac® 
3.2 1.0 
4.8 1.4 
6.5 2.0 
3.1 S.S 
9.8 3.0 
11.3 3.5 
13.1 4.0 
14.6 4.5 
16.4 5.0 
17.8 5.5 
19.6 6.0 
%now covered ice for previous three weeks period 
®Consid®rable Inflow of rtaioff laelt water 
^Snow covered ice for previous three weeka period 
SConsiderable inflow of rmoff aelt water 
Alternate periods of snow and melting sine© March 10 
^Considerable melting of snow and ice cover. Much runoff water entered pcaid. 
Jlce went out April 2 
Several very heavy rains in previous ten days 
^Turbidity of water much decreased 
^Verj heavy rains in previous two weeks. lAfater extremely turbid, surface 
to bottom. 
"Water clearing somewhat in upper levels 
4 e 6 9 12 8 12 10 7 4 4 
5 4 9 11 16 10 13 13 12 5 6 
0  0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 4  
0 0 0 0 0  0  0 0 0 4 8 S  
6 7 8 12 15 13 14 — IS 7 4 0 0 0 0 2 4 0 0 0 7 10 11 
7 7 11 11 13 13 13 13 11 11 4 0 0 0 0 2 4 0 7 9 8 12 IS 
9 9 14 18 13 12 13 — 12 11 4 0 2 0 0 3 6 7 10 11 9 — 12 
10 9 14 12 12 13 14 — 12 14 4 0 3 0 1 3 6 8 11 IS 
21 SO 5 2 4 — — 4 10 10 — — — 
Appendix D, Phenolphthaleln/flethyl-orang® Alkalinity Deterainations 
in McFarland's Fond# 1949-1950 (Parts per million) 
1949 
Depth in May June Sxilj ki m* 
Feet Meters S9 7 14 20 28 5 11 18 25 1 a 15 22 -w-wt 
Surfac® 0 
92 
17.5 
107.5 
10 
137 
12.5 
142 
15 
125 
12.5 
145 
12.5 
140 
0 
137 
3. S 1.0 0 
ISO 
0 
135 
7 
140 
7.5 
147 
12 
127 
17.5 
135 
12,5 
125 
0 
127 
4.8 1.5 0 
152 
0 
147 
© 
167 
0 
158 
0 
135 
^•5 2.0 0 
157 
0 
155 mmmm 
0 
170 
0 
182 
0 
177 
0 
170 
0 
172 
0 
185 
8.1 8.5 
9.8 3.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
165 195 190 190 220 220 205 232 
11.3 3.5 
13.1 4.0 0 
157 
0 
182 
0 
215 
0 
225 
0 
220 
0 
230 
0 
230 
0 
252 
14.6 4.5 0 
202 
0 
202 wmmm 
0 
232 
0 
230 
0 
240 
0 
222 
0 
227 
0 
267 
16.4 5.0 
WlB 575 
lO WIo 
(Continued on next page) 
Appttndls 3 CCont*d} 
1.949 
-D>®ptli .ta S#pt« Sof • 
Wmt  Met#ra S IS 17 m 4 ll« 17 m I 7 14 2X m 
Buvtrnm 0 
140 
0 
160 
0 
16S 
is.s 
153 
m 
140 
7.S 
160 
0 
165 
Q 
im 
0 
167 
0 
xm 
0 
xm 
0 
xm 
0 
xm 
a.t 1.0 0 
14S 
0 
15? 
0 
1S7 
10 
1st 
i7 
156 
7.1 
14S 
0 
170 
0 
xm 
0 
xm 
0 
165 
0 
. 1«7 
0 
xm 
0 • 
MS 
.^8 i.S ' d 
im 
***** 
ullwi — 
twi — — 
• ml. iifcl««p> 
w»-«w m> 
— jw h 
4«5 0 
ISO 
d 
146 
0 
ISO 
0 
1S7 
0 
170 
0 
152 
0 
17S 
0 
xm 165 
0 
xm 
d 
170 
0 
165 
0 
xm 
'8»1 §-.§• • • • 
9.S S,0- 0 
217 
0 
ISS 
0 
1S7 
0 
1€2 
0 
172 
0 
157 
0 
im 
0 
xm 
0 
xm 
0 
165 
0 
170 
0 
167 xm 
11.S S.S 0 
167 
0 
1S5 
rnktmi'tm mummm 0 
160 
mmmmm aw mb wh' •m m 
isa 4«o 0 
2^  
0 
5^ 
0 
18S xm 
0 
175 
0 
1S7 
0 
162 
0 
165 162 IS5 
0 
1S7 
0 
167 
0 
xm 
14#6 ^i»S 0 
SIS 
0 
S17 
wo 
m m m  
ixmiiwi 
k aw 11 •»«»«» 
0 
162 
»««. 0 
170 
mumMm 
••mfim 
16,4 i.O 0 
880 
0 
22B 
0 
mjo 
0 
179 
0 
16S 
0 
167 
0 
17S 
0 
15S 
17»8 5.5 
19,6 6.0 
^On® daf after very high wind from southwest* faster sc^newhat turbid. 
(Ctmtlnued on next page) 
Appendtx D (Cont'd) 
1949 1950 
Depth ia Jan, Feb. 
Peet Me ters 10 17 S4 30 6 13® 20 m 3d 10® 17 24 
Surface 0 
170 
0 
17S 
0 
170 
0 
178 
0 
17t 
0 
180 
0 
172 
0 
180 
0 
187 
0 
188 
0 
60.5 
0 
62 
0 
67 
3.2 1.0 0 
170 
0 0 0 
172 
0 
172 
0 
182 
0 
175 
0 
ISO 
0 
187 
0 
185 
0 
1^ 
0 
80 
0 
92 
4.8 1.5 
«»««>«» «»««»«» ^ ^  
6.5 2.0 0 
165 
0 
173 
0 
175 
0 
175 
0 
175 
0 
182 
0 
177 
0 
182 
0 
187 
0 
185 
0 
172 
0 
165 
0 
155 
8.1 S.5 
• 
9.8 3*0 0 
167 
tmi mmmt- 0 
177 
0 
177 
0 
182 
0 
180 
0 
185 
0 
185 
0 
187 
0 
172 
0 
177 
0 
180 
11.3 3.5 <•—» •*'•••*• 
13.1 4.0 0 
170 
0 
167 
0 
177 
0 
182 
0 
177 
0 
180 
0 
180 
0 
182 
0 
187 
0 
187 
0 
180 
0 
177 
0 
182 
14.6 4.5 
16.4 5.0 
mm-mmrnm 
0 
182 
0 
182 
0 
177 
0 
182 
0 
190 
0 
180 
0 
192 
0 
190 
0 
187 
0 
192 
0 
190 
17.8 5.5 
19.6 6.0 
^Pond frozen over 
®C on aider able inflow of rimoff melt water 
dSnow covered ice for previous three weeks period 
®Gonsiderable inflow of nmoff melt water 
(Continued on next page) 
Appendix D (Cont»d) 
1950 
Depth in March April 
Peet Me ters 3^ 108 16 20 24^ 31^ 14 21 28 
Surfae© 0 
82 
0 
40 
0 
58 
0 
55 
0 
62.5 
0 
92,5 
0 
150 
7.5 
1S7 
22 
135 
10 
127 
3.S 1.0 0 
85 
0 
85 
0 
75 
0 
90 
0 
110 
0 
95 
0 
140 
5 
127 
22 
133 
10 
127 
4.8 1.5 
6.5 2.0 6 
167 
6 
157 
0 
162 
0 
177 
0 
110 
0 
137 
5 
127 
S2 
132 
7.5 
127 
8.1 2.5 
9.8 3,0 0 
177 
0 
182 
0 
180 
0 
177 
0 
192 
0 
182 
0 
142 125 
22 
135 
7.5 
132 
11.3 3.5 """••* 
13.1 4.0 0 
175 
0 
195 
0 
195 
0 
190 
0 
187 
0 
142 
5 
125 
0 
165 
7,5 
132 
14.6 4.5 — 
16.4 5.0 0 
192 
0 
202 
0 
202 
0 
205 
0 
190 
0 
142 
2 
127 
0 
165 
10 
135 
17.8 5.5 
19.6 6.0 0 
217 
0 
207 
0 
215 
0 
220 
0 
222 
0 
147 
0 
130 
0 
165 
%now covered ice for previous three weeks period 
SConsiderable inflow of ininoff n^lt water 
hAltemate periods of snow and melting since March 10 
^Considerable melting of snow and ice cover. Much runoff water 
entered pond. 
^Ice went out April 2 
Appendix D (Cont'd) 
1950 
Depth in May Jm© 
Feet Meters 4 10& 17 241 31 7 14 21» 2^ 
Surface 10 
135 
5 
lis 
22 
102 
so 
80 
27 
87 
17 
112 
0 
112 
0 
115 
0 
125 
1.0 9 
1S5 
5 
113 
7.5 
1^  
28 • 
87 
20 
96 
14 
114 
0 
110 
0 
105 
0 
122 
4.8 1,5 
•»«»«« 
6.5 s.o 7.5 
125 
0 
112 
0 
117 
22 
120 
IS 
102 
IS 
115 
0
 0
 
HI H
 
0 
95 
0 
97 
8,1 2.5 
9,8 3,0 7 
125 
0 
107 
0 
110 
0 
117 
0 
117 
0 
130 
0 
97 
0 
90 
0 
92 
11.3 3,5 
«»«•«• «»•*«» «•»«<»«» 
W* 
13.1 4,0 5 
125 
0 
92,5 
0 
105 
0 
112 
0 
122 
0 
130 
0 
87 «*«»«» 
0 
82 
l4.6 4,5 
im 111 •» •rnrnm^-mm 
16.4 5,0 0 
127 
0 
92,5 
0 
104 
0 
126 
0 
122 
0 
135 mmmum 
17.8 5.5 
19,6 6.0 0 
87.5 
0 
110 
0 
145 
^Several very heavy rains in previous ten days. Much ailta-
tion. Water cloudy to bottom. 
^Turbidity of water much decreased. 
®Very heavy rains in previous two weeks. Water extremely 
ttirbid, surface to bottom, 
^Water clearing somewhat in upper levels. 
Appendix 1, pH Values In MeParland*® Pood, 1949-'50 
1949 
Depth in lay Jvaae July Aug. S®pt, 
Fe@t 29 7 14 ^ 28 5 11 18 25 1. 8 15 22 -- 5 12 17 26 
Surface 
3.2 1.0 
4.8 1.5 
6.5 2.0 
8.1 2.5 
9.8 3.0 
11.3 3.5 
13.1 4.0 
14.6 4.5 
16.4 5.0 
17.8 5.5 
19.6 6.0 
— 8.3 8.5 8,2 8.3 8.1 8.1 8.2 8.2 7,5 
8.1 8.3 7.9 8.1 8.2 8.1 8.1 8.0 8.0 7.4 
. — 7,7 7,7 7.7 7.7 7.3 
— 7.6 7.6 7.6 7.6 7.2 7.2 7.4 7.3 7.3 
. 7.4 7.2 7.4 7.9 7.1 7.2 7.2 7.1 
— 7.3 7.4 7.0 7.2 7.1 7.1 7.0 7.0 7.0 
7.3 7.1 7.0 7.1 7.1 7.0 7.0 6.S 
7.9 7.9 8.2 8.2 
7.8 7.9 a.l 8.3 
7.7 — ... 
7.6 7.7 7.7 8.0 
7.3 7.6 7.7 7.7 
— 7.4 7.6 — 
7.0 7.1 7.2 7.6 
6.9 7.1 — — 
— — — 7.0 
(Continued on next page) 
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Appendix E {Cont*d) 
19S0 
Pepth in Feb. Mareta. April 
geet Meters 8^ 10® 17 34 3^ IQg 16 ^ 8# 31^ 7^ 14 21 88 
Surfaee 
1.0 
4,8 1.S 
6.5 2»0 
8.1 2.5 
9.8 3.0 
11.3 3.5 
13.1 4.0 
14.6 4.5 
16.4 5.0 
17.8 5.5 
19.6 6.0 
®Snow covered ic© for previous three weeks period 
®Considerable inflow of runoff melt water 
^Snow covered ice for previous three weeks period 
SConslderable inflow of runoff melt water 
liAlternat© periods of snow and melting sine© March 10 
^Considerable melting of snow and ice cover. Much runoff water entered pond, 
^Ice went out April 2 
7.5 
7.4 
7.3 
7.4 
7.1 
7.1 
6.8 
6.9 
6.9 
6.9 
7.0 
7.0 
6.8 
6.9 
6.9 
7.0 
6.8 
7.0 
7.1 
7.2 
7.6 
7.5 
8.5 
8.6 
8.8 
8.8 
8.S 
8.8 
7.3 7.4 7.3 7.3 7.2 7.S 7.2 7.2 7.2 7.4 3.6 8.8 8.8 
7.4 7.4 7.3 7.3 7.2 7.4 7.3 7.2 7.3 7.3 7.5 8-.6 8.8 8.8 
7.S 7.4 7.3 7.4 7.2 7.4 7.3 7.3 7.3 7.5 8.5 7.9 8.8 
7.S 7.3 7.3 7.4 7.3 7.3 7.3 rntmm-mm 7.3 7.3 7.6 8.5 7.7 8.8 
7.2 7.3 7.3 7.3 7.1 7.6 8.1 7.8 
{Continued on next page) 
Appendlit E (Cont'd) 
19S0 
Bepth in May Jime 
Feet Meters 4 17 24^ SI 7 14 21« 28« 
Sarfaee 8.2 
3.2 1.0 8.2 
4.2 X.S ••••••«• 
6.5 2.0 8.1 
8.1 S»5 -».«••• 
0.8 3.0 S»1 
11.3 3.5 
13.1 4.0 8.1 
14.6 4.5 
16.4 5.0 
17,8 5.5 
19.6 6.0 
Several very heavy rains In previoiis ten days. Much siltation, water 
eloudy to bottom. 
^Turbidity of water much decreased. 
®Very heavy rains in previous two weeks. Water extremely turbid from 
surface to bott{»i, 
*^Water clearing somewhat in upper levels. 
7.9 
7.9 
8.8 
s.s 
8.8 
8.8 
8.8 
8.8 
8.6 
0.5 
8.0 
7.3 
7.7 
7.2 
7.8 
7.4 
7.7 7.7 8.8 8.8 8.3 7.2 7.1 7.2 
7.6 7.5 7.9 7.2 7.2 7.1 7.0 7.0 
7.4 7.3 7.2 7.2 7.2 7.1 •—1 <— — 6.9 
7.4 7.3 7.2 7.2 7.2 
7.4 7.2 7.1 ... ... 
Afp«fi4i3E f. Water fmper*t«res and S^i© Chesaleal Sosditions 
at Little TSftill lAke, 19it8-195S (Bepth in feet) 
fhen®!- Bethyl- IiOeati&a 
lepth^ lis- free phthaleiH ©rang# ffeter mek- of efe" 
iate •0I7M earbcm alka- alka- pi t«i^©r- &^s sermtiOB 
Saaple lettosa «»cygen di@3dde llni%' liai%^ atar© 0f iee site 
1^ 8 p.p.m. p.p*A* in. 
1-9 5.0 4.75 12 0 275 7.4 3t» — 
1-9 5.0 3*73 9 mum — — l5 
1-25 5.0 k.T5 3.8 — 0 250 7.5 31* » — A 
1-25 3.0 5.75 9A HI. 0 —<« 3^ * — B 
1-30 3.0 4.75 3.9 9 0 7.3 31^  A 
1-50 3.0 5.75 8.8 19 0 — 7.3 31^  B 
2-15 5»0 h»13 3a ik 0 3^ 74* 3l» — A 
2-15 3.0 5.75 7.9 9 0 7J^ 31^  1 
2-20 5.0 I4..50 5.5 9 mi<m 7.3 «- 4 
2-20 5.0 5.75 10.1 6 — mtmum T.5 3i^  — B 
10-11 1.5 1^ .00 15.5 00 17.5 11^ 7 8.8 51 — ^st 
10-11 5.00 llJ* 0 10.0 207 8.8 51 — West 
12-27 5.0 14..50 6.0 6 0 — 7.3 3lt 5 A 
1^ 9 
1-8 5.0 i^ .50 1.8 11 0 7.3 31^  7 A 
1-12 3.0 4.50 1.5 17 0 262 7.3 3U 8 A 
1-12 U.5 5.50 1.5 15 0 228 7.3 3U 8 B 
1-18 3.0 U.50 1.3 Ik 0 260 7.3 3lt 9 A 
1-18 k»3  5.50 la^ ~ — 7.3 3it 9 B 
Z-h 3.0 k.3Q 0.8 2U 0 327 7.3 3ii 16 A 
2-h k.3 5.50 0.7 «•«» — — 3U 16 B 
2-8 3.0 I+.50 OJ^ 27 0 335 3U 16 A 
"••Deptlui fieasured from the upper surfaee of the ioe 
^Shallower, more regetated aite appr<alHjately I50 yards from the west shore (Figure 2) 
JOeeper, less vegetated site in the east central portion of the lake (Figure 2) 
(Continued on next page) 
Bep-^1 M«» i^e© fhtl»lei& eraage Vi^ter of ofe-
Mte — soItM *lfc«- alfc*- pH t<»per- aess sermtioaa 
Sawple Botte» (^g®B dioxide liaitf liaity atsre of ie® «it® 
1^9 
p.p.®. ©p la. 
2-8 4^5 3  ^ 0.7 0 7.3 16 B 
2-16 3.© 4.50 0.0-0.1 40 0 337 ?.3 34 19 A 
2-16 4.5 5.50 0.3 31 0 325 7.lt 34 19 B 
2-^  3.0 4.^  0«8 41 0 345 7.2 19 k 
2-22 4.5 5.50 0.0-0.1 37 0 330 7.2 19 B 
2-26 3.0 4.50 2.6 33 0 330 7.2 «- k 
2^ 6 4»5 5.50 1.0 0 2^ 7.2 34 B 
3-2 3.0 4.50 6.5 0 310 7.3 A k 
5-2 4.5 5.50 2.9 0 257 7.3 34 — \ 
3-® 2.5 4.00 2.0 28 0 252 7.3 34 «« 
k-ik 3^ 4.5© 12.8 13 0 7.3 34 6 A 
12-27 1.5 3.00 9.2 9 0 3^  7.6 36 6 West eentrftl 
1950 
1-12 2.0 4.00 7.1 10 0 332 7.5 35 10 Otmtral 
2-2 2.0 4.50 0.1 12 0 382 7.3 35 15 West eentrftl 
2-2 3.0 4.50 0.1 13 0 367 7.3 35 15 e^tral 
2-9 2.0 3.00 0.0 18 0 370 7.4 35 15 West oe&tral 
2-9 3.0 4.00 0.0 15 0 375 7«4 35 15 last eea^al 
2-16 2.0 3.50 0.0 14 0 377 7.4 34 16 Central 
2-23 2.5 4.50 0.0 22 0 385 7.3 33 18 East central 
2-23 2.0 3.50 0.0 39 0 4oo 7.3 33 18 West eestral 
3-2 2,5 4.50 0.0 27 0 I4OO 7.3 34 19 last eentral 
3-9 1.5 4.50 1.0 52 0 205 7.3 33 14 East central 
3-9 3.0 4.50 0.1 — 0 — 34 14 Same 
Bs&cured from upper surfaee of the ice 
Southeast and where lake was least likely Influenced 
(Contixiued on next page) 
f (2oBt*d) 
ThemX" Methyl- l^o&tien 
©epth-^ Bis- free phthaleia or&£^e later Riick- of ob­
Date solred oarboB alka­ alkft- pH t®^r« ness servation 
Saiq^le Botto® oaqrgeB dioxide linity llai-ty atiire of ie® site 
p.p.^* g.p.a. in. 
3-9 1.0 4.0 4.6 0 — m — 6 2 
5-15 1.5 .^5 1.8 15 0 7.5 55 14 j^ st eentral 
5-15 5.0 4.5 0.0 58 0 422 7.2 36 14 Same 
5-15 1.0 5.5 0.1 27 0 250 7.2 36 8 5 
5-25 1.5 4.5 5.5 7 0 1^  7.5 54 15 Bast•©entral 
5-25 5.0 4.5 1.5 28 0 5^  7.2 56 15 Same 
5-25 2.0 5.5 0.5 19 0 197 7.1 55 8 5 
"depths m^eured from upper 8«rfa®« of the ice 
2 
Two yards south of a muskrat lodge, 100 yards from the west shore 
5 
'Three yards north of the auakrat lodge mentioned in 2 
